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Abstract
Since its inception a quarter of a century ago, Kelvin probe force microscopy
(KPFM) has enabled studying contact potential differences (CPDs) on the nano-
metre scale. However, current KPFM investigations are limited by the bandwidth
of its constituent electronic loops to the millisecond regime. To overcome this lim-
itation, pump-probe-driven Kelvin probe force microscopy (pp-KPFM) is intro-
duced that exploits the non-linear electric interaction between tip and sample. The
time resolution surpasses the electronic bandwidth and is limited by the length of
the probe pulse. In this work, probe pulse lengths as small as 4.5 ns have been real-
ized.
These probe pulses can be synchronized to any kind of pumppulses. Theﬁrst sys-
tem investigated with pp-KPFM is an electrically-driven organic ﬁeld-effect tran-
sistor (OFET). Here, charge carrier propagation in the OFET channel upon switch-
ing the drain-source voltage is directly observed and compared to simulations based
on a transmission linemodel. Varying the charge carrier density reveals the imped-
ing inﬂuence of Schottky barriers on the maximum switching frequency.
The second system is an optically-modulated silicon homojunction. Here, the
speed of surface photovoltage (SPV) build-up is accessed and compared to time-
averaged results. Due to slow trap states, the time-averaged method is found to
lack comprehensiveness. In contrast, pp-KPFM exposes two intensity-dependent
recombination times on the same timescale — high-level Shockley-Read-Hall
recombination in the bulk and heat-dominated recombination in the surface layer
— and a delay of the SPV decay with rising frequency, which is attributed to charge
carrier retention at nanocrystals.
The third system is a DCV5T-Me:C60 bulk heterojunction. The SPV dynamics is
probed and compared tomeasurements via open-circuit corrected transient charge
carrier extraction by linearly increasing voltage. Both methods reveal an exponen-
tial onset of the band bending reduction that is attributed to the charge carrier dif-
fusion time in DCV5T-Me, and a double exponential decay, hinting at different
recombination paths in the studied organic solar cell.
The above-mentioned experiments demonstrate that pp-KPFM surpasses con-
ventional KPFM when it comes to extracting dynamic device parameters such as
charge carrier retention and recombination times, and prove that pp-KPFM is a
versatile and reliable tool for studying electrodynamics on nanosurfaces.
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Read not to contradict and confute;
nor to believe and take for granted;
nor to ﬁnd talk and discourse;
but to weigh and consider.
Francis Bacon (1561-1626)

1Introduction
Great results can be achieved with small forces.
Sun Tzu (544-496 BC)
When Binnig and Quate published their idea of an atomic force microscope
(AFM) in 1986, not only did they invent a new piece of laboratory equipment, but
they also threw open the doors to a new ﬁeld of investigation: the study of small
forces on a tiny scale.¹ It is hard to grasp the scale of forces measured by an AFM
because they are too far removed from experiences in every day life. Nevertheless,
a comparison with masses might be informative.
One of the weakest forces interacting between the foremost atoms of the AFM
tip and the surface under investigation is the van der Waals force. It ranges
in the order of 10=11 N,¹,² which translates roughly to 1 ng.a The mass of a single
tree pollen, shown in ﬁg. 1.1(a), is approximately as much.³ In ambient conditions,
however, the force exerted on the surface by a probing tip is much larger due to
additional capillary forces; they range in the order of 10=7 N, which equals 10 µg.⁴,⁵
This comes close to the mass of an eyelash, depicted in ﬁg. 1.1(b).b
However, the large load force encountered in ambient conditions does not de-
sensitize the AFM tip to small changes in force.c For example, an AFM tip with a
a It is notable that a mass of 1 ng already cannot be measured by regular laboratory-grade balances. The
finest commercial balances, such as the Sartorius Ultra Microbalance MSA2.750TRDM, have a readability
of 100 ng.12345
b Paul Grohe determined the mass of an eyelash in https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n90whRO-ypE
(accessed on 28.01.2016) to measure 75 µg. (Actually, Paul measured one of his eyebrow hairs. Subsequent
YouTube experimenters found the actual mass to be ranging between one and a few dozens of µg.)
c In fact, Binnig and Quate boldly stated in their initial publication that the sensitivity of an AFM could be
lowered to as much as 10=18 N, 1 which still remains to be accomplished.
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5 mm(b)
5 µm
(a)
Figure 1.1.: (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of an oak pollen. The
diameter at the short axis is around 25 µm. (b) Photograph of a sleeping baby’s
eyelashes.e
tip diameter of 20 nm hovering 1 nm above an investigated surface whose electric
potential differs by only 10mV senses a force of 1.4 10=11 N, which again can be
approximated by the weight of a single tree pollen.d Such a potential difference
is easily detectable by contemporary Kelvin probe force microscopes in addition to
other forces. To draw ametaphor: The weight of a single tree pollen gently depress-
ing an eyelash— on such a scale are the forces that an AFM can accurately detect.
The present work is concerned with how these tiny electric forces, speciﬁcally
arising from potential differences, change over time and what their evolution re-
veals about the underlying charge carrier transport. This is not the ﬁrst time it has
been attempted to infer the electrodynamics on the nanoscale.
In 1992, Hou et al.mixed two slightly out-of-phase ultra high frequency (UHF)
signals on a coplanar waveguide transmission line and measured the beating fre-
quency with an AFM tip resting above the transmission line.⁷ Unsurprisingly, the
low-frequency beating is sensed strongest at the resonance frequency of the can-
tilever. The as-detected cross-correlation signal, however, features pulses with a
time-equivalent width of amere 130 ps. Nonetheless, both their detuning approach
d This back-of-the-envelope calculation approximates the given situation as a capacitor with the stated para-
meters.
e Image in fig. 1.1(a) taken from ref. 6. Image in fig. 1.1(b) taken by Paul Sapiango and protected under the Cre-
ative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic license (http://flickr.com/photos/21314760@N00/471837691,
accessed on 28.01.2016).
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and their waveguide transmission line are rather specialized and not easily trans-
ferable to other systems.
One year later, in 1993, Nunes et al. and Weiss et al. both independently in-
troduced a junction-mixing scanning tunneling microscope (STM).⁸,⁹ f Junction-
mixing exploits nonlinearities in themeasurement system’s response to an external
stimulus — in this case the tunneling junction current-voltage characteristic —
to down-convert the time information from a frequency far above the bandwidth
of the measurement system to a frequency well inside its range; thus, the time in-
formation becomes resolvable by phase sensitive techniques. Since the excitation
of their measurement system was gated optically with ultrashort laser pulses, the
researchers were able to measure a tunneling current pulse as short as a few pi-
coseconds, as demonstrated in ﬁg. 1.2(a). Although both groups performed only
point spectroscopy, later works extended the technique to include spatial informa-
tion as well.¹¹ However, as inherent to any STM, junction-mixing STM is restricted
to conductive surfaces only.
At the same time, Bridges et al. started complementing electrostatic force mi-
croscopes (EFMs)with aheterodynenullifying technique, essentially by implement-
ing an electrical pump probe technique into their measurement scheme and com-
pensating for the resulting electric forces.¹²–¹⁴ Thus, an AFM tip hovering sev-
eral hundreds of nanometres above a transmission line was able to resolve digital
voltage signals close to the Gbit s=1 data rate, as depicted in ﬁg. 1.2(b). Over the
following decade, at a time when integrated circuits (ICs)— the group’s main focus
— rushed away to ever higher frequencies, the technique saw improvements in its
time resolution in the form of various sophisticated modulation schemes; yet, un-
fortunately, their work barely left the stage of point spectroscopy.¹⁵–²³ Therefore,
due to the large tip-sample distance, heterodyne EFM lacks both high spatial res-
olution and topographic tracking.g Nonetheless, the group’s work not only proved
the feasibility of electrodynamic investigations on the sub-nanosecond scale with
an AFM but also lay the groundwork for the present work.
A decade later, Coffey et al. coined the term time-resolved EFM by directly re-
cording the frequency shifts of an oscillating AFM tip upon externally stimulat-
ing the sample under investigation with pulsed light.²⁴ Figure 1.2(c) reproduces
f Parts of the following paragraphs are published in ref. 10. Reprinted with permission. Copyright 2015, AIP
Publishing LLC.
g It is, however, noteworthy that Weng et al. succeeded in making the technique quantitative by employing
an automated nullifying control loop, much as in Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM).
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the resulting frequency shift curves. When ﬁtting an exponential function to these
curves, different time constants at different locations produce a map of local char-
ging rates. Although the time resolution can dip into the sub-microsecond regime,
the inertia inherent to the AFM cantilever sets an upper limit: an increasing time
resolution is bought at the price of a decreasing signal-to-noise ratio.²⁵
More recently, standard Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) works — tim-
ing themeasurement, hence being time-resolved— investigated the surface poten-
tial dynamics in organic and ferroelectric thin ﬁlms, as exempliﬁed in ﬁg. 1.2(d).²⁶–
²⁸ However, since these measurements rely on standard KPFM control loops, their
time-resolution is bandwidth-limited and, hence, improvements beyond the milli-
second regime out of reach.²⁹
For the present work, a pump-probe-driven KPFM was developed to transcend
all shortcomings of previous works: ease of implementation, applicability to a wide
range of samples, resolution both in time and space, and independence of band-
width limitations imposed by control loops.¹⁰
This goal is achieved by employing a pump probe scheme similar to the one used
by Bridges et al.:¹² the low-frequency modulation voltage — regularly employed
in KPFM— is switched in sync with fast pump pulses that are applied to the invest-
igated sample. While the pump pulses cause a temporal change of the local surface
potential, the pulse-modulated modulation voltage probes the resulting dynamics.
Much as in the early junction-mixing approaches, the time resolution here origin-
ates from the non-linear electric interaction of tip and surface.
The electronics developed for the pump probe scheme is readily transferable to
any KPFM and preserves the full functionality of non-contact AFM. This enables
not only the investigationof awide rangeof systemsbut also simultaneous temporal
and spatial probing of the surface potential dynamics. Moreover, the non-linear
interaction between tip and sample during pump probe operation is independent
of the cantilever dynamics as well as the bandwidth of the KPFM control loop.⁸,⁹,¹²
Thus, the time resolution is limited only by the width of the electrical probe pulse
supplied to the probing AFM tip.¹⁰
Hence, the doors are oncemore thrownopen to a vast ﬁeld of new studies, namely
surface-boundelectrodynamics. In thiswork, afterdescribing the theory (chapter 2)
andexperimental realizationof pump-probe-drivenKelvinprobe forcemicroscopy
(pp-KPFM) (chapter 3) as well as providing a brief overview of the investigated
samples (chapter 4), ﬁrst, the charge carrier dynamics inside an OFET channel is
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1.2.: (a) Width of the current pulse probed by Nunes et al. via junction-
mixing STM (Copyright 1993, AAAS).8 (b) 500Mbit s=1 waveform resolved by
Bridges et al. via oscilloscope (upper subfig.) and heterodyne EFM (lower two
subfigs.; Copyright 2001, IOP Publishing). 19 (c) Frequency-shift response of an
AFM cantilever to different illumination intensities on a polymer blend recor-
ded by Coffey et al. via time-resolved EFM (Copyright 2006, Nature Publish-
ing Group).24 (d) Charge carrier dynamics in an organic field-effect transistor
(OFET) unfolding over several seconds measured by Melzer et al. via conven-
tional KPFM (Copyright 2013, Wiley-VCH).26 All figures reprinted with permis-
sion; all rights reserved.
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studied (chapter 5). Next, the recombination of charge carriers at the surface of a
silicon solar cell is investigated (chapter 6). Finally, the build-up of charge carriers
in an organic solar cell (OSC) upon illumination is minutely observed (chapter 7).
Thus, this work provides a glimpse into what is possible with pp-KPFM.
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The magic word faster has always been one of the major chal-
lenges in the development of semiconductormicroelectronics and
optoelectronics. ³⁰
Fausto Rossi
Pump-probe-driven Kelvin probe force microscopy (pp-KPFM) combines the
simplicity of pump probe experiments with the robustness of regular Kelvin probe
force microscopy (KPFM). In order to understand the working principles of pp-
KPFM, ﬁrst, a general introduction into the functioning of pump probe experi-
ments is given. Then, it is necessary to look into how standard KPFM operates to
see where it can bemodiﬁed tofunction as a probe in the context of pump probe ex-
periments. Finally, the knowledge of both preceding sections is merged to explain
and describe time-resolved pp-KPFM.
Furthermore, as all samples studied in this work are semiconductors, a short in-
troduction into transport phenomena in semiconductors will be given. Lastly, the
transmission line model (TLM) is explained, which is the basis of the modeling
results discussed in chapter 5.
2.1 Pump Probe
The idea behind pump probe experiments is beautiful in its simplicity: An in-
vestigated system is repeatedly excited, but probed only in speciﬁc time windows
at a ﬁxed time delay after excitation. Meanwhile, an integrating sensor detects the
probing response. Over the course of hundreds, thousands or even millions of re-
7
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analyzersample
probe pump
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delay stage
beam
spli�er
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1.: (a) Excerpt of a chalcography depicting the apparent bending of
spokes on a wheel rolling past a fence as described by Roget.31 (b) Scheme
of one possible realization of an optical pump probe experiment.
petition cycles, a picture of the system response to the initial stimulus in just the
probed time window emerges on the sensor.
Although the principle might have been noticed since a spoked wheel ﬁrst rolled
past a fence, its earliest academic description dates back to 1825 and was given by
Roget.³¹ In his case, the stimulus was the visual impression of a spoke, the prob-
ing was taken care of by a fence, and the slow integrating sensor was his retina.
Figure 2.1(a) replicates his observation.a
Despite this early ﬁrst account, pump probe became in vogue only after the ar-
rival of sub-picosecond pulse lasers in the 1970s.³² The earliest optical pump probe
experiments were carried out on semiconductors and are outlined in ﬁg. 2.1(b).³³
Therein, a single pulsed laser is split into two beams. The pulses in the ﬁrst beam
excite charge carriers to above the bandgap of the semiconductor, thereby changing
its absorption coefficient. A ﬁxed time delay later, the pulses in the second beam
reach the sample and probe its modiﬁed absorption coefficient. The resulting sig-
nal then enters a spectrometer coupled to an optical multichannel analyzer (OMA)
where it is integrated over several hundreds of repetition cycles to pierce through
the noise level. Lastly, the time delay tdel of the probing pulses in the second beam
relative to the pumppulses in the ﬁrst beam is varied. This is done in order to probe
a Due to the imperfect probing fence in conjunction with a rolling wheel, Roget observed a bending of the
spokes rather than a freezing of movement in time. 31
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the absorption coefficient at different time windows in the process and, thus, to
gain a complete picture of the absorption dynamics in a semiconductor.
It is, however, important to note that the signal s(tdel) acquired by the optical ana-
lyzer is more than just the system response r(t) but in fact a convolution of system
response and probe pulse p(t):³⁴
s(tdel) = (r  p)(tdel) =
1Z
-1
r(t)p(tdel - t)dt ; (2.1)
with the system response itself being another convolution, namely the underlying
physics convolved with the pump pulse (t).
This basic description already gives rise to experimental challenges: in order to
reproduce the investigated physical process as faithfully as possible, it needs to be
pumped and probed with the shortest pulses available. On the other hand, shorter
pulses— in itself a challenge—produce less signal necessitating longer integration
times.
To circumvent a declining signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with shorter pulses, the
pump frequency fpump can be increased in order to maintain a constant duty cycle
 = w  fpump, with w being the width of the probe pulse p. However, there is a limit
to increasing the pump frequency inherent to the physics of repetition: the higher
the repetition frequency the lower the available pulse power, which in turnweakens
the signal strength.³⁵ Therefore, balancing the desired time resolution versus the
availablemeasurement time becomes unavoidable except when pushing the bound-
aries of feasibility.
Nevertheless, the ﬁeld of pump probe grew quickly, counting over 20,000 pub-
lications as of the date of this writing, with half of the publications published in
the last decade. The concept has been generalized to a variety of excitation sources
ranging fromoptical, X-ray, andmagnetic to electric pumppulses that can be freely
combined with different means of probing, such as optical, X-ray, and electric.³⁶–⁴²
While the current resolution limit of optical pulses is in the sub-femtosecond
regime,⁴³ the limit for electrical pulses is six orders of magnitude larger.⁴² Due to
the stray capacitance C and the unavoidable wiring resistance R, the response time
of any electronic device is fundamentally limited by its RC time constant, which in
contemporary devices can reach down to 0.1 ns.⁴⁴
9
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Therefore, studies of fast electro-optical or electron-lattice coupling processes—
which typically take only fractions of nanoseconds to unfold— are out of reach for
electrical pump probe schemes.³⁵ Transport mechanisms inside semiconductors,
on the other hand, are well inside their range, as this work is going to demonstrate.
2.2 Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy
At the heart of KPFM is the contact potential: two metal plates brought into
electric contactwill exchange charge carriers until their Fermi levels are aligned, as
exempliﬁed in ﬁg. 2.2(a) and (b). The exchanged charge carriers build up a voltage
— the contact potential — that gives rise to an electric ﬁeld between both metal
plates. When brought into close vicinity, the electric ﬁeld exerts a force between
both plates.
Lord Kelvin, rightly suspecting the galvanic series behind this phenomenon,
built an apparatus to measure the contact potential difference (CPD) between two
plates of different metals in a capacitor-like conﬁguration.b Using a potentiometer
connected to one of the plates and a Daniell cell, he applied a counter voltage
betweenbothplates until thepotentiometer indicated a complete dischargingof the
capacitor — a situation depicted in ﬁg. 2.2(c). He double-checked the discharging
of the plate capacitor by changing the distance between the plates and ﬁnding no
chargeﬂow indicated by the potentiometer. Hence, LordKelvinnulled the electric
force between both metal plates and, thus, determined their CPD.
KPFMworks on the very same principle, except that here the metal plates are re-
placed by a metallically coated tip hovering above a conductive sample, as depicted
in ﬁg. 2.2(d). The electric force arising from the CPD between tip and sample de-
ﬂects the cantilever to which the tip is attached and can easily be detected with any
AFM. In contrast to Lord Kelvin’s handy work with the Daniell cell, a control
loop fed with the deﬂection signal automatically nulls the electric force between tip
and sample by applying a counter voltage.⁴⁶,⁴⁷ Thus, KPFM detects the local CPD
in the sample area below the apex of the tip.
b Although Lord Kelvin built his apparatus already in the late 1850s, he withheld its publication because
another researcher obtained his findings by a different method and published them just as Lord Kelvin had
finished his manuscript. Reluctant to publish his apparatus without new insights, he worked on acquiring
novel data with his method but was merely able to confirm decades-old findings. He finally published his
results in 1898 only after, as he puts it, “revived [interest] in the subject of contact electricity”. 45
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(a) (b)
EF1
EF2
EV2
EV1 φ1 φ2
Δφ
Vdc =−VCPD
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metal 1 metal 2
Δφ
(c) (d)
e −
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EV1EV
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Figure 2.2.: Principle of KPFM. (a) Twometal plates have their own distinct Fermi
levels EF. (b) Upon electrical contact, charge carriers flow between both plates.
Their Fermi levels align and an electric field forms between both plates. (c)
The resulting electric force vanishes only when a counter voltage is applied that
shifts the Fermi levels back to their initial values. (d) In KPFM, a control loop
continuously minimizes the electric force between metallic tip and sample.
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As exempliﬁed in chapter 1, the forces sensed by an AFM are small and, unfor-
tunately, in the same range as other interaction forces. Therefore, it is sensible to
modulate the electric interaction between tip and sample in order to demodulate it
later in the signal chain.⁴⁸ c This approach not only noticeably increases the SNR
but at the same time enables an easy distinction between electric and other forces.⁴⁷
In the modulated Kelvin method, the electric force between tip and sample has
three contributions: the CPD VCPD, the counter voltage Vdc, and the modulation
voltageVmod(t) = vmod sin(!modt) at the modulation frequency!mod. As in any ca-
pacitor, here, these three voltages cause a total electric force Fel of²⁹,⁴⁹:
Fel (~r;t) =
1
2
@C(~r)
@z V(~r;t)
2 (2.2)
=
1
2
@C(~r)
@z [VCPD(~r) + Vdc + Vmod(t)]
2
; (2.3)
where C denotes the tip-sample capacitance and z is the tip-sample distance. When
demodulating the force at the modulation frequency with a phase-sensitive tech-
nique, only the terms that contain!mod remain relevant:
F!model (~r;t) =
@C(~r)
@z [VCPD(~r) + Vdc]  Vmod(t) : (2.4)
From eq. (2.4) it is easy to see that the electric force component at !mod is nulled
exactly when the counter voltage Vdc matches the CPD VCPD with reverse polarity,
in which case the CPD is determined.
However, there is another way tominimize the force contribution at themodula-
tion frequency. This alternative lays the foundation for time-resolved pump-probe-
driven pp-KPFM, and will be discussed in the following section.
c In 1928, Zisman developed a technique he missed to coin acoustic Kelvin method: bringing two metal
plates in a capacitor-like configuration into vibration and amplifying the resulting oscillating current enabled
him to make the signal audible with a conventional pair of telephones. The CPD is found when the applied
counter voltage cancels the sound from the earphones. Interestingly, one of his main concerns was to
increase the speed with which the CPD could be detected.
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the
different signals in time-
resolved KPFM. (a) Original
modulation voltage. (b) By
multiplying the sinusoidal
modulation voltage with a
train of rectangular pulses
a pulse-modulated mod-
ulation voltage is gained.
(c) Train of Heaviside
functions in sync with the
pulse-modulated modula-
tion voltage. (d) Zoom-in
on one repetition cycle
showing pump and probe
pulse.
2.3 Pump-Probe-Driven Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy
This section aims at demonstrating the feasibility of pp-KPFM.d As discussed in
section 2.2, the general goal ofKPFMis tominimize the electric force betweenAFM
tip and sample at the modulation frequency !mod in order to detect local contact
potential differences (CPDs) on the sample— a task outlined by eq. (2.4). The aim
of pp-KPFM is to use this detection scheme to sense the CPD signal only in certain
reoccurring timewindows, i.e. to employKPFMas a probe in a pumpprobe context.
Luckily, eq. (2.4) also features a loophole that can be exploited to that end: vmod.
When the modulation amplitude vmod is zero, the force component at !mod gets
zero, i.e. any force interaction occurring in this state is missed by the demodulation
scheme. Consequently, the control loop — which receives its control signal from
the demodulation scheme— detects only electric forces when eq. (2.4) is non-zero.
In other words: when the modulation amplitude vmod is forced to zero everywhere
except for in speciﬁc time windows, the control loop can be tricked into sensing a
CPD only in these time windows.e
d Parts of this section are published in ref. 10. Reprinted with permission. Copyright 2015, AIP Publishing
LLC.
e One prerequisite still remains: for the demodulation to succeed, the modulation voltage has to preserve
its sinusoidal shape.
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Thus, the sinusoidalmodulationvoltage canbe shaped into a trainof probepulses
when multiplied with a train of rectangular pulses :

 
!pumpt+'del

=

1 'del 6 !pumpt- 2k 6 'del +'w; k 2 Z
0 else ;
(2.5)
where !pump is the repetition frequency of the rectangular pulses, 'w = w !pump
is the phase width of the w-wide rectangular pulses, and 'del = tdel !pump is the
phase offset of the rectangular pulses at the time delay tdel relative to the begin-
ning of a repetition period Tpump. The different pulse parameters are sketched in
ﬁg. 2.3(d). The result is a pulse-modulated modulation voltage, as the transition
from ﬁg. 2.3(a) to (b) demonstrates.
A multiplication of eq. (2.4) and eq. (2.5) reveals the desired peculiarity: the res-
ulting electric force component at the modulation frequency!mod now exists only
in the time windows Tpump  k+ tdel 6 t 6 Tpump  k+ tdel + w; k 2 Z. Hence, when
the force component at !mod is minimized, only CPDs that fall into these speciﬁc
time windows remain detectable. Thus, the multiplication creates a train of probe
pulses. Those electric probe pulses can easily be synchronized to any kind of pump
pulses — such as the train of electric pump pulses exempliﬁed in ﬁg. 2.3(c) — and
pump-probe-driven KPFM experiments can commence.
2.3.1 Single Loop Pump-Probe-Driven KPFM
In order to quantify the CPD detected by the pump probe approach outlined in sec-
tion 2.3, it is necessary to split the CPDVCPD into a time-dependent# and a static
 component: VCPD =  +#. As described in section 2.2, the force compon-
ent at themodulation frequency!mod can be demodulatedwith any phase-sensitive
technique, rendering the error signal X:
X / vmodf [Vdc +(~r)] + (#(~r;t)  ) ('del)g ; (2.6)
where  = w  fpump is the duty cycle of the function , and (#(~r;t)  ) ('del) de-
notes the convolution of the time-dependent potential # with the rectangular
pulses  at a speciﬁc phase offset'del, as stated in eq. (2.1).
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The error signal X is fed into the KPFM control loop that minimizes the signal
by varying the counter voltage Vdc:
Vdc(~r;'del) = -

(~r) +
1

(#(~r;t)  ) ('del)

: (2.7)
Thus, besides the static CPD , a convolution of time-dependent CPD # and
probe pulse  is detected.
As elaborated in section 2.1, the temporal resolution of any pump probe scheme
is limited foremost by the convolution of system response # and probe pulse ,
and, therefore, bound to the pulse width w. Nonetheless, for small duty cycles ,
eq. (2.7) can be expanded into a Taylor series with the ﬁrst term reading:
Vdc(~r;'del) = - ((~r) +# (~r;'del)) = -VCPD(~r;'del) ; (2.8)
rendering the original CPD with reverse polarity, just as expected of a KPFM con-
trol loop.
However, there is a drawback to this way of detecting CPDs: although the KPFM
control loop correctly detects the time-dependent CPD# in the above-stated time
windows, it applies the corresponding counter voltage continuously throughout the
whole repetition cycle. Unfortunately, this counter voltage needs not necessarily
match the CPD outside of these time windows. Hence, there might be a residual
electric force interacting with the tip.
Since the KPFM control loop is already occupied with another task, the force
cross-talks into the ignorant topography control loop that catches any force not ac-
counted for by other control loops. The as-induced topographic artefacts are depic-
ted inﬁg. 2.4.f There, theAFMtip is attracted at all phase delaysdel by the residual
electric force except for at the transition between the pump states, where the aver-
age CPD  coincides with the time-dependent CPD #. As a consequence, the
topography control loop retracts the tip outside of these transition windows, which
results in an increased tip-sample distance.
While the residual electric force reduces the sensitivity of the KPFMcontrol loop
due to the in average larger tip-sample distance, general CPD detection remains
largely unimpaired. Nevertheless, to re-establish parallelmeasurement of CPDand
f In this point measurement, a Heaviside function with an amplitude of Vpump = 1 V was applied to a gold
sample at a repetition frequency of !pump = 32 kHz.
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Figure 2.4: Topographic
artifacts in single loop
pp-KPFM (solid line)
due to residual mean
electric forces between
tip and sample. In con-
trast, dual loop pp-KPFM
(dash-dotted line) always
detects the correct height
regardless of the phase
delay. The dashed line
indicates the pump state
and the filled rectangle the
probe pulse width.
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topography, it is logical to employ a second KPFM control loop with the sole task
of compensating this residual force.g
2.3.2 Dual Loop Pump-Probe-Driven KPFM
As shown in section 2.3.1, enabling aKPFMcontrol loop to detect a time-dependent
CPDgives rise to an electric force that distorts topographicmeasurements. In order
to minimize residual electric forces and, simultaneously, topographic artefacts, a
second control loop is needed.
This second control loop operates — as any conventional KPFM control loop
— by continuously minimizing the CPD inside its bandwidth. Hence, any CPD
dynamics surpassing its bandwidth is sensed only as a time-averaged CPD.
The secondKPFMcontrol loop—working in parallel to the ﬁrst one—needs its
own independentmodulation voltageV andmodulation frequency! to operate.
Furthermore, it continuously applies its own counter voltage  . Both keep their
integrity, i.e. neither V nor   is pulse-modulated.
The ﬁrst control loop, on the other hand, remains sensitive to any synchronized
time-dependent CPD #. However, to avoid further crosstalk, the time-sensitive
control loop applies its counter voltage Vdc :=  # only within the stated time win-
dows, i.e. just as the modulation voltage Vmod := V#, the counter voltage is pulse-
g Another way of minimizing the mismatch between time-dependent and time-average CPD is to employ
complementary probe pulses. This approach is discussed in appendix A.1.
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modulated with the pulse function .h Hence, all force-producing voltages in the
tip-sample system read:
V = VCPD(~r;'del) + Vdc(~r;'del) + Vmod(t) (2.9)
= #(~r;'del) +(~r) + ( #(~r;'del) + V#(t))  ('del) +  (~r) + V(t) ; (2.10)
which again can be inserted into eq. (2.2). Figure 2.5 illustrates the as-described
signal ﬂow in dual-loop pp-KPFM.
The expanded tip-sample voltage results in two distinct error signals X# and X
that are demodulated at their respective modulation frequencies !# and !, as
indicated by the inset in ﬁg. 2.5:
X# /  [ #(~r;'del) +  (~r) +(~r)] + (#(~r;t)  ) ('del) ; (2.11)
X /    #(~r;'del) +  (~r) +(~r) + ; (2.12)
with the time-average CPD . As in section 2.3.1, these two error signals are
nulled when each control loop applies its respective counter voltage  # or  :
 #(~r;'del) = -

 (~r) +(~r) +
1

(#(~r;t)  ) ('del)

; (2.13)
 (~r;'del) = - [   #(~r;'del) +(~r) +(~r)] ; (2.14)
which again can be approximated by a Taylor series in the limit of small pulse
width.
However, in eq. (2.13) and eq. (2.14) the counter voltages are still intermingled,
the effect of which is exempliﬁed in ﬁg. 2.6. Hence, it is unavoidable to disentangle
both counter voltages in order to obtain the desired time-resolved CPD.
2.3.3 Demixing the Counter Voltages
In dual-loop pp-KPFM, the time-sensitive and the time-averaging counter voltage,
 # and  , respectively, both sense their counterpart during measurement. There-
h It should be noted that pulse-modulating the counter voltage without employing a second KPFM control
loop leaves the fundamental problem of CPD mismatch between time-resolved and time-averaged CPD
unsolved that causes the topographic crosstalk in the first place.
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Figure 2.5.: Sketch of the signal flow in dual-loop pp-KPFM. The output of
the time-sensitive KPFM control loop, i.e. the sum of modulation and counter
voltage, is mixed with the rectangular pulses  and becomes pulse-modulated.
The resulting probe signal enables time-resolved CPD measurements. A
second, conventional KPFM control loop operating at a different modulation
frequency is used to minimize the remnant electric force. Both the probe signal
and the output of the second, time-averaging KPFM control loop are summed
up and applied to the tip. The spectrum of the resulting cantilever motion is
shown in the inset on the top left.
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the final quantitative time-resolved
CPD (solid line).k
fore, it is necessary to convert the counter voltagesmeasured by thetwoKPFMcon-
trol loops into actual CPD values by the following steps.i
First, the measured time-sensitive counter voltage  # has to be cleared of its pre-
factor:j
 #(~r;del) = (1- )  #(~r;del) = -#(~r;del) +(~r) : (2.15)
Next, the time-sensitive counter voltage  # needs to be added to the time-averaging
counter voltage   according to its duty cycle:
 (~r) =  (~r;del) +    #(~r;del) = - ((~r) +(~r)) : (2.16)
Now, adding up eq. (2.15) and eq. (2.16) results in:
 (~r) +  #(~r;del) = - ((~r) +#(~r;del)) = -VCPD(~r;del) ; (2.17)
which is the same result as eq. (2.8) in the single loop approach: the time-dependent
CPDrestingon topof the staticCPD,both in reversepolarity, except that thepresent
result is achieved without introducing topographic artefacts. In sum, they consti-
tute the reverse total CPD.
i In this work, these three steps have been carried out by an appropriate computer algorithm for all measured
data.
j If eq. (2.13) is not expanded into a Taylor series, the convolution term would appear in place of the time-
dependent CPD.
k For the specific parameters employed in this measurement, cf. section 3.1.3.
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2.4 Semiconductors
The semiconductor industry is one of the largest industries in the world.⁵⁰ In
2014, 2.5 1020 transistors have been produced worldwide.⁵¹ In comparison, the
human body contains 3.72 1013 cells.⁵² This leads to the unsettling estimation
that in 2014, for nearly every single human cell in the world a transistor was built.l
At the same time, a single transistor costs merely a billionth of a dollar.⁵¹ Cheap
production cost is the reason why transistors are interwoven with nearly every as-
pect ofmodern life, andwhy aspirations for the cost effectiveness of other semicon-
ducting devices such as solar cells and light-emitting diodes (LEDs) remain high.⁵³
It comes as no surprise that — as an IEEE Milestone honorary plaque at the Bell
Telephone Laboratories states— semiconductors have already profoundly changed
the way human beings have “lived, learned, worked, and played”.⁵⁴
Many excellent books have been written on semiconductors.⁵⁰,⁵⁵–⁵⁸ Therefore,
this section restrains from competing with those comprehensive writings but in-
stead aims to brieﬂy introduce the different transport phenomena in semiconduct-
ors relevant to this work.
2.4.1 The Band Gap
When wanting to understand charge carrier transport in semiconductors, it is ne-
cessary to look at how a single electron travels inside a bulk material by solving the
basic Schrödinger equation:⁵⁹
H^	(~r;~k) = E(~k)	(~r;~k) ; (2.18)
with the Hamiltonian H^, the energy E, and the wave function 	 along the wave
vector~k. This can be achieved in a variety of ways, either by exploiting the period-
icity of a crystalline semiconductor,⁶⁰–⁶³ by linearly combining the wave function
of electrons tightly bound to their host atoms,⁶⁴ by applyingmany-body-theory and
solving Green’s functions,⁶⁵,⁶⁶ or— inmore recent times— by employing density
functional theory (DFT).⁶⁷,⁶⁸ No matter which approach is pursued, they point to
the same characteristic of a semiconductor: a band gap.
As a result of the above-mentioned calculations, the wave vector ~k of the wave
function 	 describing the single electron becomes purely imaginary at certain en-
l This estimation excludes the human microbiome.
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Figure 2.7.: (a) Band diagram of a semiconductor as a result of the nearly-free
electron approximation. Since the solution (violet) allows for imaginary wave
vectors k, charge carriers cannot access certain energy bands while constituting
sinusoidal wave functions (blue) in other bands. For comparison, the dispersion
relation of a free electron is also plotted (dash-dotted line). (b) Schematic com-
parison of charge carrier concentration and band gaps around the Fermi level
EF in metals, p-doped, intrinsic, and n-doped semiconductors, and insulators.
ergies, as exempliﬁed in ﬁg. 2.7(a). Therefore, electrons are conﬁned to parts of the
energy spectrum that allow for real wavefunctions. In between those energy bands,
band gaps form that are inaccessible to electrons. These band gaps fundamentally
impact charge carrier transport in semiconductors.
Contrary to metals — where the Fermi energy falls into a partly occupied band,
thus, allowing for an easy displacement of charge carriers — the Fermi energy in
semiconductors lies in a band gap, as ﬁg. 2.7(b) illustrates. As a consequence, al-
though the valence band below the Fermi level is fully occupied with charge carri-
ers, the conduction band above is almost empty.m Thus, charge carrier transport in
semiconductors is hampered as in Shockley’s famous clogged car park analogy.⁶⁹
The next way to move charge carriers in a semiconductor is, hence, to excite
charge carriers fromthe valenceband to theunoccupied conductionbandbyprovid-
ing the band gap energy Eg. This can be achieved either by applying an electric ﬁeld
to or shining light with the appropriate energy onto the semiconductor.⁷⁰–⁷² How-
ever, in contrast to insulators, the band gap in semiconductors is narrow. Thus,
only moderate energies are needed to enable charge carrier transport.
m In a perfect silicon crystal at room temperature, only one in five million millions of atoms contributes to
charge carrier transport compared to roughly every single atom in a metal. 50
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Another way to modify the charge carrier density in semiconductors is to dope
them by introducing controlled impurities of, usually, a single different species.
These impurities — dopants — either trap electrons from the valence band, thus,
freeing up holes that can be moved around, or directly release electrons into the
conduction band.⁷³,⁷⁴ Thus, the charge carrier density obtained by doping is:⁵⁰
n0 =
1
2

(ND - NA) +
q
(ND - NA)2 + 4n2i

; (2.19)
with the electron donor and acceptor concentrations ND and NA, respectively, and
the intrinsic charge carrier density ni. Either way, already tiny doping concentra-
tions signiﬁcantly alter the equilibrium charge carrier density, which is why doping
is a popular way to tune the conductivity of semiconducting materials.
2.4.2 Charge Carrier Transport
Sincemost semiconductors crystallize in a diamond or zincblende lattice—both of
which have a periodic potential — the resulting charge carrier wave functions are
also periodic, as depicted in ﬁg. 2.7(a).⁵⁰,⁶⁰ Thus, in an ideal crystal, charge carriers
propagate unhampered along the crystal axis just like free electrons. However, in
contrast to their free counterparts, charge carriers traveling in a semiconductor
lack an inertial mass but instead possess an effective mass m that is dependent on
the curvature of the band:⁵⁰
1
mij
=
42
h2
@2E(k)
@ki@kj
; (2.20)
with Planck’s constant h. Therefore, differently bent bands give rise to differently
paced charge carriers.
As any propagating wave, moving charge carriers in a crystal can be attributed a
momentum that enables deducing their group velocity~vg:n
~vg =
h~k
2m : (2.21)
n Interestingly, without accounting for any charge polarity, the direction of speed in eq. (2.21) depends on the
sign of the effective mass, which in turn depends on the band curvature.
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When applying an electric ﬁeld~E, charge carriers, thus, would be expected to accel-
erate linearly as their wave vector~k increases. However, in a real crystal, charge car-
rier transport is not as unobstructed as in the ideal case, since propagating charge
carriers sooner or later scatter at impurities, crystal defects, and lattice vibrations
to name only a few. Hence, they adopt a mean drift velocity~vd:⁵⁰
~vd =
e
mm
~E = ~E ; (2.22)
with the elementary charge e, the mean free time betweentwo scattering processes
m, and the charge carrier mobility . o As a consequence, there is only amean free
path m an electron can travel before being scattered.p
The simplest treatment of scattering looks at the interaction of a charge carrier
passing a charge-neutral hydrogen-like atom surrounded by the dielectric medium
of a semiconductor:⁷⁵,⁷⁶
neutral =
2e
20Ntha0
; (2.23)
with the density of impurities Nt and the Bohr radius a0. This contribution is
temperature-independent.
The next step in complexity is to apply Rutherford’s formula for charge carrier
scattering at ions to a random distribution of charged impurities:⁵⁰,⁷⁷
Ion =
64p (2kbT)3=2
Nte3m1=2
 
ln
"
1+
 
12kbT
e2N1=3imp
!2#!-1
; (2.24)
with the Boltzmann constant kb. While the logarithmic term in eq. (2.24) exerts
its inﬂuence at low temperatures, the mobility at high temperatures is governed by
the T 3=2-dependence of the ﬁrst term.
o To develop a feeling for the charge carrier mobility, a 0.1 cm-thick semiconducting sample with a mobility
of 1 cm2 s=1 to which a voltage of 1 V is applied transports charge carriers at a speed of vd = 10 cm s=1, which
is about double the tape speed of a compact cassette (e.g. type C 60: 88m tape length, 30min per side).
p The mean free path m is correlated to the mean free time m in eq. (2.22) via m = m
p
3kbT=m, with the
Boltzmann constant kb, and temperature T.
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Figure 2.8: Contribution of charge-
neutral, ion, and phonon scattering
to minority charge carrier mobility in
a lightly n-doped (dashed lines) and
strongly p-doped silicon sample (dot-
ted lines) over temperature. Scat-
tering at impurities restricts charge
carrier mobility at low temperatures,
while at high temperatures the mobil-
ity is increasingly limited by phonon
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Evenwithout impurities, thermally-induced lattice vibrations—phonons—de-
form the crystal lattice and, hence, distort the energy bands in which charge carrier
waves propagate. This distortion limits their mobility to:⁵⁰,⁷⁸
phonon =
p
8eh4cl
484(E)2m5=2(kbT)3=2
; (2.25)
where cl denotes the longitudinal elastic constant of the crystal and E the energy
band distortion in a deformed crystal lattice.q Thus, phonon scattering diminishes
the mobility with rising temperatures.
All scattering processes add up to an effective mobility eff following Math-
iessen’s rule:
(eff)
-1 = (neutral)
-1 + (Ion)
-1 + (phonon)
-1 + . . . : (2.26)
Figure 2.8 illustrates how the different scattering processes inﬂuence the mobility
at different temperatures: as expected, scattering at impurities governs the low-
temperature behaviour, while phonon scattering increaseswith rising temperature.
Since all scattering contributions are expressed in the mobility , it is a suitable
ﬁngerprint parameter for the overall electrical conductivity  of a material:
 = ne ; (2.27)
q In silicon, the longitudinal elastic constant has been found to be temperature-dependent, too, which yields
the empirical description: cl = (16: 38- 1.28 10=3T)  1011 Nm=2. 79 Similarly, the distortion of the energy
band itself depends on temperature as well: E = 33- kb ln(3: 5)T (in eV). 78
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with the total charge carrier density n.r Therefore, the current density~j in a simple
semiconductor depends — besides the electric ﬁeld — only on the charge carrier
density and mobility:
~j = ~E = ne~E : (2.28)
Thus, eq. (2.28) offers a basic way to simulate the movement of charge carrier in
a semiconductor. This is the approach followed in the transmission line model
(TLM) in section 2.5.
However, charge carrier transport proceeds not always as smoothly. While in
highly crystalline materials the mean free path m can reach macroscopic dimen-
sions, in disordered materials it can well range in the order of the distance of two
adjacent lattice points. In most organic semiconductors this is the case due to
the natural disorder that is inherent to organic molecular packing, as visualized in
ﬁg. 2.9(b).⁸¹ Therefore, charge carrier transport in organic semiconductors departs
from the plane wave propagation encountered in pure crystals and necessitates a
different mode of transportation: hopping transport.
In Gaussian-disordered materials, instead of being widely delocalized, charge
carrier wave functions are mainly contained to a single site, i.e. they fall off so
quickly that they overlap only with wave functions of adjacent sites.⁸²–⁸⁴ Hence,
charge carriers can hop only from site to site, as illustrated in ﬁg. 2.9(d), with a
transfer rateWij that depends on the speciﬁc description.⁸²,⁸⁴
Nevertheless, when applying an electric ﬁeld to disordered materials, again a
mean charge carrier transport velocity is established that can be accounted for by a
mobility,s enabling a description via the TLM.
2.4.3 Recombination
Whether propagating as a plane wave or hopping from site to site, sooner or later
every excited charge carrier relaxes to its ground state. The relaxation usually oc-
curs at a scattering site, because — as stated in section 2.4.2 — charge carriers
lose energy in each scattering process. Depending on the speciﬁc process, there
r Generally, since electrons and holes move in different bands that may be bent differently, their drift velo-
cities and, consequently, their mobilities differ (eq. (2.21)), which gives rise to polarizing effects such as the
Dember effect. 80
s Note that the mobility in disordered materials may feature additional parameters such as the material
disorder parameters in the Miller-Abrahams description, 84,85 or the reorganization energy and intersite
spacing as in theMarcus theory. 82
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Figure 2.9.: Top view of (a) the crystal lattice of a highly ordered material, and (b)
the atomic or molecular arrangement of a disordered material. When applying
an electric field, (c) in crystalline materials, band transport of charge carriers
sets in, while (d) in disordered materials, hopping transport of charge carriers
between localized energy levels takes places. The disorder broadens the density
of states (DOS).
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are three main paths for an excited charge carrier to its ground state; ﬁg. 2.10(a)
portrays them.
The simplest process is radiative, or band-to-band recombination.⁸⁶ When an
excited charge carrier in the conduction band passes one of its counterparts in the
valence band, there is a probability that they capture each other electrostatically
and form a bound state — an exciton.⁸⁷,⁸⁸ The exciton then can decay radiatively
by emitting a photon.t The decay time of radiatively recombining charge carriers
bb can be expressed as:⁹⁰
bb =
1
(n+ p)cbb
; (2.29)
where n and p are the total electron and hole densities, respectively, and cbb is a
band-to-band recombination coefficient usually dependent on band structure and
temperature.u The total electron density n is the sum of the equilibrium density
n0 from eq. (2.19) and the non-equilibrium excess charge carrier density n that
might originate from high charge carrier injection — and respectively for holes.
Since band-to-band recombination depends on the availability of unmatched free
charge carriers, the decay time decreases linearly with both doping concentration
and excess charge carrier density.
The second process is Auger recombination, which— as Beattie and Lands-
berg have nicely put it— can be “thought of as atwo-electron collision, the energy
lost by one electron being taken up by another.”⁹² While the ﬁrst charge carrier re-
combines with its counterpart, the second charge carrier — having absorbed the
energy of the ﬁrst — returns to its initial excited state by exchanging its surplus
energy with the lattice of its host material. Hence, Auger recombination is a non-
radiative process.
The Auger process, depending on an additional charge carrier per recombina-
tionprocess, generally distinguishes betweenan electron-electron-hole (eeh) andan
t There are numerous ways of how an exciton can be quenched non-radiatively, especially at high charge
carrier densities and in mixed materials. 89 For the sake of brevity, those processes are omitted here.
u The band-to-band recombination coefficient in crystalline silicon at room temperature is in the range of
cbb = 1 . . . 10 10=15 cm3 s=1. For a moderate doping concentration of ND = 1015 cm=3, this would produce
a band-to-band decay time in the range of 1 s. 91
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Figure 2.10: Overview of different charge
carrier recombination mechanisms.
(a) (from left to right): trap-state-
assisted Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH)
recombination, direct band-to-band
recombination, and recombination in-
volving a second electron in an Auger
process. (b) Charge carrier recombin-
ation time over excess charge carrier
concentration in crystalline silicon for a
lightly n-(dashed lines) and a strongly
p-doped sample (dotted lines). While
at low charge carrier concentrations
the SRH process is dominant, Auger
processes dominate charge carrier
recombination at high concentrations.
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electron-hole-hole (ehh) process with the corresponding recombination rates eeh
and ehh:⁹⁰ v
 =
1
n2eeh + 2n2i (eeh + ehh) + p2ehh
: (2.30)
Thus, Auger recombination depends on the square of both the doping concentra-
tion and the excess charge carrier concentration. Therefore, it declines faster than
band-to-band recombination.
The third process, SRH recombination, is assisted by material impurities or lat-
tice defects.w Therein, an excited charge carrier transits to the lower energy level of
a trap state inside the band gap of a semiconductor, transferring the energy differ-
ence into the lattice via phonons.⁹⁵,⁹⁶ The trapped charge carrier can then either be
propelled back into the conduction band by absorbing the appropriate energy, or,
when a complementary charge carrier is captured by the same trap state, recombine
with its counterpart and, ﬁnally, fall back into the valence band.
In its most general form, SRH recombination depends on the energy distance of
the traps to the Fermi level.⁹⁶ However, since traps close to the middle of the band
v TheAuger recombination coefficients in crystalline silicon are usually given in the order of = 10=31 cm6/s,
which is roughly one order of magnitude smaller than the band-to-band recombination coefficient cbb
squared. 93,94
w It was first described by Shockley, Read, and Hall, hence the acronymous name SRH recombination.
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gap— so called deep traps— contribute most to the recombination process, often
it is justiﬁed to consider only these.⁵⁰ The decay time of this process then reads:
SRH =
n + p
npvthNt
= n + p ; (2.31)
with the capture cross sections of the traps for electrons and holes n and p, re-
spectively, the thermal velocity vth =
p
3kbT=m —where T is the sample temper-
ature andm the already introduced effective mass of charge carriers moving in an
energy band — and the trap density Nt of the impurities or defects, as well as the
single species decay times n and p.x
Most notably, the decay time in eq. (2.31) is independent of the charge carrier
density since charge carriers leave the trap density unaltered — except for brief
periods of time when they recombine. However, since doping naturally introduces
impurities into a lattice, the trap density has been found to effectively depend on
the doping concentration, especially in heavily doped semiconductors:⁹⁹,¹⁰⁰
Nt;eff = Nt

1+ ND=ANt;0

; (2.32)
whereNt;0 is a threshold doping concentration.y
The speciﬁc recombinationpatha charge carrier takesdependson several factors,
among others the doping concentrations ND=A, excess charge carrier density n,
and trap densityNt. However, in the end they all contribute to the effective recom-
bination decay time eff —once more— via Mathiessen’s rule:
(eff)
-1 = (SRH)
-1 + (bb)
-1 + (A)
-1 + . . . : (2.33)
Figure 2.10(b) shows exemplarily a real-world recombinationdecay timeof lightly
n-doped and strongly p-doped crystalline silicon.z At low excess charge carrier
densities n, both band-to-band and Auger recombination render decay times
orders of magnitude higher than the trap-assisted SRH process. At high densit-
ies, however, charge carrier recombination is dominated by Auger recombination
since it depends on the doping concentration to the power of two. Band-to-band
x Typical values for the capture cross sections of boron-induced trap states in the band gap of crystalline
silicon are in the range of  = 10=16 …10=15 cm2. 97,98
y The threshold doping concentration in crystalline silicon has been found at Nt;0 = 7.1 1015 cm=3.
z Parameters: Nt = ND = 5 1015 cm=3 and NA = 1 1019 cm=3 at room temperature.
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recombination barely plays a role in silicon, which is expected for a material with
an indirect band gap.⁵⁰
However, the inﬂuence of interfaces and surfaces on recombination—neglected
here —might further complicate matters as they can range from negligible to sig-
niﬁcant.¹⁰¹–¹⁰³
2.4.4 Band Bending
The most interesting phenomena in semiconductors arise at interfaces where the
energy band continuum is interrupted due to changes in the crystal structure. At
those interfaces, energy bands bend to conform the Poisson equation:⁷⁰,¹⁰⁴
r~E = -2(x) = n(x)

; (2.34)
with the electric potential , free charge carrier density n, and absolute dielectric
permittivity  = 0r —the product of vacuumpermittivity 0 and relative permit-
tivity r.
Band bending gives rise to a space charge region (SCR), wherein mobile charge
carriers are swept away while inherent impurities — such as dopant ions or mo-
lecules — remain at their former place.¹⁰⁵ The remaining immobile charges build
up an electric ﬁeld that keeps the SCR depleted of mobile charge carriers. As a con-
sequence, an SCR can only be traversed when either charge carriers are supplied
with sufficient energy, the electric ﬁeld is reduced or strongly increased, or the ex-
tent of the SCR is narrowed.⁵⁰
The most instructive case of band bending occurs at the junction of a p-doped
and an n-doped semiconductor.⁷⁰ There, for global charge neutrality reasons, the
space charge  is:
(x) = e((p(x) - NA(x)) - (n(x) - ND(x))) : (2.35)
When the Fermi levels align, the solution of the Poisson equation indicates a
bending of the energy bands, as depicted in ﬁg. 2.11(a).a In consequence, the ﬂow
of charge carriers across the interface is hindered by a potential barrier B arising
from the built-in voltage.
a For an abrupt change in doping concentration, this band bending depends quadratically on the distance x,
whereas a linear doping transition ND - NA = a  x renders a distance dependence that is a linear combin-
ation of cubic and linear. 70
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Figure 2.11: Diagram of band bend-
ing at different interfaces. (a) In
the SCR of a pn-junction, immob-
ile charges build up an electric field
that repels mobile charge carriers.
Transport across the junction is only
possible when charge carriers over-
come the barrier B. (b) Simil-
arly, the SCR at a Schottky con-
tact is depleted of mobile charge
carriers. Here, too, charge carriers
must first traverse the contact bar-
rier B for transport to occur. (c)
When a gate voltage VGS is applied
to a metal-insulator-semiconductor
interface, the conduction band can
bend so far that it crosses the ori-
ginal Fermi level, allowing for the
population of an inversion layer with
minority charge carriers. Transport
then can take place in the inversion
layer parallel to the insulator (i.e. out
of plane of this page). (d) Various
surface state phenomena give rise
to an SCR at the surface of a semi-
conductor. When light is shone
onto the surface, photo-generated
charge carriers occupying these sur-
face states diminish band bending
(dotted lines).
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The resulting current is diffusion-limited:⁵⁰,⁷⁰
Ipn = I0

exp

-
e(B - V)
kbT

- 1

; (2.36)
which constitutes the famous Shockley equation, where I0 is the saturation cur-
rent in reverse direction, and V an additional externally applied voltage.b Due to
the exponential nature of eq. (2.36), it is eminent that the current ﬂow is very sens-
itive to the externally applied voltage: depending on the sign of the exponent, a
pn-junction either passes or retains charge carriers.
Earlier descriptions of band bending were concerned with the rectifying beha-
viour ofmetal-semiconductor junctions.¹⁰⁶When ametal and a semiconductor are
brought into contact, their Fermi levels align. Since the Fermi level in a metal lies
inside its occupied band, the contact leaves the electric structure of the metal un-
altered. The semiconductor with its Fermi level in the band gap, however, sees a
depletion of mobile charge carriers in the vicinity of the contact interface, while
any immobile dopant ions or molecules again remain at their position. The result-
ing SCR hinders charge carrier progression through the Schottky barrier B, as
ﬁg. 2.11(b) shows. Depending on the speciﬁc position of the work function of the
semiconductor relative to the metal, the barrier acts either ohmic or rectifying.¹⁰⁶ c
Transport across a Schottky barrier is governed either by diffusion as in a pn-
junction, by thermally elevating charge carriers across the barrier, or — at high
electric ﬁelds — by Fowler-Nordheim tunneling through the barrier.⁷⁰,¹⁰⁸,¹⁰⁹
In all cases, the resulting current is again exponentially dependent on the applied
voltage, which can be exploited to both facilitate or hinder charge carrier trans-
port.⁵⁰
Whenan insulator is added inbetween themetal and the semiconductor, ametal-
insulator-semiconductor (MIS) capacitor emerges.⁵⁰ In contrast to a Schottkydi-
ode, aMIS is not used for transporting charge carriers across the insulating barrier
but rather employed to create a conducting channel next to it, where transport can
occur parallel to the insulator. This is achieved by deliberately applying a voltage
in backward direction that ampliﬁes band bending. When the voltage exceeds a
certain threshold Vth in a p-type semiconductor, the arising electric ﬁeld at the in-
b In general, I0 corresponds to the generation rate of electrons and holes in the SCR: I0 = GeW, where G is
the generation rate andW the width of the SCR. 70
c Note, however, that inmostmetal-semiconductor junctionsmetal-induced trap states at the interface dom-
inate the band bending of semiconducting bands. 107
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terface bends the conduction band far enough to dip into the Fermi level— and
vice versa for n-type semiconductors. This allows for an accumulation of minor-
ity charge carriers in the so-called inversion layer at the insulator-semiconductor
interface, as demonstrated in ﬁg. 2.11(c).
When this interface is connected totwometal electrodes, a ﬁeld-effect transistor
(FET) is gained.¹¹⁰ Therein, charge carriers can directly be injected into the inver-
sion layer. The amount of charge carriers in the layer itself, however, is controlled
by the voltage that bends the semiconducting bands, the gate voltage VGS. Thus,
by controlling the gate voltage, the current ﬂow through the inversion layer can be
throttled or ampliﬁed:⁵⁰
IDS =
W
L C


VGS - Vth -
VDS
2

VDS ; (2.37)
where W and L deﬁne the geometry of the inversion layer as the width and the
length, respectively, C is the speciﬁc capacitance of the insulator, and VDS is the
drain voltage applied to the electrodes.
One drawback of FETs lies in charge injection: charge carriers ﬁrst have to tra-
verse the Schottky barriers at the electrode-semiconductor interface in order to
contribute to the current ﬂow in the inversion layer. Depending on the height of
this barrier, this can impede the static and — sometimes even more importantly
— the dynamic behaviour of an FET.
The ﬁnal case considered here might seem trivial: band bending at a vacuum-
semiconductor interface.¹⁰⁵ However, the surface of any crystal signiﬁcantly differs
from its bulk, for any surface is peppered with dangling bonds and impurities.¹⁰²
Furthermore, steps, kinks, and lattice mismatches arise due to the relaxation and
reconstruction of the crystal lattice in the vicinity of a surface.⁵⁶ This landscape of
non-periodic surface states gives rise to an SCR that, again, sweeps charge carriers
into the bulk while all impurities remain at their place, as ﬁg. 2.11(d) illustrates.
The resulting band bending can be described in analogy to a metal-semiconductor
junction, but with one major exception: since vacuum lacks a Fermi level, trans-
port across this “junction” can only occur when charge carriers gain the energy ne-
cessary to escape the semiconductor surface.¹¹¹
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2.4.5 Illuminated Interfaces
Up to now, all cases were discussed for the boundary condition that no charge car-
riers are generated in the SCR. Naturally, the contribution of charge carrier genera-
tion cannot beneglectedwhen illuminating any junctionwith an energy sufficiently
large for charge carriers to switch bands.
The total current then adds a photocurrent to eq. (2.36): I = Ipn + Iph that corres-
ponds to holes and electrons that are photo-generated at the pn-junction:⁵⁸,¹¹²
Iph = GeW ; (2.38)
where G is the generation rate and W the width of the SCR. While the width W
depends on the doping concentrations and the built-in voltage B:⁵⁰
W =
s
2
e
NA + ND
NAND

B ; (2.39)
the generation rate in the dark case is usually diffusion-driven and, hence, depends
on temperature and the energy band gap. At sufficient light intensities Ilight and
light frequencies, however, charge carriers are predominantly photo-generated:⁵⁰
G = (1- R)
() Ilight
h  G0 ; (2.40)
with the reﬂectivityR of the surface, and the frequency-dependent absorption coef-
ﬁcient  of the semiconductor.d Thus, with increasing light intensities, the diffu-
sion current in eq. (2.36) is shifted by the photocurrent in negative direction. Nev-
ertheless, as any light fades, the generation rate, too, falls with rising depths z:⁵⁰
G(z) = G0 exp(-z) : (2.41)
Hence, charge carrier generation strongly depends on the position of the interface
underneath the surface.
At the surface of a p-doped semiconductor itself, the situation is slightly different
from the pn-case due to one-sided band bending: after exciton generation and sub-
d In the visible regime, the reflectivity R of silicon ranges from 0: 5 to 0: 3 while the absorption depth -1
ranges from 100 nm to 10 µm from short to long wavelengths. 113 When illuminated with the light intensity
of the sun, the generation rate at the surface of crystalline silicon is G = 2.2 1022 cm=3 s=1. 99
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sequent charge carrier separation, the built-in ﬁeld drives the positively charged
holes into the bulk, while electrons — following the band curvature — begin to
occupy surface states. Therefore, in the thermionic description of Corwell and
Sze, the total photocurrent Iph hastwo contributions: a current ﬂowing to the bulk
Ip and a reverse current ﬂowing to the surface states In:¹¹⁴
Iph = Ip + In = AT2 exp

-
eB
kbT

exp
eVSPV
kbT

- 1

; (2.42)
where A is the effective Richardson constant, and VSPV the amount of barrier
height reduction due to illumination— the surface photovoltage (SPV).e
By occupying defects and impurities at the surface, photo-generated charge car-
riers neutralize charges arising from those surface states. Occupying surface states,
in consequence, minimizes band bending, as the dotted lines in ﬁg. 2.11(d) indic-
ate.¹¹¹ Hence, while illuminating the surface of a semiconductor seems to exert an
additional voltage— the SPV— on the energy bands, in fact the built-in potential
is just diminished.
2.5 The Transmission Line Model
The transmission line model (TLM) is a standard model in semiconductor phys-
ics that is often employed to calculate static current-voltage (IV)- and transfer char-
acteristics of transistors.¹¹⁶–¹¹⁹ f Rarely, though, it has been used to picture the time-
resolved charge carrier dynamics inside an FET channel. In this work, the TLM
has been employed to provide a framework for the expected charge carrier dynam-
ics and to explain the actually measured dynamics in the organic FETs studied in
chapter 5
The basis for simulating charge carrier dynamics in an FET is a one-dimensional
transmission linemodel, as depicted in ﬁg. 2.12.²⁶,¹¹⁶,¹²¹,¹²² Following eq. (2.28), the
e The effective Richardson constant in semiconductors is in the range ofA = 10 . . . 100A cm=2 K=2. Spe-
cifically, for holes in silicon, it takes a value of A = 32A cm=2 K=2. 115
f Parts of this section are published in ref. 120. Reprinted with permission. Copyright 2015, AIP Publishing
LLC.
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Gdx
Rdx Ldx
Cdx ...
Figure 2.12.: Sketch of the employed TLM, featuring (from left to right) a series
resistor R, a series inductor L, a shunt resistor G, and a shunt capacitor C.
source-drain current density j depends solely on the charge carrier density n, charge
carrier mobility , and electric ﬁeld E:g
j = nE ; (2.43)
with n itself depending on the gate capacitance per unit area C, the local potential
V(x),h and the band-bending gate voltage VGS through:
n = C [V(x) + VGS] : (2.44)
The electric ﬁeld E inside the FET channel may be expressed as the gradient of
the electric potential:
E(x) = -@V(x)
@x : (2.45)
Charge accumulation at the gate-insulator interface is described by the continuity
equation:
@j
@x +
@n
@t = 0 : (2.46)
Inserting equations (2.43), (2.44), and (2.45) into equation (2.46) ﬁnally results
in the desired differential equation¹²¹:
@V
@t = 
@
@x

V@V
@x

: (2.47)
Here, the voltage V = V(x) + VGS denotes the linear combination of the local po-
tential V(x) and the gate voltage VGS. Note that in this microscopic model, the
g Note that since eq. (2.28) describes an ideal FET, leakage currents and line inductances are consequently
omitted here. Moreover, since all mobilities in this work were acquired at the same temperatures as the
AFM measurements, the mobility in the TLM was regarded as temperature-independent.
h Among others, the drain-source voltage VDS applied to the metal electrodes to inject charge carriers is
expressed in the local potential.
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device’s dynamic performance depends only on the mobility  and gate voltageVGS
while the speciﬁc capacitance C has no inﬂuence on charge carrier transport. Nev-
ertheless, device parameters such as the capacitance and the FET channel geometry
still exert their inﬂuence on the dynamics via boundary conditions to the differen-
tial equation eq. (2.47).
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3Experimental Methods
I pass with relief from the tossing sea of Cause and Theory
to the ﬁrm ground of Result and Fact.
Winston S. Churchill (1874-1965)
Several experimental techniques have been combined to enable this work. This
chapter provides an overview over the different setups used to obtain the data in
the following chapters.
3.1 Atomic Force Microscope
The AFM employed in this work is custom-built.a The design of the piezo-tube
scanner and beam deﬂection was developed and manufactured in-house,¹²³ and is
conveyed in ﬁg. 3.1. The non-contact atomic forcemicroscope (ncAFM) electronics
—whichdrives the cantilever oscillation and simultaneously controls the frequency
shift ! at a constant cantilever oscillation amplitude — is also custom-built.¹²⁴
It contains a phase-locked loop (PLL) that was operated at a bandwidth of 500Hz.
The ScalaV electronics byOmicronNanoTechnology controlling the piezo scanner,
however, is commercially available.b
For KPFMmeasurements, the beam deﬂection signal was branched into a series
of lock-in ampliﬁers (LIAs), all of them from Stanford Research. The ﬁrst LIA,
an SR844, demodulates the cantilever oscillation. It obtains the precise oscillation
a Parts of this section are published in ref. 10. Reprinted with permission. Copyright 2015, AIP Publishing
LLC.
b However, Omicron Nanotechnology is part of Scienta Omicron now and offers a slightly different product
range.
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Figure 3.1.: The AFM. (a) Sideview of the AFM base with embedded piezo tube.
A superluminescent diode is attached to a fiber, which is fed into the AFM head.
The light is focussed onto the back of a cantilever, where it is reflected towards
a four-quadrant photo-detector at the back of the head. Thus, any displacement
of the cantilever is detected. (b) Top view through the AFM head. The cantilever
chip is attached to the chip holder upside-down with conductive silver. It hovers
above the sample, which is placed on top of the piezo tube. (c) SEM image of
one of the employed AFM cantilevers with tetrahedric tip at its end. 125
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frequency from the ncAFM electronics. The second LIA, an SR830, supplies and at
the same time demodulates the KPFM sideband at!mod = 1239Hz. The resulting
error signal is fed into a custom-built control-loop with an output amplitude of
10V. Finally, the control-loop supplies amonitor signal to the ScalaV electronics,
where it is associated with the corresponding scanning point on the sample. The
as-described signal chain canbe inferred from the time-averagingbranch inﬁg. 2.5.
All measurements were performedwith tips from theOlympusOMCL-AC240TM
series, one of which is exemplarily depicted in ﬁg. 3.1(c). Additionally, the complete
AFM stage was designed to be transferrable into a custom-built nitrogen-chamber,
which was necessary for measurements on organic materials.c
3.1.1 Technical Implementation of pp-KPFM
The probe pulses for pp-KPFM were generated by an arbitrary function generator
(AFG), aTektronixAFG3252with a bandwidth of 240MHz. Tomix the probe pulses
with the modulation voltage from the second LIA, a signal switch was built on a
printed circuit board (PCB) around a 2GHz Analog Devices ADL5391 mixer. The
PCBwas positioned less than 5 cm away from theAFM tip in order to reducewiring
inﬂuences.
To compensate the average electrostatic error originating from the time-sensitive
control loop,d a third LIA, also an SR830, was operated at a separate modulation
frequency of! = 1708Hz, followed by a separate control loop.e These additional
signals were added to the other signals by the custom-built mixer and, ﬁnally, ap-
plied to the tip. Figure 2.5 illustrates the complete signal ﬂow.
Since the maximum input level of the employed signal mixer is only 2.5 V, the
modulation and control loop signals have to be attenuated prior to mixing and the
mixed signals reasonably ampliﬁed afterwards. Here, a trade-off is faced: amplify-
ing the signal too strongly diminishes the total bandwidth, while a too small output
limits the range of the applicable counter voltage.
Hence, an input-to-output ratio of roughly 2:1 was chosen, which renders a total
bandwidth of several hundreds ofMHz.f Figure 3.2 depicts the transferfunctions of
c cf. chapters 5 and 7
d cf. section 2.3.2
e It is paramount to place the time-averaging and the time-sensitive modulation frequencies outside of each
other’s filter band. To that end, the frequency filter steepness of the second two LIAs was set to 24 dB per
octave.
f The actual bandwidth is examined in section 3.1.3.
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Figure 3.2: Transfer functions of the
applied counter voltages of the
time-sensitive (dashed line) and
time-averaging control loop (solid
line). Crosses demarcate measure-
ment points, while lines are linear
regressions to the measured data.
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the counter voltages of both the time-sensitive and the time-averaging control loop.
Consequently, all acquired datawas corrected by the transferfunctions indicated in
the legend of the ﬁgure.
3.1.2 Communicating Across Different Hardware Platforms
All results in this work were acquired by mapping the CPD response of a sample
to a repeated, externally applied stimulus throughout a whole repetition period. To
that end, the timedelay tdel betweenprobe andpumppulse had to be steadily shifted
during measurement.g One challenge in this work was to synchronize the moment
of shifting the time delay sensibly with data acquisition.
As mentioned earlier, the time delay in this work is controlled by a Tektronix
AFG3252, while all data is acquired by the Scala V software. Although the AFG
is software-controllable via LabView drivers, the Scala V source code is closed and,
hence, unmodiﬁable. Fortunately, the ScalaV hardware, the SPMCU, offers awork-
around: it provides a transistor-transistor logic (TTL) line clock at one of its paral-
lel port pins.h This is useful, since the Scala V software sorts its signals line by line.
Thus, the line clock needs to be resupplied to a computer in order to shift the time
delay in sync with a line change.
A microcontroller, an Arduino Duemilanove, assists in this task. It was pro-
grammed to listen to the TTL level of the line clock at one of its digital inputs and
to send the observed state via USB to a PC every 10ms by putting out the letters “L”
for TTL-low, “H” for TTL-high, and “C” when the TTL level switches from low to
high.
g cf. fig. 2.3 in section 2.3
h When scanning in forward direction, the line clock TTL level is high, while the opposite is true for the
backward direction. Note that an adjacent second pin outputs the inverted signal.
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for line in lines:
 while True:
  if ardi.read(1) == 'C':
   afg.write(add_delay)
   break
PythonScala V
tdel
AFG
SPM CU
LH
H
C
L L ...
Arduino
AFM
signal
mixer
PC
Figure 3.3: Shifting the time
delay in sync with data acquis-
ition. At the beginning of each
line, a line clock outputs a
TTL-high voltage that is trans-
lated by a microcontroller into
a series of strings. Each time
the string corresponding to a
line change occurs, a Python
program sends a command
to shift the time delay of the
probe pulse to the AFG.
In the course of this work, both a LabView and a Python programhave beenwrit-
ten to listen to the letters that arrive at the USB-port at which the microcontroller
is connected. Every time a “C” arrives, it sends a command to the AFG to shift the
time delay of the probe pulse.i Thus, shifting the time delay coincides with the be-
ginning of each new scan line. Figure 3.3 demonstrates the resulting signal chain.
3.1.3 Time Resolution Limit
Equation (2.7) in section 2.3.1 predicts that the ultimate temporal resolution of pp-
KPFM is determined by the convolution of signal and probe pulse and, hence, only
limited to the probe pulse width w. As mentioned in section 3.1.1, the bandwidth
of the employed AFG is 240MHz. Consequently, the smallest pulse width it can
output is approximately 4 ns.
In order to study the time resolution limit, a square waveform with a signal fre-
quency of 20MHz and an amplitude of 2V was applied to a copper sample where
it was probed with the above-mentioned 4 ns-wide pulse.j Figure 3.4 depicts both
signal shapes asmeasured with a Lecroy wavepro 900 oscilloscope through a PB500
probe from Yokogawa with a bandwidth of 500MHz. The oscilloscope measure-
ment reveals a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of w = 4.5 ns for the probe
pulse and a rise time of 4 ns for the square waveform.
Figure 3.4 also features the measured pp-KPFM signal. Obviously, it is blurred
with a total rise time of 10.5 ns. This blurring arises from three contributions: (i)
i The final Python code is reprinted in appendix A.6
j Both the square wave and the probe pulse were supplied by the same Tektronix AFG3252.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of a
20MHz square waveform (dash-
dotted line) and a nominally
4 ns-wide probe pulse (dashed
line) as measured with an oscil-
loscope with the result of prob-
ing the stated square waveform
with the given probe pulse via
pp-KPFM (solid line). The pp-
KPFM signal, although blurred,
still renders the true signal amp-
litude. tdel in ns
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the 4 ns rise time of the pump signal, (ii) the convolution of the pump signal with
the 4.5 ns-wide probe pulse, and (iii) another roughly 2 ns due to the wiring of the
sample and the limited bandwidth of the employed measurement probe. Although
the secondtwo points contribute to the blurring of the measured signal, they pose
no limit to pp-KPFM per se but are merely sampled and reproduced here.
Therefore, the intrinsic temporal resolution of this setup is found to be indeed
limited by the smallest probe pulsewidth available, which in thiswork isw = 4.5 ns.
Consequently, the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem renders a total band-
width of approximately B = 110MHz.k Nevertheless, even when operated at the
actual temporal resolution limit, pp-KPFM renders the true signal amplitude and
reproduces the overall signal shape, which enables the quantitative inspection of
electrodynamics on the nanosecond-timescale.
3.2 Optical Stage
In pp-KPFM, pump pulses need not be electrical. Chapters 6 and 7 will demon-
strate time-resolved photo-investigations on solar cells that are optically pumped
while the subsequent photovoltage evolution is simultaneously electrically probed.
To that end, an optical stage was prepared.
Figure 3.5 depicts the optical setup. The main source of light is a green laser: a
RLTMGL-532-50 from Roithner LaserTechnik with a wavelength of  = 532 nm at
k The Nyquist-Shannon theorem states that a signal needs to be probed independently at least twice in a
repetition cycle in order to surpass averagingmeasurements, i.e. the bandwidth is determined byB = 1=(2w),
where w is the sampling pulse width.
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Figure 3.5: Scheme of the employed
optical setup. A laser beam passes
a filter stage and is modulated by
an AOM, which receives its modu-
lation signal from an AFG that also
provides probe pulses to the sig-
nal mixer. The first diffraction order
of the modulated light is coupled
into a fiber that ends in close vi-
cinity of the AFM tip, providing the
optical pump pulses in this experi-
ment. Optionally, a white LED adds
continuous bias light.
an output power of P = 63mW.l The laser beam passes an optical density (OD)
ﬁlter stage where it can be attenuated.m
Next, the laser beam ismodulated by an acousto-opticmodulator (AOM): a Crys-
tal Technologymodel 3080-120. It has anominal rise timeof trise = 25 ns, whichwill
be of importance in chapter 6. Its modulation signal is supplied by the same Tek-
tronix AFG5232 that already provides the probe pulses to the signal mixer. Hence,
synchronization is not an issue. In order to achieve a maximum light power of
25mWat the ﬁrst diffraction order, the incident angle of the laser beamat theAOM
has to be appropriately adjusted.
Subsequently, the ﬁrst diffraction order is coupled into a ﬁbre with aNikonN4X-
PF objective that is mounted on top of an MBT613D/M ﬁbre launch by Thorlabs
GmbH. Since space in the employed AFM is limited, the ﬁbre was cleft at its other
end and threaded through a syringe that was attached to a Thorlabs KMS mirror
mount at the side of the AFM head. The syringe leads the ﬁbre close to the AFM
cantilever, where the position of the outcoupled light can be precisely adjusted with
the mirror mount to fall on a spot underneath the AFM tip. The maximum light
power leaving the ﬁbre is P = 7.4mW.
In addition, for experiments on organic solar cells in chapter 7, a white LED is
ﬁxed to an optical post and adjusted to shine through the centre hole of the AFM
l All stated light powers were measured with a Thorlabs PM 100 power meter with an Thorlabs S121B sensor
attached to it.
m All OD filters were taken from the Thorlabs NEK01S kit.
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head onto the sample. Note that while the green laser light is modulated, the white
LED supplies a constant bias illumination.
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There are three things to remember when teaching: know your
stuff; knowwhom you are stuffing; and then stuff them elegantly.
Lola May (1889–1971)
This section aims at providing an overview over the structure and composition of
the samples that have been investigated in the course of this work. Brieﬂy, these are
a pentacene-based organic ﬁeld-effect transistor (OFET) for electrically-pumped
electrically-probed measurements, a silicon pn-junction as solar cell model and an
actual organic solar cell (OSC) based on a DCV5T-Me:C60 blend, the latter two for
optically-pumped electrically-probed measurements.
4.1 Organic Field-Effect Transistor
Organic ﬁeld-effect transistors (OFETs) are heralded as the next logical applic-
ation of organic semiconductors in electronic devices after organic light-emitting
diodes (OLEDs) andOSCs.a Theusual promises of lowprospective production costs
and ﬂexibility accompany their mention in the literature.¹²⁶–¹²⁸ In any case, OFETs
are a grateful model device for AFM investigations due to their extended lateral
dimensions compared to their inorganic pendants. Moreover, the easy accessibil-
ity of their transistor channel make them an excellent ﬁt for studying electrically-
pumped charge carrier propagation in a time-resolved manner.
Figure 4.1 provides anoverviewover the investigatedOFET structure. TheOFETs
consist of a highly conductive p-doped silicon wafer that acts both as gate bottom
a Parts of this section are published in ref. 120. Reprinted with permission. Copyright 2015, AIP Publishing
LLC.
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of the investigated
pentacene-based bottom-gate OFET.
(a) Bird’s eye view of the top struc-
ture in coplanar geometry featuring
interdigitating gold source and drain
electrodes. (b) Cross-section across
the OFET transport channel (meas-
ures not to scale). The subsequent
fabrication layers are (from bottom to
top): p-doped silicon and SiO2 as sub-
strate followed by a monolayer (ML)
of HMDS and 30 nm of pentacene in
the channel region, and 30 nm gold, a
ML of F4TCNQ, and 30 nm of penta-
cene at the electrodes.
pentacene
SiO2
p-Si
Au Au
F4TCNQF4TCNQ
30 nm
30 nm
230 nm
1 ML
5 µm
HMDS ITOITO10 nm 1 ML
VDS
VGS
(a)
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contact and substrate.¹²⁹ The wafer carries a 230 nm thick thermally grown silicon
oxide (SiO2) layer as insulator with a speciﬁc capacitance of C = 14.63 nF cm=2.
On top of the insulating layer, interdigitating gold electrodes with 30 nm thickness
were lithographically micro-fabricated to form source and drain contacts. Sand-
wiched between the insulating oxide layer and the gold structure are 10 nm of in-
dium tin oxide (ITO) as adhesion layer. The OFET channel was designed to have a
channel length of L = 5 µm while the effective channel width isW = 10mm.
Prior to processing, the pre-structured deviceswere cleaned in an ultrasonic bath
with acetone, ethanol, and isopropanol for 10min each. Afterwards, they were
treated with an oxygen plasma for another 10min. The cleaned devices were then
boiled in hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) at a temperature of 200 °C for 15min. This
ensured the formation of a self-assembling monolayer (SAM) on top of the insu-
lating layer that hinders water from entering the oxide. After boiling, all residual
HMDSmolecules were ﬂushed with isopropanol.
Preliminary measurements have pointed to the voltage output limits of the pp-
KPFM electronics as being insufficiently low to overcome the built-in threshold
voltage Vth of the OFET. Lowering the threshold voltage necessitated improving
charge carrier injection.
Conveniently, tetraﬂuoro-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ) functionalized
with sulfur is known to improve charge carrier injection at the electrodes by form-
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ing a SAM based on thiol-gold bonding.¹³⁰ Hence, the devices were subsequently
dipped into a solution of 0.001mol L=1 functionalized F4TCNQ in tetrahydrofuran
(THF) for 10min, ﬂushed with THF, and annealed at 80 °C for 15min.
As-prepared devices were then transferred to an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) evap-
oration system with a base pressure below p < 5 10=7mbar where they were an-
nealed at 100 °C for 30min. Finally, a 30 nm-thick pentacene layer was evaporated
on top of the whole structure under UHV conditions at room temperature.
The resulting devices were contacted and wired under ambient conditions using
silver conductive epoxy.b Subsequently, the contacts were cured for 30min at 60 °C.
Altogether, the devices were exposed to ambient air for approximately 1 h before
they were transferred into a nitrogen atmosphere. Prior to any measurement, the
OFETs were ﬂushed in nitrogen for two days to minimize the amount of adsorbed
water on its surface.
4.2 Silicon pn-Junction
Right after oxygen, silicon amounts for more than a quarter of the mass of the
earth’s crust;¹³¹ Therefore, it is reasonable to assume thatmankind— in its pursuit
to harness the power of semiconductors—will default to silicon for the foreseeable
future. Silicon-based solar cells already account for over 90% of the photovoltaic
market as of 2014.¹³²
The investigated silicon sample serves as a robust solar cell model for experi-
ments followingupon theSPVworkof Takihara et al.onmulti-crystalline silicon
solar cells.¹³³–¹³⁵ Although charge carrier generation in silicon solar cells is well un-
derstood,⁵⁰ a couple of new insights can be gained by looking at the time-resolved
SPV dynamics of such a device.
The precursor for the silicon sample was a high-purity silicon wafer in (100)-
orientationwith abasis concentrationof approximatelyND = 1015 cm=3, which sug-
gests a waver purity level of 9N.c It was thermally oxidized and underwent pho-
tolithographic etching to gain oxide-free stripes. Subsequently, the sample sur-
face was exposed to a boron ion beam with a density of 5 1014 cm=2 at an energy
of 30 keV. While the silicon oxide shielded large parts of the sample, boron ions
were implanted at the bare stripes, where, after tempering for 30min at 900 °C, the
b Silver conductive paste proved insufficiently adhesive on gold.
c A detailed account of how the sample was produced is given in refs. 136,137
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Figure 4.2: Sketch of the investigated
silicon sample. (a) Bird’s eye view
of the top structure revealing p-doped
basins embedded in an n-doped sub-
strate. (b) Cross-sectional view of a p-
doped basin embedded in the n-doped
substrate (measures not to scale). Due
to the boron implantation, the bottom of
the p-doped basin is washed out. (c) Im-
plantation profile of the silicon crystal after
bombardment with boron ions. ND de-
notes the donor density, NA the boron ac-
ceptor density, and  the total atom dens-
ity in silicon.
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stripes were p-doped into a depth of about 250 nm, as depicted in ﬁg. 4.2(b). The
detailed, simulated doping proﬁle is shown in ﬁg. 4.2(c).d Finally, the sample sur-
face was etched to remove the photoresist and polished to bring the p- and n-doped
regions down to the same level. As a result, the silicon pn-sample is almost ﬂat and
is distinguished only by the highly p-doped basins embedded in signiﬁcantly less
n-doped regions, which constitute periodic homojunctions (HJs).
Viewed from the top, the differently doped regions are aligned as stripes with
varying width at different spots on the sample. The investigation site features p-
doped basins with a width of 1 µm alternated by 7 µm-wide n-doped areas. How-
d Profile simulated with an online implantation calculator based on the PhD thesis of Selberherr
(http://www.cleanroom.byu.edu/implantcal.phtml, accessed on 17.02.2016) with diffusion constants
taken from Beadle and processing parameters stated in the main text. 138,139
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ever, the extent of the SCR, calculated after eq. (2.39), amounts to an almost equal
WSCR  1 µm.e Due to the heavy doping, the SCR is expected to lie almost com-
pletely in the n-doped regions.⁵⁰ Figure 4.2(a) gives an impression of the resulting
geometry.
For KPFM investigations, the silicon pn-sample was bottom-contacted with sil-
ver conductive paste. Exposure of the surface to ambient air resulted in a capping
native oxide layer. All measurements were carried out in ambient conditions.
4.3 Organic Solar Cell
The organic solar cell (OSC) is another promising device that aims at tackling to-
morrow’s energy demand. Although research is quite young,¹⁴⁰ OSCs have caught
up quickly with their inorganic predecessors in terms of power conversion effi-
ciency (PCE), surpassing efficiencies of  = 11.0% as of 2015.¹⁴¹ In this work, OSCs
are investigated to build on the work of Shao et al. on polymer OSCs.¹⁴² To this
end, two solar cell geometries are investigated: a planar heterojunction (PHJ) and
a bulk heterojunction (BHJ).
All OSCs were built on top of a glass substrate under UHV conditions with a
base pressure below p < 5 10=7mbar. All materials were deposited via organic
molecular beamdeposition (OMBD),where eachmaterial sublimes in a heated cru-
cible, the released vapor crosses the vacuum unhindered, and ﬁnally resublimates
at the sample surface forming ordered closed ﬁlms.¹⁴³
First, 120 nm of aluminum were deposited as bottom contact.f The bottom con-
tact was followed by the electron transport layer containing 10 nm of the Buckmin-
sterfullerene (C60)g n-doped with 5 wt-% of di-tungsten tetra(hpp) (W2(hpp)4)h to
enhance conductivity.
Then, the processing paths split. The PHJ was processed by subsequently depos-
iting 10 nmof the acceptor C60 and 10 nmof the donormethyl-substituted dicyano-
e This calculation assumes the pn-junction to be abrupt with the constant doping densities ND = 1015 cm=3
and NA = 1019 cm=3, the permeability of silicon r = 11: 9, and a built-in voltage of B = 0.79V due to the
quasi-Fermi level splitting at the junction. 50,137
f Preliminary measurements on samples with ITO-coated glass as bottom contact turned out to be electric-
ally unstable during pp-KPFM operation.
g BuckyUSA, USA; purified by CreaPhys GmbH, Germany
h Novaled AG, Germany
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Figure 4.3: Cross-section of the invest-
igated OSC (measures not to scale).
The subsequent fabrication layers are
(from bottom to top) (a) for the PHJ:
aluminium, n-doped C60, intrinsic C60,
and DCV5T-Me, and (b) for the BHJ:
aluminium, n-doped C60, intrinsic C60,
and a DCV5T-Me:C60 (2:1) blend layer,
resulting in two intermingled phases.
DCV5T-Me10 nm
C6010 nm
Al
C60:W2(hpp)4 (19:1)10 nm
120 nm
20 nm
C6010 nm
Al
C60:W2(hpp)4 (19:1)10 nm
120 nm
DCV5T-Me:C60 (2:1)
PHJ
BHJ
(a)
(b)
quinquethiophene (DCV5T-Me)i on top of the electron transport layer, thus form-
ingtwo separate absorption layers. Figure 4.3(a) displays the resulting stack.
For the BHJ, a 10 nm interlayer of intrinsic C60 had to be deposited on top of the
electron transport layer.j Then, the sample substrate was heated to T = 72 °C in
order to enhance phase separation for the subsequent layer. While the substrate
was hot, a blend of 20 nm DCV5T-Me:C60 was deposited in a volume ratio of 2:1.
This results in a coarsely intermingled absorption phase.¹⁴⁴ Figure 4.3(b) depicts a
cross-section of the above-described BHJ.
The processed samples were then transferred to the measurement setup in a ni-
trogen storage. During the transfer process, the samples were exposed to ambient
air for approximately 5min before being immersed in nitrogen again. Prior to any
measurement, the samples were dried in nitrogen for at least 24 h.
Note that in contrast to fully functional solar cells, the here-described samples
were lacking a hole transport layer and the subsequent top contact. This deviation
from a complete stack is necessary in order to image the SPV evolution of the ab-
sorption layer with an AFM tip.k
i Synthon Chemicals, Germany
j Omitting the intrinsic interlayer results in inefficient solar cells due to W2(hpp)4 unfavourably trapping all
charge carriers from DCV5T-Me.
k Moreover, the samples were not encapsulated, which, however, the inert nitrogen atmosphere of the meas-
urement setup did not necessitate.
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5Charge Carrier Retention in
Organic Field-Effect Transistors
Speed Bumps at Schottky Barriers
You know, we all have speed bumps in life
and it’s really how you recover after that.
Anthony Anderson
As any contemporary electronic device, organic ﬁeld-effect transistors (OFETs)
are manufactured ever smaller, faster, and more economic.a To that end, high
charge carrier mobilities and on/off ratios of the drain current as well as low op-
erating voltages and contact resistances are the natural focus of device manufac-
turers.¹²⁶,¹⁴⁵–¹⁴⁹ The last couple of years have witnessed signiﬁcant improvements
onmobility and operation voltage¹⁵⁰–¹⁵², yet the picture of precisely how the contact
resistance affects the dynamic performance of an OFET remains incomplete.
The contact resistance inOFETs arisesmainly fromSchottkybarriers, i.e.band
bending at the metal-semiconductor interface, as depicted in ﬁg. 2.11(b) in sec-
tion 2.4.4. This barrier unidirectionally throttles the injection of charge carriers
at the interface.⁵⁰,¹⁵³
Acommonway to assess the contact resistance inOFETs is to lookat the threshold
voltage in macroscopic IV-characteristics of the device, as indicated in ﬁg. 5.1(a).
Alternatively, a KPFM measurement across an OFET channel upon applying an
external ﬁxed voltage to the electrodes yields the contact resistance: it manifests
as a steady-state voltage drop at the metal-semiconductor interface. When set into
a Parts of this chapter are published in ref. 120. Reprinted with permission. Copyright 2015, AIP Publishing
LLC.
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proportion to the simultaneously recordednet current, Ohm’s lawgives the speciﬁc
contact resistance:¹⁵⁴
R = VID
W ; (5.1)
with the total channel widthW. Both methods, however, are rather static and can
only infer the impact of contact barriers on the dynamic performance of an OFET.
This chapter aims at investigating the switching behaviour of a dynamically op-
erated pentacene-based OFET by directly mapping the charge carrier dynamics in
the transport channel. The obtained data is compared to simulations of an ideal
OFET based on a transmission linemodel (TLM).b These ﬁndings are put into per-
spective with results from conventional time-averaged measurements.
5.1 Macroscopic Characterisation
First of all, the fabricated devices were investigated macroscopically.c The tran-
sistor characteristics were recorded at room temperature under a nitrogen atmo-
sphere to avoid degradation.¹⁵⁵ One source-measurement unit (SMU)d drove the
gold electrodes, while another SMUe supplied the bottom gate voltage.f
Figure 5.1 depicts the resulting IV-characteristics. The threshold voltage at a
drain-source voltage of VDS = =50V is found at Vth = =15.5V and, thus, outside
the operational boundaries of the pp-KPFM electronics.g Therefore, for all time-
resolvedmeasurements, the OFET performance had to bemoderated by employing
a signiﬁcantly smaller gate voltage.
Nevertheless, the charge carrier mobility was evaluated in the saturation regime
of the drain current at a ﬁxed drain-source voltage VDS = =50V and while sweep-
ing the gate voltage between VGS = =20V and VGS = =50V:¹²⁶
ID =
W
2L  C
    (VGS - Vth)2 : (5.2)
b cf. section 2.5
c For fabrication details, cf. section 4.1
d Keithley 2611A SMU, Keithley Instruments
e Keithley 2400 SMU, Keithley Instruments
f The wiring is sketched in fig. 4.1
g cf. section 3.1.3
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Figure 5.1.: Macroscopic IV-characteristics of the investigated pentacene-based
OFET. The drain current ID was recorded while sweeping both (a) the drain-
source voltage VDS at different gate voltages, and (b) the gate voltage VGS at a
fixed drain-source voltage ofVDS = =50V. The small arrows indicate the sweep
direction. The charge carrier mobility was extracted in the saturation regime of
the transistor both at the beginning and the end of the KPFM measurement
series.
Thus, a pentacene mobility of  = 0.04 cm2 V=1 s=1 was found, which falls into the
main ﬁeld of achievable pentacene mobility.¹⁵⁶–¹⁵⁸
Figure 5.1(b) also displays an increase in mobility by a factor of approximately
2 throughout the measurement series. Therefore, we can safely assume that the
extended operation of theOFET during time-resolvedmeasurements did not break
or signiﬁcantly alter the device’s performance.
5.2 Microscopic Overview
Next, the OFET was investigated by means of conventional AFM and KPFM.h
Figure 5.2(a) shows the topography of the channel region: the elevated source and !0 = 66 674Hz
! = =8Hzdrain electrodes enclose the depressed channel. Matching descriptions in the lit-
erature, pentacene is observed to form grains made up of crystalline molecular ag-
gregates that spread all over the surface with larger aggregates on SiO2 than on the
gold electrodes.¹⁵⁹–¹⁶¹ Notably, also a few comparably large pentacene bulk-phase
grains aggregate within the channel.
h The employed AFM measurement parameters are stated in the margin.
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Figure 5.2.: (a) AFM topography image of the investigated OFET structure. On
top of the gold source and drain electrodes lie a mono-layer of functionalized
F4TCNQ and 30 nm of pentacene. On top of the channel oxide lie a mono-
layer of HMDS and a nominal 30 nm of pentacene. The red dashed line depicts
the line-scan position of all subsequent time-resolved pp-KPFMmeasurements.
(b) Standard KPFM image of the investigated structure upon applying a direct
current (dc)-voltage of VDS = =2 V to the drain electrode and controlling for a
fixed drain current of ID = 15 nA. The grey dashed lines mark the borders of
the channel; the colored solid lines represent isopotentials. (c) Topography of
a similar structure with shorter channel length L. (d) Surface potential image
of the same structure without applied voltage. Different pentacene phases give
rise to distinct surface potentials.
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Figure 5.2(b) shows the surface potential at the same spot upon applying a con-
tinuous drain-source voltage of VDS = =2V and controlling for a ﬁxed drain cur-
rent of ID = 15 nA.i The voltage drop is uniform along the channel, distorted only
by the inherent surface potential difference between thedifferent pentacenephases.
To exemplify the differences, ﬁg. 5.2(c) and (d) show the topography and the sur-
face potential of an OFET with a shorter channel length L than the ﬁrst one. Not-
ably, at least three different pentacene phases are discernible, each giving rise to its
owndistinct surface potential. However, most pentacene grains are of the thin-ﬁlm
phase and exhibit the same surface potential on gold as on SiO2.
The red dashed line — lying completely in the thin-ﬁlm phase — indicates the
position at which all subsequent time-resolved line-scans were performed. It was
deliberately picked to avoid any bulk-phase grains and, hence, to prevent any con-
fusion regarding the inﬂuence of different pentacene phases on charge carrier dy-
namics.
5.3 Compensating the Bias-Stress Effect
Asmentioned in the previous section, here, not the gate voltageVGS but the drain
current ID is the parameter controlled for a ﬁxed charge carrier density in theOFET
channel. The reason is that — despite carrying out all measurements under an in-
ert nitrogen atmosphere—all investigatedOFETs exhibited the bias-stress effect: a
time-dependent shift of the threshold voltage Vth while operating the device¹⁶²,¹⁶³.
The bias-stress effect barely shows up in IV-measurements, as in ﬁg. 5.1, for they
take only a couple of minutes to acquire.j However, each time-resolved pp-KPFM
measurement takes over an hour to acquire, magnifying any inherent threshold
voltage dynamics.
Figure 5.3(a) depicts a conventional KPFM line-scan across the channel region
over half an hour. During measurement, the OFET was driven by a gate voltage of
VGS = 9V— i.e. switching thedevicenearly off—while a dc-voltage ofVDS = =2V
has been continuously applied to the drain electrode. The drain current measured
by the driving SMU shifted during measurement from ID = 14 nA to ID = 40nA.
i The reasoning behind controlling the drain current is discussed in the next section, section 5.3.
j Yet, even in the present IV-characteristics, a slight shift is observed when comparing the forward and back-
ward voltage sweeps.
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Figure 5.3: KPFM
line-scans across
a pentacene OFET
channel (a) at a
fixed gate voltage of
VGS = 9V, and (b) at
a fixed drain current
of ID = 200nA. The
colored lines are
isopotential lines.
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Obviously, when operating the device at a ﬁxed gate voltage, a steady-state potential
drop across the channel remains elusive.
The reason for the observed shift in the drain current is the presence of a time-
dependent threshold voltage Vth(t) in the OFET that diminishes the charge carrier
density n inside the channel. Its cause is the protolysis of water at the SiO2 surface
upon applying a non-zero gate voltage¹⁶⁴. This reaction replaces the mobile charge
carriers in pentacenewith comparably immobile protons thatmay drift into the ox-
ide layer and, concurrently, shield the applied gate voltageVGS, or vice versa. Hence,
minimizing the bias-stress effect becomes inevitable for longer-term experiments
such as pp-KPFM.
The two most common ways to compensate the bias-stress effect are capping
the oxide layer with a self-assembling hydrophobic protection layer and perform-
ing all measurements under nitrogen atmosphere¹⁶⁴–¹⁶⁶. Here, both methods are
employed: ﬁrstly, HMDS was chemisorbed to the SiO2 layer, and, secondly, all
samples were processed, manipulated, and transferred under sublimated nitrogen
gas only. Still, even the combination of bothmethodswas insufficient for the times-
cales necessary for pp-KPFM, as evident from Fig. 5.3(a).
Luckily, there is a thirdway: when describing the charge carrier density n in a real
transistor,k it is possible to account for a time-dependent threshold voltage Vth(t):
n = C [V(x) + VGS + Vth(t)] : (5.3)
k cf. eq. (2.44) in section 2.5
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with C the gate capacitance per unit area, V(x) the local potential, and VGS the
gate voltage. From eq. (5.3) it is clear that any shift in threshold voltage changes
the charge carrier density and, concurrently, the resulting drain current.l To com-
pensate for any shift in threshold voltage, i.e. to keep the sum of gate voltage and
threshold voltage VGS + Vth(t) constant, the gate voltage VGS has to be controlled
for a ﬁxed drain current ID. Thus, any charge carriers turned immobile by the pro-
tolysis reaction and lost to the oxide layer are replenished with new mobile charge
carriers, effectively establishing a constant charge carrier density at the inversion
layer.
Figure 5.3(b) shows a standard KPFM line scan on an equivalent device. This
time, however, the drain current was kept constant at ID = 200nA by adjusting the
gate voltage during measurement from VGS = 10V to VGS = 9.6V.m Apparently,
the potential drop across the channel is time-invariant.
Thus, it is possible to disentangle the slow bias-stress effect from other time-
resolved phenomena by controlling the gate voltage for a ﬁxed drain current.n
5.4 Understanding the Microscopic Data
A common question regarding OFET dynamics is how fast they can switch. The
here studied OFETs exhibit a ﬁeld-effect mobility of  = 0.04 cm2 V=1 s=1, as ex-
tracted from IV-characteristics in section 5.1. Viewing as the velocity v of a charge
carrier under an applied electric ﬁeld E:o
 =
v
E =
L=ttrans
VDS=L
=
L2
ttrans  VDS (5.4)
l cf. eq. (2.37) in section 2.4.4
m A shift in gate voltage of V = 0.4V during measurement is equivalent to a charge carrier addition of
Q = CV = 5.85 nC cm=2 to the semiconducting channel. Assuming that every additional charge carrier
in the channel substitutes a trapped proton and that two protons are released with each water molecule,
this shift translates into 8.11 1010 absorbed water molecules, or roughly 0.546 fL of water, per square cen-
timetre. To provide some context, this amounts to a millionth of a raindrop per square metre, or a single
raindrop per square kilometre, of precipitation over the course of half an hour. 167,168 Even if this precipita-
tion extended unabated for over a year — which is impossible due to the stretched exponential nature of the
protolysis reaction — it would yield merely a fifth of a millionth of the yearly precipitation in the driest part
of the Atacama desert. 169
n Whether the slow dynamics observed in the OFETs studied here are caused by deep trap states in the
organic semiconductor or any of the other interlayers is examined in appendix A.3.
o cf. eq. (2.22) in section 2.4.2
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gives an estimated charge carrier transit time of ttrans  3.1 µs for a source-drain
voltage of VDS = 2V and the present channel length of L = 5 µm. This suggests a
repetition period of the pump probe experiment in the range of a few dozen mi-
croseconds. Hence, a square-wave pump pulse with an amplitude of VDS = =2V
and a repetition rate of!pump = 50 kHz was applied to the drain electrode .
As explained in section 5.3, the OFET was driven with a variable gate voltage
at a constant time-average source-drain current ID in order to compensate for the
bias stress effect. The source electrode was kept grounded at all times. In this ex-
periment, the width of the probe pulse was w = 2 µs, which renders a duty cycle of
 = 10% and deﬁnes the temporal resolution of the presented measurements.
Two types of measurements were carried out at the position of the red line in
ﬁg. 5.2 and ﬁg. 5.4(a): a time-averaged and a time-resolved KPFM measurement,
both while the drain electrode was modulated. Figure 5.4(d) depicts a proﬁle of
the time-averaged CPD across the OFET channel while the drain current was ﬁxed
to IDS = 800nA. Naturally, instead of themaximumVDS = =2V, only an effective
=1 V ismeasured on the drain electrode. The effective potential difference between
source and drain electrode manifests as a potential drop across the channel and at
each electrode-semiconductor interface. The largest potential drop of V = 0.6V
occurs close to the source electrode, while at the drain electrode barely any potential
drop is discernible.
For comparison with standard KPFM, the contact resistance is calculated from
the potential drop in ﬁg. 5.4(d) and the ﬁxed drain current using eq. (5.1).¹⁵⁴ Thus,
an effective contact impedance of RC = (775 25) kΩ cm is obtained. Note, how-
ever, that since standard KPFM averages over transient processes inside the chan-
nel in order to obtain the potential proﬁle, the time-averaged potential drop rep-
resents an effective value containing no phase information; neither does the effect-
ive current ID. Hence, any dynamic contact resistance RC obtained through time-
averaged potential values is systematically too low and, thus, should be interpreted
with care.
Figure 5.4(e) shows the pp-KPFMproﬁle for aﬁxed timedelay betweenpumpand
probe pulse of tdel = 7 µs, i.e. in a time window where the drain voltage is actually
applied. There, the true voltage amplitude of VDS = =2V is detected.
In order to capture the complete switching dynamics, pp-KPFM line-scans at dif-
ferent time delays tdel throughout the whole repetition period Tpump = 20 µs need
to be acquired. The result is a three-dimensional x-t-V-diagram, such as ﬁg. 5.4(b).
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Figure 5.4.: Comparing different measurement modi. (a) 3D topographic map
of the investigated pentacene OFET channel. The red line indicates the pos-
ition at which all measurements were carried out. (b) 3D x-t-V-diagram of a
time-resolved pp-KPFM measurement. It depicts the complete time evolution
of the surface potential inside the OFET channel over a whole pump cycle. The
=2 V electrical pump pulse applied to the drain electrode is sketched next to
the diagram in green, while the unconvolved core is sketched in burgundy. The
coloured lines resemble iso-potentials. The turquoise line across the channel
corresponds to the pp-KPFM profile in (e). (c) Topographic profile of the above-
mentioned line-scan. (d) Time-averaged KPFM measurement at the same site
acquired via standard KPFM. (e) pp-KPFM snapshot showing the surface poten-
tial dynamics 7 µs into applying the drain voltage, as indicated by the turquoise
line in (b). (f ) Time-integrated surface potential across the OFET channel as
calculated from the time resolved data. The calculated time average equals the
actual time-averaged surface potential measured in (d).
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The diagram shows how the CPD evolves inside the OFET channel in response to
the applied drain-source voltage.
To outline the switching dynamics, iso-potentials were added to the ﬁgures, for
they represent the charge carrier wave front. Moreover, any derivative along such a
line v = @x=@t jV=const: can be interpreted as the velocity of the charge carrier front.
There are three possible iso-potential segments:
• Iso-potential segments parallel to the time axis. They hint at time-invariant
surface potentials for a ﬁxed position, such as at the interface to the grounded
source electrode.
• Iso-potential segments parallel to the space axis. These segments indicate
processes where the surface potential changes simultaneously at a range of
locations, i.e. quasi-instantaneously. One such segment is the orange line at
end of the displayed time period.
• Most interestingly, inclined iso-potential segments, parallel neither to the
time nor the space axis, since they directly indicate dynamic changes with ﬁ-
nite velocities.
While all three types of iso-potential segments are encountered in the following
measurements, the latter two are most signiﬁcant for interpreting charge carrier
dynamics because they directly indicate the speed with which the OFET operates.
Finally, to check for identical measurement conditions, the time-resolved x-t-V-
dataset was integrated over time to reproduce the expected time-average line scan.
The result in ﬁg. 5.4(f) elegantly matches the actual time-averagedmeasurement of
ﬁg. 5.4(d).
5.5 Varying the Charge Carrier Density
To check the validity of the time-resolved data and to have a comparison model
for the charge carrier dynamics in an OFET, the experiment has been computer-!0 = 66 674Hz
! = =8Hz
!pump = 50 kHz
probe = 10%
ID = x
modeled based on a TLM, as described in section 2.5.p In order to compare the
modeling results with the experimental ﬁndings, all simulations were convolved
with a 2 µs-wide probe pulse. The convolved potential maps were then least-square
ﬁtted to the experimental data. An optimum was found at a ﬁxed charge carrier
p All device modeling has been carried out by T. Mönch in Wolfram Mathematica.
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mobility of  = 1 10=3 cm2 V=1 s=1 and at different charge carrier densities, i.e. at
different gate voltages VGS, as stated in ﬁg. 5.5.q
As ﬁg. 5.5 shows, the time-resolved measurements qualitatively exhibit the same
behaviour as the numerical results: upon switching the drain-source voltage VDS,
the slope of the iso-potentials— i.e. the speed at which the transient surface poten-
tial builds up— increases with rising charge carrier densities.r
Yet, there are deviations between measurement and ideal transistor behaviour.
For low charge carrier densities, themodeled potential in ﬁg. 5.5(d) reaches far into
the channel. As a consequence, upon setting the drain voltage VDS back to zero,
the potential inside the channel has hardly enough time to settle to its initial state
within the given time period. The measurement in ﬁg. 5.5(a), on the other hand,
reveals an accumulation of iso-potentials in an area close to the drain electrode.
Moreover, upon resetting the drain voltage to zero, the surface potential settles
quickly after only 3 µs. Circles A and B in ﬁg. 5.5(a) mark the contrasting settling
times.
The experimentally observed voltage drop close to the drain electrode and the
resulting dynamics can be explained by a pinch-off region: the absence of sufficient
charge carriers in the depletion zone at the semiconductor-metal interface raises
the local resistance and, thus, causes a signiﬁcant potential drop.¹⁷⁰,¹⁷¹ The applied
transmission line model does not account for this effect, which is why the ideal
transistor dynamics look very different.
Increasing the charge carrier density while keeping the drain-source voltageVDS
constantminimizes the size of the depletion region. Therefore, themodeled results
in ﬁg. 5.5(e) match the measured surface potential dynamics in ﬁg. 5.5(b) reason-
ably well: when switching the drain electrode to VDS = =2V, the potential quickly
spreads out into the channel with only a small potential drop remaining in the
pinch-off region close to the drain electrode. After the drain potential is reset to
VDS = 0V, the modeled potential vanishes as quickly as the measured one after
4 µs.
Naturally, the fastest surface potential dynamics are encountered at high charge
carrier densities, as seen in ﬁg. 5.5(c) and (f): upon applying VDS = =2V to the
q Note that an ideal transistor is ignorant of any bias-stress effect, which is why the best fit values deviate
from the gate voltages actually employed in the experiment.
r The pump pulse amplitude on the drain electrode confirms the quantitativity of these measurements: here,
the voltage difference measured along the time axis matches precisely the actually applied voltage amplitude
without rescaling. The inclined slope indicates the width of the probe pulse.
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Figure 5.5.: Top view on several x-t-V-diagrams depicting an OFET channel
operated at a frequency of !pump = 50 kHz. The colored lines represent iso-
potentials and the blue dashed lines indicate channel borders. The blue circles
mark areas at the same time delay. The two profiles at the bottom show the
measured (left) and the modeled (right) electric pump pulse VDS at the drain
electrode. Left: pp-KPFM measurements. To compensate for the bias-stress
effect, the measurements were carried out at fixed source-drain currents of (a):
ID = 50 nA, (b): ID = 200nA, and (c): ID = 800nA. Right: Best fit numerical
results of the TLM, assuming a mobility of  = 1 10=3 cm2 V=1 s=1 and gate
voltages of (d): VGS = =3 V, (e): VGS = =10.7 V, and (f ): VGS = =23 V.
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drain electrode, the iso-potentials proceed quickly towards the source electrode.
While the modeled potential in ﬁg. 5.5(f) reaches a steady state — marked by a
linear potential drop across the whole channel — the time-resolved KPFM meas-
urement in ﬁg. 5.5(c) reveals a pronounced contact barrier at the source electrode,
discernible by a much tighter accumulation of iso-potentials than in the former
pinch-off region.
After resetting the drain voltage to VDS = 0V, the modeled potential settles
after only 1 µs, whereas themeasurement reveals a slow discharging of the potential
inside the channel for at least another 4 µs before ﬁnally settling on its initial value.
Circles C and D, again, underscore the difference. Additionally, the measured iso-
potentials are parallel to the space axis during discharging. This indicates a quasi-
instantaneous discharging over the complete channel length independent of the
charge carriermobility; otherwise, the iso-potentialswould be slightly bent towards
the centre of the channel, as is the case in the ideal transistor.
Both the accumulation of iso-potential lines at the source electrode as well as the
long retention time can be explained by Schottky barriers at the semiconductor-
metal interfaces: While the drain electrode is set toVDS = =2V, individual charge
carriers may easily exit the semiconducting channel through the drain electrode.
At the source electrode, on the other hand, a Schottky-barrier hinders charge
carriers from entering the transport channel. When resetting the drain voltage
to VDS = 0V, charge carriers are now withheld by two Schottky barriers, one
at each electrode, leading to the symmetric potential drop at both electrodes after
switch-off. The charge carrier mobility itself, though, is unaffected by the presence
of Schottky barriers. Therefore, once inside the channel, charge carriers spread
faster thanwe resolve in this experiment, i.e. quasi-instantaneously, as indicated by
the iso-potentials parallel to the space axis and marked by circle C in ﬁg. 5.5(c).
Therefore, the discharging of the channel region is no longer governed by the
charge carrier mobility but is rather dominated by the time charge carriers need to
overcome the Schottky barriers.
5.6 Extracting the Contact Resistance
Figure 5.6 depicts the time evolution of the surface potential at the centre of
the OFET channel in ﬁg. 5.5(c) and (f). Obviously, the measured dynamics lags
behind the simulated, mobility-limited one. To quantify the difference, both dis-
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Figure 5.6: Profile of the
CPD evolution at the centre
of the OFET channel from
modeling (cf. fig. 5.5(f),
orange dashed line), meas-
urement (cf. fig. 5.5(c),
green solid line), and
exponential fit to the meas-
ured potential (blue solid
line). The inset depicts an
equivalent circuit for the
delayed injection of charge
carriers over two Schottky
barriers.
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charging processes are ﬁtted with an exponential function, yielding a discharging
time of  = (3: 60 0: 25) µs for themeasured dynamics and sim = 1: 10 µs for the
mobility-limited TLM.s
Tofurther extract the contact resistance, the process of overcoming a Schottky
barrier after zeroing the drain voltage can be approximated as discharging a capa-
citor C = CLW, where the capacitance C is given as the amount of charge Q stored
at a certain voltage V:
C = QV : (5.5)
When the drain-source voltage VDS is switched, the capacitor discharges, forcing
the drain current ID to ﬂow across the contact resistor R = R=W:¹⁵⁴
ID =
@Q
@t =
V
R ; (5.6)
with R denoting the total speciﬁc contact resistance of both electrodes in parallel.
The speciﬁc equivalent circuit employed in this calculation is schematically depic-
ted in the inset of ﬁg. 5.6.
Inserting eq. (5.5) into eq. (5.6) and solving the resulting differential equation
yields the exponential function V(t):
V(t) = V0  exp(-t=) = V0  exp(-t=RC) : (5.7)
s The as-acquired decay times are unaffected by the convolution with the probe pulse width w, as discussed
in appendix A.4
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Having already determined the discharging time , the speciﬁc contact resistance
can easily be calculated using eq. (5.7):
 = RC = RCL ; (5.8)
to R = (492 34) kΩ cm. Taking into account the parallel conﬁguration of the
two “Schottky resistors”, each electrode is calculated to exhibit a contact resist-
ance of RS = RD = (984 68) kΩ cm. This value is slightly larger than the value
obtained by the time-averaged measurement in section 5.4 — as expected — but
still well in the range of values extracted from steady-state experiments as reported
in the literature.¹¹⁹,¹⁷²–¹⁷⁵
5.7 Charge Carrier Dynamics at High Frequencies
One of the most relevant parameters for any dynamically operated transistor is
its bandwidth, for the employable frequency range limits its applicability. To in- !0 = 66 674Hz
! = =19Hz
!pump = x
probe = 10%
ID = x
vestigate the bandwidth of the present OFET structure, the switching frequency of
the source-drain voltage was increased to !DS = 150 kHz while the drain current
was kept constant at ID = 800nA.t Figure 5.7 is a side-by-side comparison of the
resulting dynamics and the formerly obtained results at!DS = 50 kHz.
There are a few things to notice. Firstly, the iso-potentials after zeroing the drain
voltage are still mostly parallel to the space axis. However, there is a slight bending
close to the electrodes. This indicates that, at least in some segments, the resolution
of pp-KPFM catches up with the present charge carrier velocity. Nevertheless, the
charge carrier dynamics is still dominated by Schottky barriers.
Secondly, with a time period only a third of its former value, the new time scale
is too small for the potential inside the OFET channel to fully return to its initial
state. This is accomplished only at higher drain currents, i.e. higher charge carrier
densities, where the iso-potentials are again rectiﬁed in a similar way to ﬁg. 5.5(c).
Hence, for a number of frequencies and sufficiently high charge carrier densit-
ies, the contact resistance was extracted by ﬁtting the potential decay with an ex-
ponential function after resetting the drain voltage to zero. Figure 5.8(a) plots the
as-extracted decay times and the corresponding contact resistances over frequency:
they decline logarithmically. The reason is probably a narrowing of the SCR in the
t Nonetheless, the probe pulse width was kept at a duty cycle of 10%, meaning that the time resolution
increases with rising frequencies.
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Figure 5.7.: Comparison of the CPD evolution inside an OFET channel at a fixed
drain current of ID = 800nA and a switching frequency of (a) !DS = 50 kHz
and (b) !DS = 150 kHz. Without further increasing the charge carrier density,
the available off-time is too short for charge carriers to neutralize the remaining
potential inside the channel after resetting the drain voltage to zero.
vicinity of the metal-semiconductor interface and, thus, an increased probability
of tunneling through the Schottky barrier.⁵⁰
Although a gate voltage dependence of the contact resistance is described in the
literature,¹⁷²,¹⁷⁵,¹⁷⁶ its translation into switching frequencies is more relevant here.
This becomes evident in ﬁg. 5.8(b), where the decay time is set into relation to the
time period of the switching cycle: at higher switching frequencies, the decay time
grows more and more into the proportions of the off-time of the modulated drain-
source voltage VDS. In consequence, at rising frequencies, there is less time for
charge carriers to overcome the Schottky barriers — although they are declin-
ing, too. This results in less potential change inside the channel — i.e. less change
in charge carrier density — over one switching cycle, which diminishes the on/off
ration of the drain current.
Figure 5.9 marks a complete departure of ideal transistor behaviour: when oper-
ated at a switching frequency of!DS = 2MHz and above, the channel potential has
neither enough time to spread fully into the channel nor to clear the channel after
zeroing the drain voltage. Throughout the whole time period, Schottky barriers
dominate the switching dynamics, indicated by the prominent iso-potentials par-
allel to the time axis. Moreover, as indicated by the switching-point-independent
waving of the potential inside the channel, geometric resonances already begin to
exert their inﬂuence on charge carrier evolution. Although still an effective current
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Figure 5.8: (a) Decay times  and
contact resistances RC as extracted
by exponentially fitting the poten-
tial decay inside an OFET channel
at different switching frequencies
!DS. The green line marks an ex-
ponential fit to the data. The decay
time as well as the contact resist-
ance declines with rising frequen-
cies. (b) Ratio of time constant
to total time period of the switch-
ing cycle. The time period declines
faster than the time constant of the
exponential decay, making it im-
possible for charge carriers to fully
empty the channel at higher fre-
quencies.
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Figure 5.9: Time-evolution of the sur-
face potential inside an OFET channel
operated at a switching frequency of
!DS = 2MHz. Charge carriers not only
fail to equalize the channel potential but
also begin to oscillate between source
and drain electrode due to geometric
resonances.
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of ID = 28.6mA is leaving the drain electrode, both phenomena—an insufficiently
small decay time originating from Schottky barriers and resonances due to geo-
metrical restraints — lead to a breakdown of regular transistor operation.
5.8 A Double Speed Bump
In this section, charge carrier dynamics inside an OFET operated in the kHz-
regime were investigated using time-averaged and time-resolved KPFM measure-
ments. The main focus was laid on the transient CPD evolution in the channel
region upon switching the drain-source voltage. For comparison, the results were
simulated after an ideal transistor based on the TLM.
While in an ideal transistor, the operational speed is limited solely by the mobil-
ity and density of charge carriers inside the channel, pp-KPFMmeasurements have
identiﬁed the contact resistance to prevent OFETs from reaching their maximum
speedwhen switching. Unlike in steady-state operation, the observed slow dischar-
ging of the potential inside the transistor channel after resetting the drain voltage
to zero is attributed totwo Schottky barriers located at the source and drain elec-
trodes, effectively throttling charge carrier injection into the OFET channel.
Furthermore, at higher switching frequencies, the contact-resistance-related de-
cay times — although declining with rising charge carrier densities — fall slower
than the switching time, thus, preventing a complete recovery of the channel po-
tential to its initial state in one repetition cycle. This, in concurrence with arising
geometric resonances, leads to a breakdown of conventional transistor operation.
It is important to note that similar to the transient behavior, the switching speed
of an OFET— i.e. when switching the gate voltage — suffers from the same ob-
served Schottky barriers, for there, too, charge carriers are injected and collec-
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ted at the metal-semiconductor interface. Hence, they experience the same double
speed bump.
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6Charge Carrier Recombination
in Silicon
A Misleading Fit Parameter
It’s not denial. I’m just selective about the reality I accept.
Bill Watterson
Takihara et al. developed amethod tomeasure theminority charge carrier life-
time in silicon homojunction (HJ) solar cells by means of conventional KPFM.¹³³
This in itself is remarkable considering that the charge carrier lifetime in silicon by
far surpasses the bandwidth of conventional KPFMelectronics. Yet, it was possible
with some assumptions about the underlying charge carrier dynamics.
Figure 6.1 outlines the assumed dynamic model. When light with sufficient en-
ergy shines onto a semiconductor, excitons are generated. In silicon at room tem-
perature, excitons immediately dissociate into separate charge carriers.¹⁷⁷ There-
fore, band bending is instantly reduced and, hence, the surface photovoltage (SPV)
response follows a step function.
When the light is turned off, charge carriers in the stronger-doped surface layer
are expected to recombine quickly, facilitating again slight band bending. There-
fore, a quasi-instantaneous drop in SPV is expected, which manifests as the para-
meter r in ﬁg. 6.1(a). After this initial drop in SPV, the remaining charge carriers
in the lighter-doped bulk of the sample recombinemore slowly with a decay time of
.
By sweeping the light modulation frequency, this exponential decay is cut off at
different points in time. As a consequence, the measured time-average CPD of the
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Figure 6.1.: Principle of Takihara’s frequency-dependent SPV measurement.
(a) Overview of the expected CPD responses of a differently-doped silicon HJ at
different light modulation frequencies !light. For illustration purposes, the re-
sponse function of the sample follows the parameters stated in the legend of (b).
The higher the modulation frequency the earlier the exponential decay is cut off,
resulting in an in average higher CPD. (b) Time-average CPD over light modula-
tion frequency. The crosses indicate the expected average CPDs corresponding
to the CPD respones depicted in (a). The upper dashed lines represent the full
SPV; the lower dashed lines mark the CPD that is measured without illumina-
tion. At low frequencies, the average of full SPV and CPD in dark conditions is
measured, as indicated by the dashed lines in (a). At high frequencies, themean
value between full SPV and SPV after initial fast recombination r is approached,
as indicated by the dotted lines in (a). From this frequency sweep, both the slow
recombination time  and the initial fast recombination r can be reconstructed.
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sample shifts, too, as indicated in ﬁg. 6.1(b). While at low frequencies, the aver-
age between full SPV of the sample VSPV and CPD without illumination Vdark is
obtained, the CPD at high frequencies settles on VSPV - r=2. Therefore, with ad-
ditional knowledge of the full SPV and the CPD in dark conditions, both the bulk
decay time  and the ratio r of surface charge carriers contributing to the overall
SPV can be reconstructed from the frequency sweep.
However, although sounding sensible, it is unclearwhether the actual charge car-
rier dynamics assumed for the time-averagingmethod actually unfold as described
by Takihara et al. Therefore, ﬁrst, their time-averagingmeasurements are repro-
duced on a silicon periodic HJ.a Then, the time-averaged ﬁndings will be checked
for their validity with time-resolved pp-KPFM measurements. Further, to invest-
igate the dependency of the bulk charge carrier lifetime on illumination intensity,
all experiments will include a variation of the incident light intensity.
6.1 Static Measurements
Before attempting to discuss the time-dependent SPV results, it is necessary to
substantiate that any change in SPV is indeed photo-induced.
6.1.1 Light Distribution on the Sample
As described in section 3.2, the sample was illuminated by guiding a laser beam
through a ﬁbre that ends in close vicinity to theAFMcantilever. Although the total
light power at the endof theﬁbrewas known tobe 7.4mW, it remainedunclearwhat
intensity would actually reach the sample underneath the AFM tip.
To determine the light distribution on the sample, a photograph was taken from
below the ﬁbre and the cantilever.b During exposure, the AFM tip remained ap-
proached to a glass substrate that acted as a dummy sample. Due to the high power
output of the laser, the limited dynamic range of the employed camera, and because
the sensitivity curve of the employed sensorwas unknown, amodiﬁed version of ex-
posure bracketing was applied to linearly approximate physical reality: in contrast
to varying the exposure time of the sensor — as done in conventional exposure
bracketing — the incident light intensity was varied using the AOM at a modula-
tion frequency of!AOM = 2MHz and at different modulation duty cycles AOM. In
a cf. section 4.2
b Photograph taken with a Raspberry Pi Camera Board (5MP), Raspberry Pi, with removed lens
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of the
light intensity underneath the
AFM cantilever upon full light
illumination with 7.4mW. The
coloured lines are logarithmic
iso-intensity lines after apply-
ing a gauss-filter with a 7-pixel
(10 µm) radius. The dashed
lines outline the fibre (top) and
the cantilever chip (right). The
red cross marks the position of
the AFM tip.
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addition, different OD ﬁltersc were placed into the light beam to further attenuate
the light. Thus, ten images spanning three orders of lightmagnitudewere acquired,
halving the incident light intensity with each consecutive image. Next, all images
were weighted according to their incident light intensity and, ﬁnally, put together
into one single image.
The resulting high-dynamic-range (HDR) image was grey-scaled and normal-
ized to contain the aforementioned light power of P = 7.4mW when integrating
over all pixels of the sensor. With the lateral light power distribution known, the
intensity at every single pixel can be obtained by accounting for the pixel area of
Apix = 2.04 µm2. Figure 6.2 portraits the light intensity distribution underneath
the cantilever. When averaging over a 10 µm 10 µm area, the light intensity at
the position of the AFM tip can be determined to Itip = (0.44 0.10)Wcm=2.d
Note, that this value is only an upper limit because the light that hits the sensor
shines froman angle and, therefore, the camera sensor cannot collect all of the light
that leaves the ﬁbre. Nevertheless, judging from the light distribution, the vast ma-
jority of light seems to fall onto the sample, substantiating the above assumption.
c NE210B (OD1) and NE220B (OD2) from Thorlabs NEK01S, Thorlabs GmbH
d For orientation purposes: the intensity of the sun shining at its zenith onto the surface of earth is approx-
imately 0.1W cm=2.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Schematic cross-
section of the investigated silicon
periodic HJ. (b) Top view of the to-
pography of the sample. The sur-
face is featureless except for a 1 µm-
wide region in the centre of the im-
age which marks the position of a
p-doped basin.
6.1.2 Silicon Under Static Illumination
Now that the light distribution is known, the static response of the CPD to illumin-
ation will be examined. Figure 6.3 depicts an exemplary topography of the sample. !0 = 66 011Hz
! = =26Hz
Ilight = 0.44Wcm=2
The silicon surface is featureless except for a narrow walled region that runs from
top to the bottom of the image, a remnant of the ﬁnal etching process.¹³⁷ Those
walled regions mark the positions of p-doped basins.
Figure 6.4 contains CPD proﬁles across two p-doped basins with and without il-
lumination. As expected from the production process,e the p-doped regions in the
topography are about 1 µm wide each. However, the width of the SCR between p-
and n-doped areas adds another 1 µm to each side of the CPD proﬁle, in agreement
with eq. (2.39).f The slight differences in CPD peak amplitudes arise most prob-
ably from an inhomogeneous light distribution, which is expressed in the margin
of error in ﬁg. 6.2.
e cf. section 4.2
f Note that in an non-uniformly doped semiconductor — as the present one — the SCR lies predominantly
in the less doped region. 50
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Figure 6.4: CPD profile
across two p-doped basins
without (blue) and with illu-
mination (red) of 7.4mW.
The differently doped re-
gions exhibit very distinct
SPV signals. The tanned
rectangles depict the topo-
graphic boundaries of the
p-doped basins.
CPD change upon illumina�on with 7.4 mW
p pn n
Upon turning on the light,g the CPD in the n-doped region shifts by 140mV and
in the p-doped region by 275mV, which marks a distinct SPV response surpassing
previous investigations on the same sample.¹²⁵,¹³⁷ h At ﬁrst glance, the direction of
the CPD shift in the p-doped region might seem surprising since, there, a relaxa-
tion of band bending would cause rather a negative shift in CPD, as exempliﬁed in
ﬁg. 2.11(d) in section 2.4.4.i
Yet, bearing inmind the peculiarities of the sample resolves this paradox.j At the
employed illumination wavelength of  = 532 nm, silicon has an absorption coef-
ﬁcient of  = 7850 cm=1, which renders a penetration depth of -1 = 1.27 µm.¹¹³
Hence, green light reaches signiﬁcantly deeper into the sample than just the 250 nm
implantation depth of the p-doped basin. Following eq. (2.41), the charge carrier
generation rate Gph at a depth of z = 250nm is still 67% of its surface value, as the
black line in ﬁg. 6.5(b) indicates.
The inversion of the SPV is, therefore, explained by the fact that not only surface
states contribute to it but also interface states at the pn-junction below the p-doped
basin:¹⁰²,¹³⁶ although photo-generated charge carriers reduce band bending at the
g Illumination with RLTMGL-532-50, Roithner LaserTechnik GMBH, Austria,  = 532 nm
h The comparably large SPV signal in this work is achieved by carefully considering the stray illumination of
the cantilever-pointed superluminescent diode (cf. section 3.1) and reducing its output power to as small as
a stable AFM operation allows for, i.e. PSLD = 0.25mW.
i Following convention, a potential reducing the energy of a system is counted as positive.
j cf. section 4.2
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Figure 6.5: (a) Schematic of band bend-
ing upon illuminating the surface of a
p-doped basin in the silicon HJ. Light
not only mitigates band bending at the
surface but also penetrates far into the
SCR of the pn-junction, where band
bending is also compensated. (b)
Charge carrier lifetime (dotted lines),
generation (black solid line) and re-
combination rate (dashed lines) over
light penetration depth. The domin-
ant contributions to both lifetime and
recombination are trap-assisted SRH
processes.
surface, they simultaneously ﬂatten band bending in the SCR of the pn-junction to
a larger degree in the opposite direction — as depicted in ﬁg. 6.5(a) — changing
the sign of the SPV. In fact, the magnitude of the inverted SPV even indicates a
dominant role of subsurface interface states.¹⁰²
Another effect contributing to the SPV is the Dember effect: an electric ﬁeld
arising from thenon-uniformdiffusion speedof photo-generated charge carriers in
a semiconductor upon illumination.⁸⁰ Since electrons diffuse faster into the sample
than holes, a positively charged cloud of slower proceeding holes remains close to
the surface, adding to thepositive shift inSPV.However, the geometry of the sample
makes the magnitude of this effect hard to estimate, for charge carriers traversing
both p- and n-doped regions scatter to different amounts.
6.1.3 Expected Recombination Time
For comparison, the expected recombination time at full light intensity was calcu-
lated for all three recombination paths discussed in section 2.4.5: band-to-band,
Auger, and SRH recombination. To calculate the recombination rates, ﬁrst, the
charge carrier photo-generation has to be calculated as a function of the light pen-
etration depth into the sample using eq. (2.41). Next, in the steady-state — i.e. as-
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suming a net charge carrier diffusion current of zero — the generation rate has to
equal the combined recombination paths:⁵⁰
Gph(z) = Reff(z) = Rbb + RA + RSRH ; (6.1)
which is the sum of all three contributions:⁵⁰,⁷⁰,⁹⁰ k
Rbb = cbb(pn- n2i ) ; (6.2)
RA = eeh(n2p- n20p0) + ehh(np2 - n0p20) ; (6.3)
RSRH =
npvthNt;eff(pn- n2i )
n(n+ ni) + p(p+ ni)
: (6.4)
Since all three recombination terms depend on the total charge carrier densities
n and p and the SRH term additionally depends on the trap densityNt;eff, which all
in turn depend on the doping concentrations ND and NA,l the doping proﬁle from
section 4.2 was taken as a reference for the doping concentration at speciﬁc depths
of the p-doped basins.
Then, the only remaining unknown parameter, the excess charge carrier density
n, was ﬁttedwith a least squares algorithm for different depths using eq. (6.1). The
result is shown by the dashed lines in ﬁg. 6.5(b). There, it becomes clear that SRH
is the dominant recombination path throughout the sample, since the rate of both
band-to-band and Auger transition at the employed illumination intensities are
found to be four orders of magnitude smaller.m
From the recombination rates, the lifetimes are easily calculated via:⁹⁰
i =
n
Ri
: (6.5)
The dotted lines in ﬁg. 6.5(b) give the recombination times for every single path.
From Mathiessen’s rule,n unsurprisingly, SRH emerges as the decisive process
for the effective recombination time : while the recombination time dips into the
k The values used to calculate the recombination rates were taken from section 2.4.3.
l cf. eq. (2.19) and eq. (2.32) in section 2.4
m In this simplifiedmodel, in the n-doped region, only an illumination intensity of one hundred thousand suns
would see a non-negligible contribution of Auger processes to recombination — in the p-doped region, it
would take even more. (cf. fig. 2.10 in section 2.4.3)
n cf. eq. (2.33) in section 2.4.3
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sub-nanosecond regime at the doping concentration peak in the p-doped region, it
settles at  = 6.6 µs in the n-doped plateau.
Since section6.1.2 alreadyhinted at a dominant role of theSCRbelow the p-doped
basin, the SPV dynamics, too, are expected to be dominated by the SCR, which lies
predominantly in the n-doped region.o. Therefore, it is expected to ﬁnd a recom-
bination time in this order of magnitude.
However, there are some drawbacks to the universality of the employed recom-
bination model. Firstly, it neglects non-steady-state diffusion of charge carriers.
While at low light intensities, there might be sufficient unoccupied traps to cap-
ture photo-generated charge carriers in close vicinity of their generation site, this
certainly does not hold true for high-level injection: there, charge carriers would
have to diffuse over larger distances before ﬁnding a counterpart for recombina-
tion. Secondly, the model accounts only for doping-induced deep trap states. A
more thorough modeling would include the position of the actual traps inside the
energy band and, more importantly, consider additional surface or interface trap
states. However, in this strongly p-doped sample, it is doubtful whether additional
traps could signiﬁcantly alter the recombination time at the surface since their con-
tribution to the SPV is already minor, as section 6.1.2 shows. Lastly, the model
neglects lattice strain or stress. While these, again, might be omitted at low light
intensities, they certainly need to be accounted for at high light intensities that heat
up the surface.
Thus, the charge carrier injection level decides over the validity of the presented
model. Usually, low-level injection is deﬁned as:⁵⁰
n n0 ; (6.6)
with the excess charge carrier density n and the equilibrium charge carrier dens-
ity n0, as calculated from eq. (2.19). Conveniently, the least square ﬁt already gives
the excess charge carrier density n, as it is the ﬁt parameter. Hence, the level of
injection can be estimated: in the p-doped basins, the equilibrium charge carrier
density is approximately p0 = 1017…1018 cm=3 while the excess charge carrier dens-
ity is p = 1012…1013 cm=3. In the n-doped bulk, on the other hand, n0 = 1015 cm=3
while n = 2 1016 cm=3. Therefore, the p-doped basins features low-level injec-
tion, whereas the n-doped bulk experiences high-level injection.
o cf. fig. 6.4
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This is relevant since it is known that the recombination time  of SRH pro-
cesses at high-level injection is actually higher than under low-level conditions.⁵⁰,
⁹⁰,⁹⁶ Hence, it might come as no surprise to encounter this behaviour here.
6.1.4 Effects of Extended Illumination
One peculiarity of the investigated sample emerges after extended illumination: il-
luminating the sample for half an hour and subsequently turning off the light re-
veals an inversion of the CPD contrast between p- and n-doped regions, as por-
trayed in ﬁg. 6.6(a). To grasp the speed of the underlying dynamics, ﬁg. 6.6(b)
shows the CPD evolution in the p-doped region before, during, and after a lim-
ited illumination period of 8min. Immediately upon illumination, the measured
SPV starts shifting on the dozen-second scale. After turning the illumination off,
the CPD is shifted by 180mV relative to its initial value. Even after an extended
recovery period of an hour, the CPD still fails to return to its initial value.p It usu-
ally takes more than 24 h for the CPD contrast to fully recover. This phenomenon
points to extremely slow trap states in the sample that complicate coherent data
acquisition, as will be discussed in section 6.2.2.
Although more investigations are necessary to unveil the precise nature of these
traps, both the timescale and magnitude of the CPD evolution are reminiscent of
the bias-stress effect encountered in section 5.3:¹⁶⁴ a protolysis reaction of water at
the native oxide layer of the silicon sample under the inﬂuence of the built-in ﬁeld
in the SCR at the surface.q This reaction exchanges mobile holes in the p-doped
basin with immobile protons that are trapped beneath the surface SCR.
When the light is turned off, all mobile charge carriers recombine quickly, while
the protons captured in the oxide retain part of the surface SPV; the “inversion” of
the CPD in ﬁg. 6.6 ﬁts precisely the sign a retained surface-bound SPV is expected
to have.r To release their charge, protons ﬁrst have to diffuse to the surface of the
capping oxide layer to oxidize to water, which needs time: depending on the thick-
ness of the native oxide layer and the magnitude of the rebounding built-in ﬁeld,
this process can take fromminutes to hours.¹⁶⁴
p The recovery dynamics in the n-doped regions are in the same order of magnitude.
q Note that in contrast to the other measurements in this work, the measurements on the silicon sample
were carried out in ambient conditions at air.
r This is easily conjured from fig. 2.11(d) in section 2.4.4
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(a) (b) slow trap ﬁlling in p-regionCPD inversion a�er extended illumina�on
p pn n ﬁt (τ = 1280 s)
data
Figure 6.6.: (a) CPD profile across two p-doped basins before (red) and after
(blue) turning off the 7.4mW light after an extended period of illumination. Con-
trary to fig. 6.4, the contrast of the CPD in the dark between p- and n-doped
regions is inverted. The tanned rectangles depict the topographic boundaries
of the p-doped basins. (b) CPD evolution in the p-doped region over time. The
tanned rectangle indicates an illumination period. The green line is an exponen-
tial fit.
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Figure 6.7: Topography of the silicon
sample versus scan time. Halfway
through the measurement the illu-
mination was switched on with full
light intensity of 0.44Wcm=2. As
a consequence, the measured topo-
graphy seems to rise exponentially up to
650 nm. The tanned rectangle indicates
the period of illumination. 500 1000 1500 2000
topography hea�ng upon illumina�on
However, whenmodulating the illumination in the sub-second regime—as done
in all subsequent measurements — after less than an hour, the CPD settles on an
effective value. From this point on, the measurement is undisturbed by any slow
trap dynamics. Therefore, all measurements in this chapter were carried out after
an equally extended illumination “burn-in” to ensure consistency between different
measurements.
Lastly, illuminating the sample has another side-effect: heating. As ﬁg. 6.7 illus-
trates, upon turning the light on, the measured topography rises several hundreds
of nanometres. When trying to explain the rise with linear expansion:
z = lindT ; (6.7)
wherelin = 2.59 10=6 K=1 is the linear expansion coefficient and d = 0.5mm the
thickness of the sample,⁵⁰ a topography offset of z = 650nm would follow a heat-
ing of T = 500K. While such a huge temperature difference on a sample that
is in large-area contact with the measurement setup and in ambient conditions is
improbable, a modest heating of the sample needs to be considered.s
Nonetheless, similar to the slow CPD dynamics, ﬁg. 6.7 shows that the apparent
expansion in topography takes seconds to minutes. Therefore, modulating the il-
lumination in the sub-second regime lets the topography settle at an intermediate
s Other effects such as bimetallic bending and thermal softening of the cantilever certainly contribute to the
apparent topographic elevation.
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Figure 6.8.: Principle of Takihara’s time-averaging CPDmeasurement. (a) CPD
image of a repeated line scan across a p-doped basin with an AOM duty cycle
of  = 33%. The light modulation frequency was increased every ten lines. (b)
Profile (blue) along the p-doped basin and, hence, along different frequencies.
Red crosses depict the mean CPD in a single frequency window.
value and, after the aforementioned “burn-in”, leaves further measurements unim-
paired.
6.2 Quasi-Static Measurements
Next, themeasurements of Takihara et al. have been reproduced on the silicon
periodic HJ sample.¹³³ To that end, the silicon sample was illuminated with a mod-
ulated light source. The illumination state was set with an AOM either to fully let
through or to fully block the light with a ﬁxed duty cycle AOM. While a line scan
across a p-doped basin was carried out, the modulation frequency!AOM increased
every ten lines logarithmically from several hundred Hz up to several million Hz.
After the CPD change upon increasing frequency saturated, the modulation fre-
quency was set back to its initial value to control for any slow drift in CPD that
might have arisen from a change in tip potential or due to the charging of slow trap
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states as was suspected in section 6.1.4. However, almost all measurements hinted
at a consistent CPD up to this point.t
Next, the frequencywas set back to its previously highest valuewith the dutycycle
maximized to AOM = 99% in order to get a reference for the maximal SPV signal
under full illumination.u Lastly, the light source was physically blocked to acquire
a reference for the CPD in the dark without illumination. Figure 6.8(a) depicts the
resulting CPDmap.
From this map, the p-doped region was isolated in the boundaries that are exem-
pliﬁed by the vertical lines in ﬁg. 6.8(a). In this region, the average CPD per scan
line was obtained, which is shown in ﬁg. 6.8(b). Next, the mean CPD in each mod-
ulation frequency window — i.e. per ten scan lines — was determined and sorted
according to its original modulation frequency.v The resulting average CPD versus
modulation frequency plot is portrayed in ﬁg. 6.9(b).
The sorted data was then ﬁtted according to the model proposed by Takihara
et.al., as featured in ﬁg. 6.9(a), using a least squares algorithm. As ﬁt parameters,
the unknown recombination time  and ratio r of surface layer charge carriers con-
tributing to the overall SPV were used. To check for possible changes in the work
function of the AFM tip and CPD drift, another ﬁt was carried out with Vdark as
additional ﬁt parameter. Finally, to further reduce CPD drift inﬂuences, a third
ﬁt was performed with the last ﬁve frequency points cropped, a region where upon
increasing the modulation frequency the CPD barely changed.
As evident from ﬁg. 6.9(b), all three ﬁt functions perform well: they visually
match the data, enabling its interpretationwith themodel of charge carrier dynam-
ics proposed by Takihara et al. The differences between the ﬁts are an increased
margin of error with more ﬁt parameters and a slightly better match to the main
slope when taking only the cropped data into account, again at the cost of an in-
creased uncertainty. Nonetheless, all three ﬁts agree on most parameters inside
their margin of error. Hence, they provide access to the bulk recombination time 
and the ratio r of photo-induced charge carriers in the p-doped basins contributing
to the overall SPV.
t Any inconsistency at this point naturally prompted a repetition of the measurement.
u This approximation is valid since, e.g., at a typical modulation frequency of 2MHz, the one percent of duty
cycle where the light is supposedly turned off amounts to 5 ns. This is an order of magnitude smaller than the
transition time of the AOM (cf. section 3.2), i.e. the AOM only marginally changes its state before returning
to full transmission.
v To compensate for possible delays when shifting the frequency, the first two scan lines per frequency window
were excluded from averaging.
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(a) (b)
ﬁt: τ, r
ﬁt: τ, r, Vdarkﬁt: τ, r, Vdark (cropped)
data: r, Vdark, Vspv
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Figure 6.9.: Fitting of a Takihara plot. (a) Time-dependent CPD at the fre-
quency of -1 (the grey dotted line in subfigure (b)) according to Takihara’s
model assuming an AOM duty cycle of  = 33%. The tanned rectangles repres-
ent illumination periods. (b) Average CPDs sorted according to theirmodulation
frequencies. The data (blue circles) was fitted according to the model depicted
in (a) with different numbers of fit parameters.
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(a) (b)
τSRH
Figure 6.10.: Influence of light intensity on the CPD frequency response func-
tion. (a) Recombination time  versus light attenuation OD. In all fit models,
the stronger attenuated the incident light, the smaller . (b) Ratio r of photo-
induced charge carriers in the p-doped basin contributing to the SPV versus OD.
Across all fits and data readings, r increases with falling light intensity.
6.2.1 Varying the Light Intensity
Now that the data acquisition scheme is clear, the results of time-averaging meas-
urements are presented. For this measurement, the silicon pn-sample was illumin-!0 = 61 921Hz
! = =38Hz
!AOM =
3.5 kHz–2MHz
AOM = 50%
Ilight = x
ated with different light intensities ranging from 7.4mW to 760 µW.w The light in-
tensitywas varied by placing and combining differentODﬁlters in front of the light
output.x Measurements were carried out from highest (OD = 2) to lowest light at-
tenuation (OD = 0). Throughout measurement, the AOM duty cycle was ﬁxed to
AOM = 50%. During measurement, the modulation frequency !AOM was varied
from 3.5 kHz to 2MHz.
Figure 6.10(a) shows the charge carrier recombination time  as acquired from
the different ﬁt models. The extracted values are one order of magnitude smal-
ler than reported in the works of Takihara et al.:¹³³ at high light intensities, the
effective recombination time is above 30 µs, while small light intensities see the re-
w Measurements with light intensities down to 55 µW have been carried out, but the results were too noisy
to be fitted accurately.
x OD filters taken from the Thorlabs NEK01S kit, Thorlabs GmbH
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combination time settle around 10 µs. Since a recombination time that increases
with light intensity is symptomatic of high-level injection, it conﬁrms the assump-
tion of Takihara et al.: the acquired charge carrier recombination time is indeed
that of the n-doped bulk below the p-doped basin, for it is there that high-level in-
jection occurs. However, at falling light intensities, i.e. rising OD, the recombin-
ation time approaches  = 6.6 µs, the SRH recombination time calculated in sec-
tion 6.1.3.y
Rather, it might seem surprising that Takihara et al. measured lifetimes one
order of magnitude higher, since their bulk doping concentration was in the same
range as in the present sample.¹³⁵ However, their sample differed in that their bulk
was p-doped. Hence, their photo-generatedminority charge carriers were electrons
that have a higher mobility in silicon than the holes generated in the n-doped bulk
of the present sample— as indicated in ﬁg. 2.8 — resolving the discrepancy.⁵⁰ z
Figure 6.10(b) depicts the ratio r of photo-induced charge carriers in the shal-
low p-doped basin contributing to the overall SPV. The ratio increases with falling
light intensity, whichmeans that photo-induced charge carriers in the surface layer
contribute less the more light falls onto the sample.
This behaviour contradicts the ﬁndings of Takihara et.al., where an increasing
light intensity was found to raise the contribution ratio r.a Nevertheless, a strong
dependency of the ratio r on the incident light intensity points either to a strongly
imbalanced charge carrier recombination inside the sample followed by diffusion
currents not accounted for in the recombination model, or to a different mechan-
ism at play.
y Following eq. (6.5), the excess charge carrier density n depends linearly on charge carrier generation, which
in turn depends linearly on light intensity (cf. eq. (2.40)). Therefore, it might take only one to two orders
of magnitude to restore low-level injection in the n-doped bulk, which was attempted by placing OD filters
into the light beam, thus, attenuating the illumination intensity. Since low-level SRH recombination is again
independent of the actual photo-generated charge carrier density (cf. eq. (2.31)), the recombination time
— the validity of the employed model notwithstanding — settles on the predicted value.
z In eq. (2.22), the mean free time m depends linearly on the mobility . Although both scattering at ionized
impurities in eq. (2.23) and phonon scattering in eq. (2.24) depend on the effective mass m, its exponent
in the phonon-limited mobility is significantly higher. Hence, in fig. 2.8 at room temperature, the effective
mobility of electrons eff would converge to the dotted line of electron-phonon scattering, which would
render a mobility and, consequently, a recombination time an order of magnitude higher than in the present
sample.
a Note, however, that the incident light intensity in Takihara’s work was 2 to 3 orders of magnitude smaller
than in the present experiment.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.11.: Influence of pump duty cycle AOM on the CPD frequency response
function. (a) Recombination time  versus pump duty cycle. The recombination
time  stays approximately constant throughout all pump duty cycles. (b) Ra-
tio r of photo-induced charge carriers in the p-doped basin contributing to the
SPV versus pump duty cycle. Across all fits and data readings, r decreases with
increasing duty cycle.
6.2.2 Varying the Pump Duty Cycle
In theory, the recombination time  should be independent of the pump duty cycle
AOM, since in the investigated frequency range — assuming quasi-instantaneous!0 = 61 921Hz
! = =36Hz
!AOM =
3.5 kHz–2MHz
AOM = x
Ilight = 0.44Wcm=2
charge carrier generation — the actual illumination period should leave the ﬁnal
number of photo-generated charge carriers untouched. Nevertheless, if slow trap
states inﬂuence themeasurement—as the ﬁndings of section 6.1.4 suggest—vary-
ing the pump duty cycle would expose it.
Therefore, a series of recombination time measurements at various AOM duty
cycles were carried out. The pump duty cycle was consecutively varied from lowest
(AOM = 6.25%) to highest AOM duty cycle (AOM = 66.67%), while the incident
light intensity was ﬁxed to its maximum value of Ilight = 0.44Wcm=2 when trans-
mitted by the AOM, i.e. no OD ﬁlters were employed in this measurement.
At ﬁrst glance, ﬁg. 6.11(a) seems to agree to the notion that the recombination
time is independent of the employed modulation pump duty cycle in that most
of the acquired recombination times fall into the same margin of error regardless
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of the actual pump duty cycle. Most notably, the measured recombination times
centre around the value acquired at OD = 0 in ﬁg. 6.10(a) in section 6.2.1.
However, disregarding the data point at AOM = 66.67%, the ﬁt with the least ﬁt
parameters (blue) and the ﬁt with only cropped data (red) contradict each other in
their trend. One reason might be that especially at low duty cycles and high fre-
quencies, the illumination period already dips into the time range of the AOM rise
time.b In this case, the cropped ﬁt would become the most trustworthy. Unfor-
tunately, the overall large margin of error makes it hard to carry out any further
analysis at this point. Nonetheless, in the current state, data follows expectation.
The expectation is adrift when looking at ﬁg. 6.11(b). Theoretically, again, under
the assumption of quasi-instantaneous charge carrier generation, the pump duty
cycle should exert no inﬂuence on the ratio r of surface layer charge carriers con-
tributing to the SPV signal. Yet, a clear dependency across all ﬁt models emerges
from the data: The more light passes the AOM and hits the sample, the smaller the
contribution of surface charge carriers to the SPV.
This unexpected behaviour might be explained when accounting for slow trap
states: from the slow shift in CPDobserved in section 6.1.4 after extended illumina-
tion, it is clear that ﬁlling and emptying these trap states is time consuming. There-
fore, it is reasonable to assume that slow trap states are ignorant of any change in
illumination period occurring orders of magnitude faster than their own life time,
as long as the average light intensity remains constant.
But once the average light intensity changes, it spurs a change in the dynamic
steady-state stream of charge carriers to and from these slow trap states. Thus, any
SPV change upon changing the pump duty cycle AOM stems from a change in the
quasi-steady-state occupation of slow traps.
Unfortunately, in anydevice exhibiting slow trap state dynamics, they undermine
the validity of Takihara’s method. This is due to the fact that — as described in
section 6.2 — a single complete frequency-dependent SPV measurement relies on
data from at least three different average light intensities: no light (to access the
baseCPD),modulated light (to reconstruct the recombination time ), andfull light
(to extract the surface contribution r).¹³³ While consistent results can be achieved
in one of these regimes after an extensive illumination burn-in, the different occu-
b As stated in section 3.2, the AOM rise time is trise = 25 ns, i.e. a full light pulse (which contains both a rise
and a fall) is at least 50 ns wide. At 2MHz — the highest frequency employed here — a probe pulse duty
cycle of 7% translates into 35 ns, which is smaller than the light pulse width.
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pation levels of slow traps at different average light intensities— shielding the SPV
to different amounts — render the resulting SPVs incompatible to each other.
The only way to circumvent the inﬂuence of trap states in dynamic SPVmeasure-
ments is to acquire all data at the same average light intensity. While the measured
SPV would still be inﬂuenced by trap states — thus, lacking quantitative charac-
ter — the recombination time and surface contribution would both be consistent.
Fortunately, time-resolved pp-KPFM pursues this path.
6.3 Time-Resolved Measurements
To omit complications with slow trap states and to check where the dynamic
model assumed by Takihara et al. holds up and where it fails, time-resolved pp-
KPFM measurements were carried out with the same parameter set as the time-
averaging KPFMmeasurements in section 6.2.
Similar to the time-averaging measurements in ﬁg. 6.8(a), line-scans across a p-
doped basin have been repeatedly carried out. But, in contrast to those measure-
ments, instead of increasing the frequency every couple of lines, the time delay tdel
between pump and probe pulse at a ﬁxed frequency!AOM was gradually increased
after each ﬁnished line. Thus, each scan completely maps the CPD evolution in
a single repetition period TAOM. The CPD along the fast scanning axis has again
been concatenated and the resulting proﬁle plotted, which produces the blue curve
in ﬁg. 6.12.
To obtain the sameﬁt parameters as before, the very sameﬁtfunction—depicted
in ﬁg. 6.9(a) — was applied to the time-resolved data. The only necessary modiﬁc-
ation was to convolve the ﬁt function prior to ﬁtting with the ﬁnite probe pulse
width w to account for the inherent signal convolution.c However, all stated para-
meters are extracted from the unconvolved core function underlying the ﬁt and,
most importantly, obtained at the same average illumination intensity.
Figure 6.12 depicts the time-resolved data alongside the ﬁt function and its un-
convolved core function. All in all, the ﬁt excellently follows the measured CPD
dynamics.
c cf. section 2.3
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CPD proﬁle
40 80 120 160 200 240
τ
Figure 6.12: Example of a
pp-KPFM measurement.
The acquired data (blue)
was fitted with a modified
version of Takihara’s CPD
response function (green,
cf. fig. 6.9(a)): The convo-
lution of signal and probe
pulse has been accounted
for to accurately fit the func-
tion. The dashed curve (red)
shows the underlying uncon-
volved core function. The
tanned rectangle indicates
the state of illumination.
6.3.1 Time-Resolved Light Intensity Sweep
To replicate the ﬁrstmeasurement set, the light intensitywas again attenuated from
7.4mW to 760 µW.d In contrast to the time-averaging measurements, where the !0 = 61 921Hz
! = =26Hz
!AOM = 7.5 kHz
AOM = 50%
Ilight = x
AOM modulation frequency !AOM was increased during measurement, all time-
resolved measurements were carried out at a ﬁxed light modulation frequency of
!AOM = 7.5 kHz. The probe pulse width in all measurements was probe = 6.67 µs,
which translates into a probe pulse duty cycle of probe = 5%.e
Figure 6.13(a) depicts the extracted recombination time  over the incident light
intensity. First of all, the time-resolved bulk recombination times match the val-
ues obtained by Takihara’s method in ﬁg. 6.10(a), restoring the validity of the re-
combination times extracted there.f Furthermore, the time-resolvedmeasurements
replicate the trend observed in section 6.2.1: the higher the incident light intensity,
the slower bulk recombination, substantiating the impact of SRH recombination in
the n-doped regions beneath the p-doped basins on the measured dynamics.
d Again, measurements down to 55 µW have been performed, but these low-intensity measurements once
more turned out to be unfittable.
e While measurements with lower pulse duty cycles down to probe = 1% have been tested, they bore only
a reduced SNR with increased fit margins of error, as fig. 6.14 shows; The fact that the here employed fit
function takes the convolved nature of the measurement into account to reconstruct the unconvolved core
function implies that any probe duty cycle probe suffices as long as the SNR is acceptable.
f Since the recombination times in fig. 6.10(a) fitted with and without the dark CPD as fit parameter barely
differ, it points to the strong influence of the CPD-over-frequency slope on the acquired recombination time.
This slope, in turn, was obtained at the same average light intensity as the time-resolved measurements.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.13.: Influence of light intensity on the CPD dynamics. (a) In accordance
with the time-averaging measurements, the recombination time  decreases
with light intensity. (b) In contrast to the time-averaging measurements, the
ratio r defies any trend.
However, as exempliﬁed in ﬁg. 6.12 and ﬁg. 6.14, most time-resolved measure-
ments omit the distinct CPD drop right after turning the incident light off — ex-
cept for at very low light intensities. Consequently, the time-resolved ratio r in
ﬁg. 6.13(b) deﬁes any trend. This is in stark contrast to the time-averagingmeasure-
ments, where the CPD drop is prominent in nearly all measurements, as exemplar-
ily depicted in ﬁg. 6.9(a), and was interpreted as the ratio r of surface layer charge
carriers adding to the overall SPV.
In other words: time-resolved measurements indicate that charge carriers in the
shallow surface layer barely contribute to the overall SPV, if at all.
Theremight be several reasons. One explanation could be that the drop is simply
blurred due to the width of the probe pulse w. Yet, as ﬁg. 6.14 illustrates, smaller
probe duty cycles probe fail to reveal any additional features.
Another explanation involves the AOM frequency !AOM: one could argue that
the contribution parameter r in the time-averagingmeasurements is shapedmainly
by the high-frequency behaviour of the frequency response curve of the SPV, while
the modulation frequency employed for the time-resolved measurements is com-
parably low. Yet, should the contribution parameter r indeed depend on frequency,
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�me-resolved CPD at diﬀerent probe duty cycles
η = 5 %
η = 3 %
η = 1 %
Figure 6.14: Time-resolved
measurements at different
probe duty cycles. The curves
are stacked vertically on pur-
pose to enhance legibility.
The tanned rectangles depict
illumination periods. With
decreasing probe duty cycle,
the SNR increases, raising
the fit margin of error.
this would imply the impossibility to obtain the parameter by means of ﬁtting a
CPD frequency response curve in time-averaging measurements as done by Taki-
hara et al.
A third explanation is most straightforward: in the investigated light intensity
regime, the ratio r of charge carriers in the surface layer contributing to the meas-
ured SPV is indeed negligible. Due to the low charge carrier injection level in the
heavily p-doped basin,g it is imaginable that photo-generated excess charge carri-
ers are simply too scarce to noticeably ﬂatten surface band bending. The apparent
contribution in the time-averaging measurements would then simply arise from
the duty cycle switch from 50% to 99% between the last two data points at high
frequencies, which spurs a jump in average light intensity.
The acquisition of all time-resolved measurements at a single average light in-
tensity lends them credibility compared to the mixed-intensity time-averaged res-
ults. If true, changing the modulation duty cycle while keeping the peak intensity
constant should leave the contribution ratio r unchanged. This will be checked in
the next subsection.
g cf. section 6.1.3
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.15.: Influence of the pump duty cycle AOM on the CPD dynamics.
(a) More distinct than in the time-averaging measurements, the recombination
time  decreases with decreasing pump duty cycles AOM. (b) The contribution
ratio r is independent of the pump duty cycle.
6.3.2 Time-Resolved Pump Duty Cycle Sweep
Similar to the time-averaging measurements, the inﬂuence of the pump duty cycle
AOM on the recombination time was investigated using pp-KPFM. Again, a con-!0 = 61 921Hz
! = =20Hz
!AOM = 7.5 kHz
AOM = x
Ilight = 0.44Wcm=2
stant incident light intensity of Ilight = 0.44Wcm=2 illuminated the sample when
transmitted by the AOM; again, the pump duty cycle was increased logarithmically
from 6.25% to 66.67%.h
Figure 6.15(a) depicts the dependency of the recombination time  on the pump
duty cycle. Different from the error-struck time-averaged results, the time-resolved
results show an unambiguous dependency of the bulk recombination time on the
pump duty cycle at higher duty cycles. In the lower pump duty cycle regime, how-
ever, the recombination time settles at 20 µs, which is lower than the AOM = 50%
value, but still signiﬁcantly higher than the recombination time at lower peak light
intensities and the 6.6 µs calculated in section 6.1.3.
This observation is reminiscent of the behaviour the cropped data ﬁt exhibits
in the time-averaged results in ﬁg. 6.11(b), substantiating the need to crop high-
h All time-resolvedmeasurements were double-checked for their validity in order tominimize possible flukes.
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frequencymeasurement points to omit data points distorted by theAOMtransition
time. Moreover, the acquired bulk recombination time lies inside the margin of
error of most of the time-averaged results. But while the large margin of error in
the time-averaging measurements contained the results to expectation — namely
the independencyof recombination time frompumpdutycycle—the time-resolved
results call for an explanation.
As alreadymentioned, in thehigh-level injection regime, SRHprocesses are sens-
itive to the amount of excess charge carriers n.⁹⁰,⁹⁶ An increasing recombination
time  might suggest that some traps are actually sensitive to a change in average
light intensity, since in this experiment only the pump duty cycle pump is varied,
while the peak intensity remains constant. However, it is hard to imagine such
traps for the following reasons: as argued in section 6.2.1, the most probable oc-
currence of slow traps in this sample is in the native oxide layer at the surface; but
there, the charge carrier injection level is too low to induce an increase in recom-
bination time. In the SCR below the p-doped basins where high-level injection pre-
vails, on the other hand, there are no known species of slow trap states. Therefore,
a SRH-related increase in bulk recombination time seems unlikely.
Although the peak intensity remains the same, one parameter that does change
with average light intensity is heat. Since the sample does not radiate, the absorbed
light is mainly converted into lattice vibrations. When looking at the mobility at
room temperature in ﬁg. 2.8 in section 2.4.2, upon neglecting high-level injection,
the minority charge carrier mobility in the n-doped region is expected to fall with
rising temperature. In the p-doped region, however, the high doping concentra-
tion NA ﬁrst leads to an increase in mobility before falling off upon increasing the
temperature. Following eq. (2.22), the recombination time in the surface layer is,
therefore, expected to increase when the sample is heated.
While the calculations performed in ﬁg. 6.5(b) for the p-doped region yield an
expected recombination time in the sub-microsecond regime, they neglect surface
states that are known to slow recombination.¹⁰¹,¹⁰³ Therefore, it is probable that
the calculations underestimate the actual recombination time. In this scenario,
the increasing recombination times observed at both increased peak light intensity
and increased average light intensity are explained by a combination of high-level
injection SRH recombination in the n-doped layer and heated surface state recom-
bination that play out on a similar timescale.i
i Although double-exponential fitting of the data was tried, the SNR is too large to obtain a robust result.
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Figure 6.16: Time-resolved
SPV measurements at dif-
ferent light modulation fre-
quencies !AOM. The curves
are stacked vertically on pur-
pose to enhance legibility.
The tanned rectangle indic-
ates the illumination state.
At higher frequencies, the
onset of the exponential de-
cline is shifted and delayed
compared to the illumination
state. Delay Time of Probe Pulse / Period in %
�me-resolved CPD at diﬀerent frequency
7.5 kHz
15 kHz
30 kHz
40 80 120 160 200
Figure 6.15(b) shows the ratio r of surface layer charge carriers contributing to the
overall SPV signal. Complying with the result of the previous subsection, it is inde-
pendent of the pump duty cycle AOM: again, no contribution at all is observed. The
same reasoning as in the previous subsection applies here as well, which is either
a blurring of the data due to the probe pulse width, a frequency dependency of the
parameter r, or indeed a negligible contribution. The blurring has already been
argued to be unlikely. The following subsection will expand on the explanation
concerning the frequency dependency.
However, if recombination is indeed governed by SRH in the n-doped and surface
recombination in the p-doped region with both processes unfolding on the same
timescale, the need for a contribution parameter r of faster-than-resolvable surface
recombination disappears.
6.3.3 Time-Resolved Higher Frequency Response
All previous time-resolved measurements have been carried out at a ﬁxed AOM
modulation frequency of!AOM = 7.5 kHz, in contrast to the time-averagedmethod!0 = 61 921Hz
! = =41Hz
!AOM = x
AOM = 25%; 50%
Ilight = 0.44Wcm=2
that covered a much broader frequency range. To further explore the SPV depend-
ency on the modulation frequency, pp-KPFMmeasurements at higher AOMmod-
ulation frequencies have been carried out. As pump duty cycles AOM, both 25%
and 50% have been chosen.
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(a) (b)
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ηpump = 25 %
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ηpump = 50 %
Figure 6.17.: Onset time of exponential decay over AOM modulation frequency
at a pump duty cycle of (a) 25% and (b) 50%. The onset time increases with
modulation frequency.
Figure 6.16 depicts the CPD evolution at three exemplary AOM frequencies with
a pump duty cycle of AOM = 50%. While all three curves qualitatively still follow
the SPV behaviour assumed by Takihara et al. — neither the bulk recombina-
tion time  nor the negligible contribution ratio r change in the margin of error—
they most notably differ on the onset time of the exponential decay: The higher the
modulation frequency, the later the exponential decay sets in. Moreover, the SPV
response curve at the highest frequency appears to be slightly delayed altogether.
Even when accounting for the absolute shift of the CPD response curve, the delay
time in both pump duty cycle cases rises up to = 5 µs with increasing frequency,
as ﬁg. 6.17 depicts.j
The onset delay is featureless. Therefore, it cannot stem from recombination
processes, for they would manifest exponentially. For the same reason, an RC-time
can be excluded as an explanation. Rather, the simple elongation of the upper CPD
plateau suggests a spatial separation of charge carriers. It might originate in the
vicinity of the native oxide layer:¹⁷⁸,¹⁷⁹ there, minority charge carriers would face a
j The precise delay times have been acquired by adjusting the pump duty cycle AOM in the fit function to
obtain the data with the smallest error.
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Coulomb blockade from other charge carriers trapped at nano-interfaces; a silicon
oxide layer of even a few nanometres thickness could already have this effect.¹⁷⁹
However, it is unclear why charge carriers trapped at the surface would prevent
those in the bulk from recombining. Although unlikely, charge carrier retention at
nanocrystals in the bulk would explain this behaviour.¹⁸⁰ Given the doping gradi-
ent, age, and extensive usage of the sample, this explanation cannot be excluded.k
Still, the impact of the onset delay is signiﬁcant: albeit minuscule compared to
thebulk recombination time, it is sensible to assume that the ratio of onset delay to a
complete repetition cycle =TAOM keeps shifting with higher frequencies. Above
a modulation frequency of !AOM = 100 kHz,l the onset delay prevents any band
relaxation fromoccurring. Consequently, ameasurement above this frequencydoes
not average over recombination processes anymore, but yields the absolute SPV.
Concurrently, the actual threshold observed in all time-averaged results in thiswork
is!AOM = 100 kHz, as exemplarily shown in ﬁg. 6.18.
Since Takihara’s time-averaging method does not account for an onset delay,
these ﬁndings suggest to limit its application to low frequencies, where the delay
time is small compared to a repetition cycle.
6.4 High-Level Injection, Heat, and an Onset Delay
This chapter explored the CPD response of a silicon periodicHJ tomodulated in-
cident light. The investigations focused on the dependency of bulk recombination
time  and contribution ratio r on incident peak light intensity Ilight and pump duty
cycle AOM.
Both time-averaging and time-resolvedmeasurements revealed a recombination
time increasing with rising peak light intensity and pump duty cycle. While the
ﬁrst dependency can be attributed to high-level injection in the n-doped bulk, the
second dependency is explained by a heat-induced increase in charge carrier mo-
bility in the p-doped surface region. The similar timescale of both processes points
to a recombination time in the same order of magnitude.
While time-averaged results exhibited a strong inverse dependency of the con-
tribution ratio r on both the incident peak light intensity and the average light in-
k Another possible explanation, an insignificant contribution of charge recombination in the n-doped bulk to
the SPV is ruled out by the observations made in section 6.1.2.
l This approximation assumes that the onset delay settles at 5 µs.
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tensity, time-resolved measurements failed to back up those ﬁndings. Since time-
averaged results combine data from three different average light intensities, the ap-
parent dependency was attributed to slow trap state dynamics — most probably a
protolysis reaction and consequent trapping of charge carriers in the native oxide
layer. The absence of a dependency in the time-resolvedmeasurements is explained
by a similar recombination speed in both bulk and surface layer in the present
sample.
Moreover, time-resolved measurements at different modulation frequencies re-
vealed an increasingly delayed onset of the exponential SPVdecay, a parameter that
is inaccessible by time-averaging methods. Nevertheless, it exerts its inﬂuence on
the frequency response curve at high frequencies.
Thedashed line inﬁg. 6.18 exempliﬁes a simulatedCPD frequency response curve
consistentwith the proposedmodel:m There, a constant onset delay time of 5 µs and
a recombination time of  = 10 µs was employed to approximate the frequency re-
sponse curve of the CPD shown in ﬁg. 6.9(b).n Notably, especially around a modu-
lation frequency of!AOM = 100 kHz, accounting for the onset delay yields a better
ﬁt to the data and a slightly lower recombination time more in line with the time-
resolved results and theoretical expectation.
These ﬁndings do not imply that there exists no contribution parameter r in the
measurements of Takihara et al.; nonetheless, the time-resolved data acquired
on this sample— as well as the time-averaged ones— can be sufficiently explained
without it.
When comparing the time-averaging with the time-resolved method, the time-
averaging method has intrinsic ﬂaws, because it relies on CPD measurements at
different average light intensities to gather the data necessary for extracting the re-
combination time  and the contribution ratio r. This can be troublesome when
slow trap state dynamics have to be taken into account while measuring the CPD.
For the time-resolved method, on the other hand, one average light intensity suf-
ﬁces to access all parameters supplied by the time-averaging method while simul-
m The applied fit models did not converge with the onset delay time as fit parameter. However, a manual
least squares fit was still feasible.
n Since the data point at full light was acquired at a different average light intensity than the other points,
it was ignored; instead, consistent with the proposed model, the maximal SPV was assumed to lie in the
saturation regime at high frequencies. However, the data point of the dark CPD was observed to fall into the
margin of error of the fit in most measurements; therefore, it was still considered here.
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of
data, fit, and simulation of
the CPD frequency response
curve. The fit (dotted curve)
is identical with the (dotted)
fit in fig. 6.9(b). The simu-
lation was carried out with
a fixed onset delay time of
5 µs and a maximum SPV of
0.84 V, ignoring the full light
point. Visually, the simu-
lation seems to follow the
data more closely than the
fit.
simula�on
ﬁt
data
taneously providing additional time-resolved information such as the onset time
delay.
While time-averaging methods have their place due to easy setup and quick data
acquisition, the time-resolved method is more reliable in a wider range of applica-
tion. Therefore, instead of relying only on time-averaging measurements, electro-
dynamic models should be checked with time-resolved techniques wherever pos-
sible. Nonetheless, to ensure high data quality, it is necessary to carry out time-
resolvedmeasurements across different frequencies to check for possible frequency-
dependencies of the investigated parameters.
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in Organic Solar Cells
An Exponential Onset
Never go to sea withtwo chronometers; take one or three.
Frederick J. Brooks
Far from replacing existing photovoltaic technology, organic solar cells (OSCs)
are increasingly being heralded as ﬁt for emerging markets such as building- and
textile-integration.¹⁸¹ Still, the detailed mechanisms clicking together to convert
light into current in an OSC are subject to extensive ongoing research.¹⁸²–¹⁸⁴
Shao et al. applied the work of Takihara et al. on silicon-based solar cells to
the world of organic solar cell materials:¹⁴² They studied the recombination time
in polymer-based OSCs using the time-averaging KPFM technique pioneered by
the latter.a In contrast to Takihara et al., Shao et al. skipped planar heterojunc-
tions (PHJs) and investigated bulk heterojunctions (BHJs) instead. Moreover, their
polymer-based OSCs were investigated under white bias light illumination at dif-
ferent intensities in addition to a modulated laser light in order to study the effects
of a photo-enhanced open circuit voltage on the recombination time.¹⁸⁵
In this chapter, the work of Shao et al. will be applied to BHJs based on small
organic molecules in contrast to polymers. The time-averaged results will again be
complemented by time-resolved pp-KPFMmeasurements.b
a cf. chapter 6
b For a discussion of PHJs, refer to appendix A.5 in the Appendix.
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7.1 Static Measurements
Before the OSCs were studied using the time-averaging KPFM method, the to-
pography and surface potential distribution of the sample were investigated.
Figure 7.1(a) depicts the of the investigated BHJ: It is grainy with elevations up to
70 nm.Themeasuredheights surpass thenominal organic layer thickness of 40 nm.!0 = 82 491Hz
! = =21Hz A surface as rough is reminiscent of structures measured by Mönch on the same
material system.¹⁸⁶ The explanationgiven there is that a high substrate temperature
during OMBD drives phase separation due to enlarged molecular mobility after
impact on the substrate.
However, the key difference to previous investigations on the same material sys-
tem lies in the aluminium bottom electrode employed here, which has a workfunc-
tion different than that of more common electrode materials such as gold, silver,
or ITO.¹⁸⁷–¹⁸⁹ This not only manifests as different Fermi level alignments between
organic semiconductor and electrode but also gives rise to different interface di-
poles, both of which strongly inﬂuence molecular growth.¹⁴⁶,¹⁹⁰,¹⁹¹ The changed
interface electrostatics could shift the growth mode from the favourable smooth
Frank-van-der-Merwe to the bulkier Stranski-Krastanov or even insular
Volmer-Weber growth.¹⁹²–¹⁹⁴ The topographic observations here point to one of
the secondtwo.
Although the structures observed here are three times larger than those observed
by Mönch at the same substrate deposition temperature, grains up to 400 nm
high were presented in his work at even higher substrate deposition temperatures.
Therefore, it appears that the here-presented structures fall in between both sub-
strate deposition temperatures observed byMönch. One reasonmight be the alu-
minium electrode employed in this sample facilitating phase separation already
at lower temperatures. Another reason might be imprecision in setting the sub-
strate deposition temperature: the actual substrate deposition temperature during
OMBDmight be slightly higher in the present sample.
The surface potential in ﬁg. 7.1(b) features a contrast of up to 400mV. Some
bulky grains are fringed by regions with signiﬁcantly lower CPD.Mönch saw sim-
ilar structures in photo-current measurements on the same system.¹⁸⁶ He attrib-
uted them to bulky methyl-substituted dicyano-quinquethiophene (DCV5T-Me)-
rich nanocrystals covered by a shallow layer of C60.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.1: Surface of the invest-
igated BHJ. (a) Topography of
the device. The BHJ features
bulky grains that are larger than
the nominal absorption layer
thickness. (b) Surface potential
at the same spot. Some regions
with a distinct CPD are correl-
ated with the topography. They
are suspected to be DCV5T-Me-
rich.
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Figure 7.2: Recombination
time  over bias light
power PLED as extracted
by fitting a time-averaging
measurement series with
the function introduced
in chapter 6 using two
sets of fit parameters. The
recombination time seems
to decrease with rising
light intensity.
For all measurements on the BHJ, a point inside a low-CPD region was chosen
for the above-stated reason that they are suspected to contain primarily DCV5T-
Me, the material sensitive to green laser light modulation that is employed in all
subsequent experiments.
7.2 Quasi-Static Measurements
Time-averaging KPFMmeasurements have been carried out in the same fashion
as described in section 6.2, except that here all ﬁts employ a croppeddata set exclud-
ing higher frequency data points.c In contrast to measurements on the silicon HJ,
here, the incident light intensity remains constant at itsmaximumof 0.44Wcm=2;
measurements at lower light intensities failed to generate sufficiently large SPV sig-
nals. For the same reason, all measurements were carried out at a ﬁxed pump duty
cycle of AOM = 50%. Thus, the main investigation parameter was the white bias
light intensity.
Figure 7.2 depicts the declining charge carrier recombination time as extracted
from time-averaging measurements after ﬁtting with Takihara’s frequency re-
sponsefunction.d The recombination time is shown tobe approximately = 0.5ms
without bias illumination and decreasing with increasing bias light intensity but
c The legitimacy of cropping high-frequency data points is given in section 6.3.2.
d cf. fig. 6.9(a)
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Figure 7.3: Example of
a time-resolved KPFM
measurement on DCV5T-
Me:C60 without applied
bias light. The tanned
rectangle indicates the
illumination state. In stark
contrast to measurements
on a siliconHJ (cf. fig. 6.12)
and Takihara’s model
(cf. fig. 6.9(a)), instead
of a quasi-instantaneous
jump of the SPV from dark
to light an exponential
onset is observed.
settling above 100 µs. Those ﬁndings are in the same order of magnitude as the
ﬁndings of Shao et al. on their polymer-based OSC.
However, a back-of-the-envelope calculationusing themobilityequation eq. (5.4)
indicates that the expected recombination time should insteadbe found in the range
of 10 µs.e This indicates that either the time-averagingmeasurements or the expect-
ation based on charge carrier mobility is faulty.
7.3 Time-Resolved Measurements
Time-resolved measurements resolve the issue. The time-resolved data — ex-
emplarily shown in ﬁg. 7.3 — reveals a distinct deviation from the model assumed
for ﬁtting the time-averaged data in the previous section: upon illuminating the
sample, rather than immediately jumping from the dark CPD to the illuminated
SPV, an exponential onset is observed.
This onset occurs in every single measurement and is unaccounted for in Taki-
hara’s model.f Yet, this onset is crucial, for it heavily inﬂuences the frequency-
behaviour of the measured CPD: at high frequencies, the average potential does
e The calculation assumes a potential variation of V = 0.1 V on the device surface derived from fig. 7.1, a
nominal thickness of the absorber layer of d = 30 nm, and a mobility in the order of  = 1 10=5 cm2 V=1 s
based on previous findings. 186,195
f In fact, there are too many degrees of freedom to precisely mathematically reconstruct two opposing expo-
nential processes from frequency-dependent time-averaging measurements.
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not settle on the upper plateau; instead— slow trap dynamics notwithstanding—
the measured CPD falls somewhere on the slope of the exponential onset. Going
towards lower frequencies results in ambiguously intermingled potentials dictated
by both exponential processes, while only at the lowest frequencies the average CPD
would match Takihara’s mono-exponential description. This is the reason why
time-averaging measurements fail to produce the correct recombination time.
The most straight forward explanation for the observed onset is a mobility lim-
ited diffusion time: an exciton generated by the modulated laser light has to travel
to a DCV5T-Me:C60 interface in order to be dissociated into separate charge carri-
ers.g Those in turn are attracted by the SCR at the surface, where they ﬁnd unoc-
cupied trap states to recombine, lowering band bending and, thus, generating the
SPV signal. The time to get there is limited by the local CPD distribution— which
generates the electric ﬁeld driving charge carriers— and the mobility—which lim-
its the charge carrier velocity.
The time-resolved data has been ﬁtted using three approaches. In its simplest
form, the ﬁt function consists of an exponential onset and a separate exponen-
tial decay function. The next step in complexity is to assume the process behind
the exponential onset also to be involved in the decay, hence yielding a double-
exponential decay. While the second approach ﬁrst ﬁts the exponential onset and
then uses the obtained value to ﬁnd the second decay time consecutively, the third
approach pursues to optimize all ﬁt parameters simultaneously.h
There are some reasons to assume a double-exponential decay. In the literature,
Ziehlke et al. employed photoinduced absorption spectroscopy (PIA) to invest-
igate the frequency-dependent response of a similar DCV-compound tomodulated
illumination.¹⁹⁸ They, too, observedtwo exponential species andmused about their
origin: either there is a superposition of two slightly different triplet transitions in
the absorber molecule — which they have shown to exist in their compound via
g This process plays out on the nanosecond-scale or faster, and is, therefore, neglected here. 196,197
h While the order of magnitude is the same for all fit approaches, the mono-exponential fit naturally renders
the smallest decay times. The double exponential decay fit, taking the initial fast decay into account, pro-
duces slightly higher values for the second, slower decay time. Notably, the fit parameters obtained by the
consecutive approach fall into the largemargin of error of the simultaneous fit approach, whereas themargin
of error of the mono- and consecutive double-exponential fit always overlap, indicating an overall agreement
between all three fits.
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(a) (b)
PLED in mWPLED in mW
Figure 7.4.: Recombination time  over bias light power PLED as extracted by
fitting the time-resolved pp-KPFM data. (a) Time constant of the exponential
onset upon switching on the modulated light slightly decreases with rising bias
light intensity. (b) Within the margin of error, the exponential decay seems un-
impaired by the bias light intensity.
DFT calculations — or there are two coexisting phases in the material, each with
its own lifetime.¹⁹⁹ i
Figure 7.4 shows the ﬁt results. The onset time falls well in line with the expected
value from the mobility equationj and is always a factor of 2 to 4 smaller than the
decay time. While the onset is caused by a broad attraction of charge carriers by
SCRs, single recombination sites are harder to ﬁnd, hence explaining the signiﬁc-
antly longer decay time.
There is also support for the validity of the presented time-resolved results in
form of open-circuit corrected transient charge extraction by linearly increasing
voltage (OTRACE) measurements.k There, the absorber layer was slightly larger
i The third possibility stated by Ziehlke et al., an inhomogeneous light distribution on the sample, certainly
does not apply to the microscopic scale of AFM investigations.
j cf. section 7.2
k All OTRACE measurements were performed by S. Ullbrich at the IAPP. Briefly, in OTRACE, the number
of charge-carriers present in an illuminated solar cell is determined by extracting these charge carriers by
linearly increasing the voltage after turning the light off, a process commonly known as charge extraction
by linearly increasing voltage (CELIV). 200,201 In contrast to conventional CELIV, in OTRACE, the relaxation of
the open-circuit voltage after switching the light is modelled with a function generator and applied in reverse
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Figure 7.5.: OTRACE measurement on the same material system. (a) Exponen-
tial onset time, fitted to on = 8.8 µs, and (b) double-exponential decay fitted to
1 = 6.7 µs and 2 = 78 µs. Measurements and results carried out by and cour-
tesy of S. Ullbrich (IAPP).
with a thickness of d = 50 nm. However, in contrast to time-resolved measure-
ments, where the majority of charge carriers are generated by the modulated laser
light, the modulation constitutes only a small perturbation in OTRACE measure-
ments, with the charge carrier density being dominated by the bias illumination.
Nevertheless, as Shao et al.have shown,OTRACEmeasurements yield results com-
parable to those with large light perturbation.¹⁴²
Figure 7.5 shows both the onset and the decay transient fromOTRACEmeasure-
ments. The photovoltage takes 10 to 20 µs to build up with a prominent exponen-
tial stage that can be ﬁtted to on = 8.8 µs. This value agrees well with the onset
time determined by time-resolved KPFM, with the latter being just slightly higher.
After turning off the modulated light, OTRACE measurements exhibit a double-
exponential decay with a fast decay time of 1 = 6.7 µs—which again is in the same
range as the onset time— and a slow decay time of 2 = 78 µs, falling well into the
regime determined by pp-KPFM.
to the device before attempting to extract any charge carriers. 202,203 This is done in order to prevent current
flows during relaxation, which would be RC-limited and could possibly blur the data.
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Although amacroscopic method, OTRACE agrees with themicroscopic ﬁndings
of pp-KPFM. This hints at the dominant role of DCV5T-Me for charge carrier dy-
namics in the material blend, which is a ﬁnding backed by Mönch et al.¹⁴⁴,¹⁸⁶
One open question concerns the dependence of the onset and decay times on
the bias light intensity: Shao et al. found the decay time to be decreasing with in-
creasing bias light, explaining the phenomenon with an ever rising abundance of
background charge carriers free for recombination.¹⁴² The same trend emerges in
the above shown— but faulty— time-averaging KPFMmeasurements. The time-
resolved data in ﬁg. 7.4(b), however, is lacking any indication of such behaviour.
This might be due to its large error of margin, or the observed intensity range is
possibly too narrow.
The only parameter inﬂuenced by the bias light intensity is the onset time on.
This is feasible since an increased charge carrier density enhances the open-circuit
voltage, which manifests as a larger CPD variation at the surface.¹⁴²,¹⁸⁵,²⁰⁴ A lar-
ger CPD variation in turn would drive the initially generated charge carriers even
harder towards the SCRs for band bending reduction, explaining the observed be-
haviour.
In the present model, the onset time also contributes to the double-exponential
decay. However, while a background light dependency is observed for the ﬁrst, the
second, slower decay seems unimpaired by it. One explanation is that the bias-
light-dependent decay is in fact charge-carrier-dependent — as e.g. band-to-band
or Auger recombination—while the slow component stems from charge-carrier-
independent SRH recombination.l However, as was the case in the silicon periodic
HJ,m slow trap states might obscure the actual CPD dynamics.n Therefore, a ﬁnal
assessment requires further careful investigations that lower the measurement un-
certainty and, ideally, are backed up by complementary microscopic methods.
7.4 An Incomplete Model
This chapter looked at the CPD dynamics of photo-generated charge carriers in
BHJs. The dependency of the charge carrier recombination time  on the bias light
l cf. section 2.4.3
m cf. chapter 6
n cf. discussion of time-averaged KPFM data in appendix A.5
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intensitywas at the heart of the investigation. To this end, both time-averaging and
time-resolved pp-KPFM as well as OTRACE techniques were employed.
Although time-averaging KPFM measurements produced values for the recom-
bination time, they are an order of magnitude larger than those acquired by both
pp-KPFM and OTRACE. This discrepancy arises from an incomplete description
of the dynamic model underlying the evaluation of the frequency-dependent SPV
data: instead of a quasi-instantaneous generation of SPVupon illumination, an ex-
ponential onset is observed. This onset is attributed to amobility-limited diffusion
time, namely the time between charge carrier separation and SPV-typical reduction
in band bending.
While the onset time shows a dependency on the bias light intensity, the slower
contribution to the double-exponential decay is unimpaired by it. This might be
either due to two different recombination paths or the comparably large margin
of error. However, the excellent agreement between microscopic and macroscopic
results points at the dominant role of DCV5T-Me for charge carrier dynamics in
this BHJ. Moreover, it underscores the importance of assessing data with multiple
methods.
Finally, It might seem surprising that Shao et al.managed to ﬁnd an agreement
between their time-averaging KPFM and OTRACE results by a factor of 2.¹⁴² This
is readily explained by taking into account both their device dimensions and the re-
ported recombination time: the absorption layer of their BHJ was d = 80nm lead-
ing to expect an onset time of several dozen microseconds, whereas the recombin-
ation time in the polymer blend was in the order of 1ms. Therefore, the frequency-
dependent time-averaged SPV data would have been dominated by the slow decay
time and any inﬂuence of the onset time— luckily— only small. Nevertheless, fu-
ture investigations of CPD dynamics in ever more efficient OSCs should repudiate
coincidence and instead account for a ﬁnite onset.
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Great works are performed not by strength but by perseverance.
Samuel Johnson (1709-1784)
The time resolution of current Kelvinprobe forcemicroscopy (KPFM) is limited
to the bandwidthof its employed electronic loops. The goal of the present thesiswas
to circumvent the bandwidth-limitation of standard KPFM in order to enhance the
available time resolution.
This has been achieved by implementing a probing scheme into the signal path
of a KPFM. The probing scheme exploits the quadratic dependence of the elec-
tric force interaction between atomic force microscope (AFM) tip and investigated
sample.a When this interaction is amplitudemodulated, the signal that is demodu-
lated later on is ignorant of any electric interaction on frequency bands other than
its ownmodulation band. Hence, when forced deliberately to zero except for in cer-
tain time windows, it can be shaped into a train of probe pulses. These only need
to be synchronized with a train of pump pulses in order to facilitate pump probe
experiments.
While the time resolution in this work was limited by the employed pulse gener-
ator to 4.5 ns, fundamentally, the time resolution of pump-probe-driven Kelvin
probe force microscopy (pp-KPFM) is limited only by the convolution of probe
pulse with the investigated signal. Therefore, pulse generators with a higher band-
width may well enable higher time resolutions.
a cf. eq. (2.2)
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8.1 Electrical OFET Investigations
There are no restrictions to the kind of pump pulses that can be utilized in pp-
KPFM as long as they cause a periodic change in the investigated CPD. However,
its most straightforward application is both electrically-probed and electrically-
pumped KPFM.
To probe the charge carrier dynamics inside the channel of a pentacene-based
OFET, the drain-source voltage of said devicewasmodulated at different ﬁxeddrain
currents in sync with the aforementioned probe pulses.b A comparison of the re-
corded charge carrier evolution inside the OFET channel with the results of sim-
ulations based on a TLM revealed imperfect transistor performance both at low
and high charge carrier densities: an insufficient charge carrier density manifests
as a pinch-off region close to the drain electrode, while at high charge carrier dens-
ities, Schottky barriers between metal electrodes and semiconducting channel
slow charge carrier transport down to below its mobility limit.
At increased frequencies, this effect becomes even more prominent: after the
drain-source voltage is zeroed, the discharging current is sustained for several mi-
croseconds. Thus, it diminishes the on/off ratio of the drain current, which is the
singlemost important parameter for logic operations in any transistor.c Therefore,
Schottky barriers emerge as the main obstacle for high-frequency OFET applic-
ations. Moreover, in the present OFET geometry, above 1MHz, geometric reson-
ances begin to distort the charge carrier ﬂow inside the channel.
To facilitate high-frequency operation, Schottky barriers need to be lowered,
and, when designing the device layout, geometric resonances need to be shifted to-
wards higher frequencies. The ﬁrst point can be achieved either by improving the
energy level matching of electrode metal and organic semiconductor, by globally
doping the semiconductor, or by locally doping the injection region via SAMs to
minimize the space charge region (SCR) at the metal-semiconductor interface.¹¹⁹,
¹²⁸,¹³⁰,¹⁵¹,²⁰⁵ The second point can be tackled by reducing the dimensions of the
device such as done in vertical OFETs.¹⁴⁹ Most notably, the lower charge carrier
mobility of organic materials— its biggest disadvantage compared to its inorganic
competitors— did not emerge as a limiting factor.
b Parts of this section are published in ref. 120. Reprinted with permission. Copyright 2015, AIP Publishing
LLC.
c Note that the same effect is unfolding whenmodulating the gate voltage instead of the drain-source voltage,
since there, too, charge carriers are injected into and ejected out of the channel.
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However, in order to deepen the understanding of switching dynamics inOFETs,
it is necessary to develop a spatially- and time-resolved model of charge carrier
transport that includes all dependencies onmicroscopic device properties and local
charge carrier densities.¹¹⁹,¹⁷²–¹⁷⁶,²⁰⁶
8.2 Optical Solar Cell Investigations
In the present setup, pp-KPFM is not restricted to electrical pump pulses; optical
pumping is equally compatible with electrical probing. Two experiments in this
work were built on this premise; both looked at the recombination time ofminority
charge carriers in the vicinity of a pn-junction, and both were complemented by
time-averaging measurements.
The ﬁrst experiment was carried out by illuminating a silicon HJ with different
light intensities and at different pump duty cycles, i.e.different average light intens-
ities, andmeasuring theCPDresponse. Consistent across all varied parameters and
methods, the recombination time increased with illumination intensities. This be-
haviour was attributed to a high level of charger carrier injection in the bulk as well
as to an increased charge carrier mobility in the surface layer due to heating.
While time-averaging measurements indicated a strong dependence of the pro-
portion of surface recombination to the overall signal, this observation was ruled
most likely as misleading since these measurements combined data from different
average light intensities that are incompatible due to different ﬁlling levels of slow
trap states at the surface.
Moreover, time-resolved measurements lacked a feature that indicates recom-
bination processes on different timescales. Hence, the recombination time at the
surface and in the bulk were concluded to fall into the same order of magnitude,
although the present SNR prohibited a conclusive double-exponential ﬁtting of the
dynamic data.
Lastly, measurements at higher modulation frequencies revealed a delay of the
onset of surface photovoltage (SPV) decay with increasing frequencies. It was pro-
posed that charge carrier retention at nanocrystals in the sample might cause the
observed delay.
Tofurther substantiate these ﬁndings, measurements in a wider parameter space
are necessary. Varying the peak light intensity at different pump duty cycles while
simultaneously keeping the average light intensity constant would clarify the pic-
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ture of thetwo recombination channels in the bulk and at the surface of the sample:
in this case, only a change of high-level injection in the bulk is expected. Fur-
thermore, expanding time-resolvedmeasurements to more frequencies at different
light intensities would shine additional light on the nature of the onset delay, as
would measurements on differently doped silicon wafers.
Moreover, the recombination dynamics itself could bemodeled in time and space
by building on the continuity equation:⁵⁰
@n
@t = G- U+
1
er
~j (8.1)
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
n~E+ Drn

; (8.2)
with the diffusion constant D, which could serve as a robust ab initio basis for the
interpretation of time-resolved recombination dynamics.d
The second optically pumped investigation was performed on a DCV5T-Me:C60
bulk heterojunction (BHJ). Time-resolved measurements revealed a feature inac-
cessible by time-averaging methods but backed by measurements via OTRACE: an
exponential onset of the band bending reduction upon illuminating the sample.
This onset was attributed to the diffusion time that photo-generated charge carri-
ers need to reach the SCR at the surface.
In order to deepen the understanding of charge carrier dynamics in OSCs, meas-
urements at BHJs with different absorption layer thicknesses and differently coarse
percolation paths as well as different light intensities should be carried out. While
a variation of the spatial dimensions of the BHJ would underline the diffusion time
as causing the exponential onset, varying the light intensity would provide addi-
tional information on the actual recombination paths in OSCs. Knowledge of re-
combination paths in turn can assist in designing future OSCs, since recombina-
tion is usually something unwanted in solar cells.
8.3 Further Pumping Mechanisms
Although experimentally challenging, pp-KPFM could be employed in differ-
ent combinations of pump and probe. Ferroics, for instance, provide a rich class
d An appropriate starting point would be chapter 1.8 in the third edition of the compendium on semicon-
ductors by Sze and Kwok. 50
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of materials that can be exploited for acoustically- or magnetically-pumped ex-
periments.e Similarly, X-ray induced ionization dynamics are accessible with pp-
KPFM.
Another challenge lies in increasing the time resolution beyond the RC-limit
posed by the probing electronics. Milde has hinted at the possibility of exploit-
ing photovoltage generation in a silicon tip to extend the time-resolution into the
picosecond regime.²⁰⁷ The only challenge ahead is to realize the signal mixing cur-
rently carried out by the pp-KPFM electronics in an optical fashion. To that end,
the modulation voltage at the tip either needs to be compensated over long periods
of time or has to be generated in a way that results in a proper sinusoidal envelope
— which would be feasible with an “amplitude-modulated” SPV on any appropri-
ately fast semiconductor.f
However, as is often the case inpumpprobe experiments, an increased time resol-
ution will most certainly be accompanied by a decreased SNR, necessitating longer
integration times. The path towards higher time-resolution is, therefore, most cer-
tainly paved with great perseverance.
e In the course of this work, preliminary measurements on a lithium niobate (LiNbO3) single crystal have
been carried out. The crystal was sandwiched between two electrodes to which an alternating current (ac)
voltage was applied. The polarization of the crystal would then follow the elongation or compression caused
by the applied voltage. However, due to time constraints, the experiments stuck at differentiating between
the stray electric field emitted by the two electrodes and true polarization effects originating from the LiNbO3.
f In any case, as chapter 6 demonstrates, making sure that the recombination dynamics on said semicon-
ducting tip is sufficiently fast is going to be paramount.
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AAppendix
I didn’t really say everything I said.
Yogi Berra (1925-2015)
This chapter aims at substantiating some of the claimsmade in previous chapters
as well as extending the understanding of some of the former observations.
A.1 Utilizing Complementary Pulses as Probe Pulses
Section 2.3.1 describes how a time-dependent CPD can be attained by means of
pump-probe-driven Kelvin probe force microscopy (pp-KPFM) with a single con-
trol loop.a As with any pump probe scheme, a high time resolution with short pulse
widths w relative to the pulse repetition period Tpump, i.e. a small duty cycle , gen-
erates only a small error signal X. This is evident from eq. (2.6) and ﬁg. A.1(a).
When the error signal strength approaches the noise ﬂoor, it manifests as a drop
in measured signal contrast, as ﬁg. A.1(b) demonstrates at low duty cycles.
A way to circumvent these small error signals X and to increase the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) is — analogous to what is known as Babinet’s principle in op-
tics²⁰⁸— to resolve the time-dependent potential#with a train of complementary
pulses as sketched in ﬁg. A.1(b):

 
!pumpt+'del

= 1- 
 
!pumpt+'del

; (A.1)
with the complementary pulse width w = Tpump - w.
a Parts of this section are published in ref. 10. Reprinted with permission. Copyright 2015, AIP Publishing
LLC.
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Figure A.1: (a) Error signal over counter
voltage at different duty cycles. Lines are
linear regressions; dots are measurement
points. The inset depicts the slope of the
error signal over duty cycle. (b) Signal con-
trast of aHeavyside function as measured
by pp-KPFM over duty cycle. The solid
line models the expected contrast after
eq. (2.7), dots are measurement points.
The inset shows the exponential onset of
the signal contrast for small duty cycles at
different modulation voltage amplitudes.
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When employing complementary pulses, the error signal X in eq. (2.6) can be
rewritten to:
X / @C(~r)
@z vmod ( (Vdc +(~r)) + (~r) - (#(~r;t)  
) ('del)) ; (A.2)
with the time-average CPD , and (#(~r;t)  ) ('del) the convolution of #
with the complementary probepulses at the phase offset'del. TheKPFMcontrol
loop then applies the counter voltage:
Vdc(~r;'del) = -

(~r) +
1

 (~r) +
1

(#(~r;t)  ) ('del)

: (A.3)
In contrast to eq. (2.7) — where an increase in amplitude of the convolution
term was compensated by a decreasing reciprocal duty cycle 1= so the signal con-
trast stayed constant — here, the amplitude of the convolution term with com-
plementary pulses  does not scale reciprocally to its complementary duty cycle
1= = 1=(1- ) but once more inversely to the regular duty cycle 1=. As a con-
sequence, when the duty cycle increases, i.e. the inverse duty cycle falls, the absolute
signal contrast diminishes, which is shown at the high duty cycle end of ﬁg. A.1(b).
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Thus, the gain in error signal amplitude X at large duty cycles is paid for in loss of
signal contrast.
For large duty cycles , eq. (A.3) can again be approximated by a Taylor series:
Vdc(~r;'del) = - ((~r) + (~r)) : (A.4)
As eq. (A.4) demonstrates, in the limit of very large duty cycles, only the static CPD
 and the time-average of the time-dependent CPD remain detectable, which
converges with the result of a conventional bandwidth-limited KPFM control loop.
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A.2 Kinematographic KPFM
Most pp-KPFM measurements in this work were either zero-dimensional, i.e.
point spectroscopy, or one dimensional, i.e. line scans.b Inmost of the present cases
it made sense, since one of the two axes of these pages had to be reserved for cap-
turing the time evolution of the surface potential.
However, even without the ability to make highly time-resolved measurements,
standard Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) data, as any topographic map,
is already intrinsically two-dimensional. Hence, any time information gained by
pp-KPFM could theoretically extend into a third dimension. While this is hard to
achieve on a single page, it is feasible on many pages, let alone in a motion picture.
A KPFM movie is advantageous where the lateral structure of a sample affects
the CPD dynamics, or when different processes unfold simultaneously at different
investigation sites. Figure A.2 explores the possibilities of kinematographic KPFM
on the already known organic ﬁeld-effect transistor (OFET) structure.c
In an attempt to capture the switching dynamics at the corner of one drain elec-
trode, 40 consecutive 2D-pp-KPFM scans were carried out. The device parameters!0 = 66 674Hz
! = =14Hz
!pump = 50 kHz
probe = 10%
IDS = 400–170 nA
were the sameas in section 5.5, i.e.a source-drain voltage ofVDS = =2Vat a driving
frequency of!DS = 50 kHz. The initial drain current was IDS = 400nA; Yet as the
automated measurement progressed, it declined to IDS = 170 nA over the course of
the 60 hours necessary to acquire all 40 scans, due to the bias-stress effect.
In contrast to previous line scans, where the time delay tdel between pump and
probe pulse was increased on a line-to-line basis, the time delay in the present kin-
ematographicmeasurement was increased on a frame-to-frame basis, i.e. every ﬁn-
ished frame saw the increase oftdel = 0.5 µs—one fortieth of the time period TDS
and one fourth of the pump probe width w.
While ﬁg. A.2(a) and (b) show a schematic overview and the topography at the
corner of a drain electrode, respectively, subﬁg. (c) depicts a snapshot of the CPD
distribution immediately after turning on the drain voltage. The abrupt end of the
drain electrode and the consecutive opening up of the channel visibly distort the
charge carrier front inside the channel, visualized once more as iso-potentials.
Yet, the process of spreading into the channel is still unﬁnished at this time delay
tdel: Subﬁgure (d) shows the distribution of iso-potentials 8 µs later, directly be-
b Parts of this section are published in ref. 10. Reprinted with permission. Copyright 2015, AIP Publishing
LLC.
c cf. chapter 5
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Figure A.2.: (a) Schematic overview of the investigated OFET. The red rectangle
indicates the measurement area for all subsequent measurements. (b) Topo-
graphy of the OFET channel at the corner of a drain electrode. (c)-(f ) Surface
potential inside the channel upon applying a voltage ofVDS = =1 V between the
electrodes at different delay times tdel as indicated in the upper left corners. The
coloured lines are iso-potentials. The dashed lines indicate the channel border.
The iso-potential movement visibly lags behind the different switching phases
of the drain electrode.
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fore switching the drain voltage back to zero. The iso-potentials have visiblymoved
closer towards the source electrode, touching it opposite to the drain electrode but
still bending back into the wide channel region and around the corner of the drain
electrode at its end.
In subﬁg. (e), the surfacepotential distribution just after zeroing thedrain voltage
is shown. While the drain voltage is already grounded, there is still a signiﬁcant re-
sidual potential left in the channel, which takes another 8 µs to vanish, as depicted
in subﬁg. (f). Obviously, the charge carrier movement inside the channel lags be-
hind the different driving voltage phases.
Although time consuming, kinematographicKPFMproves to be apromisingway
to capture and investigate two-dimensional charge carrier dynamics inside nano-
structured devices.
A.3 Protolysis on Pure Silicon Dioxide
Section 5.3 discussed the occurrence of and necessity to compensate the bias-
stress effect in the OFETs studied here. To exclude the possibility that the observed
slow dynamics are due to deep trap states in pentacene or any of the interlayers
employed in the design of the presented OFETs, a clean device pre-structured only
with gold electrodes, i.e.without any semiconductors or self-assembling monolay-
ers (SAMs) deposited on top of its surface, was investigated.
In this experiment, no gate voltage was applied to the device; only a voltage of
VDS = =1V was applied to one electrode while the other one was grounded. As the!0 = 68 861Hz
! = =40Hz other OFETs, this stripped device was exposed to ambient air for approximately
1 h before being transferred into the nitrogen-ﬂoodedAFMmeasurement chamber
and dried there prior to measuring for one day.
Figure A.3(a) shows the topography of the device. The silicon oxide (SiO2) chan-
nel is embedded between both gold electrodes. There is only little debris at the edge
of the upper electrode, while the SiO2 is dotted with numerous tiny features that,
however, do not affect the CPD.
The surface potential in ﬁg. A.3(b) exhibits the familiar CPD evolution of the
bias-stress effect: Upon turning on the drain-source voltage at the beginning of
measurement, the potential ﬁrst accumulates at the drain electrode. Then, the po-
tential creeps slowly towards the other electrode. It is a matter of a quarter of an
hour until the iso-potentials are equidistantly spread across the channel.
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Figure A.3.: Observation of the bias-stress effect on pure SiO2 in a blank OFET
structure. (a) Topography of the OFET channel with elevated gold electrodes
and a depressed SiO2 channel. (b) Surface potential inside the channel upon
applying a voltage of VDS = =1 V between the electrodes. The coloured lines
are iso-potentials. The dashed lines indicate the channel border.
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The most probable reason for the observed behaviour is a protolysis reaction of
water at the SiO2. The lack of charge carriers in the SiO2 immediately manifests
as a pinch-off region close to the drain electrode. In absence of a gate voltage, the
protolysis reaction starts at the driven electrode, generating relatively inert protons
at the SiO2 surface slowly traveling along the ﬁeld lines between both electrodes,
until, ﬁnally, a steady state is reached.¹⁶⁶
In contrast to the dynamics described in section 5.3, here, protons do not replace
another species of charge carriers because there are none. Moreover, the steady-
state here is reached in only half of the time. This is unsurprising since both the
time for drying the device was shortened, and HMDS— employed speciﬁcally for
the task of preventing water from entering the SiO2 channel and, hence, suppress-
ing the protolysis reaction in thefullyfunctionalOFETs¹⁶⁴— is lacking in the chan-
nel here.
Absent any organic materials, this experiment elaborates that the slow CPD dy-
namics originates at the SiO2 interface and only occurs upon applying an electric
potential, both indicators of a bias-stress effect.
A.4 Convolution Invariance of the Exponential Time
Constant 
In section 5.6, the discharging time of the potential inside anOFET channel after
resetting the drain voltage to VDS = 0V is ﬁtted with an exponential function.d
More precisely, the convolution of an exponentialfunctionwith a rectangular pulse
is ﬁtted. Nevertheless, the obtained value for the discharging time is unaffected by
the convolution and represents the correct value. This is true for the special case of
convolving an exponential function with a rectangular function.
Consider a rectangular function:
f(t) = (t) =

1 0 6 t 6 w;
0 else ;
(A.5)
d cf. fig. 5.6
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with the pulse width w, and an exponential function g(t) = V0  exp(-t=). The
convolution of both functions will result in:
(f  g) (t) =
1Z
-1
(x)  V0  exp(-(t- x)=)dx
=
wZ
0
V0  exp(-(t- x)=)dx
= V0  exp(-t=)
wZ
0
exp(x=)dx
=   V0  exp(-t=) (1- exp(w=))
=   g(t) ; (A.6)
with  being a constant. While the amplitude of the resulting exponentialfunction
depends on both the pulse width w and the time constant , the time dependency
— and therewith also the time constant  itself — remains unaffected.
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A.5 Time-resolved Investigations on a Planar
Heterojunction
Measurements on planar heterojunction (PHJ) organic solar cells (OSCs) failed
to yield consistent results. Yet, they hold additional information on the DCV5T-
Me:C60 system. Therefore, these ﬁndings are presented in the following section.
A.5.1 Overview
FigureA.4(a) features an overview over the topography of the investigated PHJ. Al-
though most of the surface appears ﬂat, there are regions as high as 30 nm. This is!0 = 82 491Hz
! = =21Hz remarkable as all organic layers together aremerely 30 nm thick. Suchhigh features
point at enhanced crystallization or phase separation, although such features have
been absent in previous investigations of the samematerial system at the same pro-
cessingparameters, andwouldbemost surprising considering thedevice designbe-
ing a PHJ.¹⁸⁶,¹⁹⁵,²⁰⁹ eHowever, as already discussed in section 7.1, the here-employed
aluminium bottom electrode might drive the observed phase separation.
Another feature prominent in the topography measurements is a smearing of
adjacent scan lines.f This smearing arises most probably from a poor tip-surface
interaction that is sensitive to smallest changes in the tip resonance frequency.g
Nevertheless, the surface potential in ﬁg. A.4(b) is unaffected by those scan arte-
facts and shows a clear distribution of regions with different CPDs that vary up to
200mV. Themagnitude of variation is surprising as in a PHJ a uniform CPD value
would be expected. But since KPFM is sensitive not only to surface but also to sub-
surface potentials,²¹⁰ the observations indeed indicate a departure from smooth
Frank-van-der-Merwe growth, resulting in an irregular donor-acceptor inter-
face causing an irregular CPD distribution.
For all measurements on the PHJ, a region in the ﬂat area was chosen.
e Previous investigations revealed such features only in bulk heterojunctions (BHJs) deposited at slightly
elevated substrate deposition temperatures. 186,195,209
f Different AFM tips with different coatings failed to improve the quality of the topography images.
g In fact, the poor tip-surface interaction prevented the successful acquisition of larger-scale topography
images.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.4: Surface of the invest-
igated PHJ. (a) Topography of
the device. Although planar
by name, the heterojunction
features elevations as high
as 30 nm. The smearing is
symptomatic of an instable
tip-surface contact. (b) Surface
potential at the same spot.
The CPD varies as much as
200mV.
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A.5.2 Quasi-Static Measurements
Despite numerous efforts, measurements of the SPV frequency response curve to
modulated incident green light failed to yield reproducible results. Figure A.5 de-
picts two measurements without any bias light: one at the beginning of a meas-
urement day and one several hours later after extensive measurements.h While the
initial measurement renders a recombination time of  = 500 µs, the ﬁnal meas-
urement gives  = 3.5ms. Moreover, both ﬁts come with a margin of error larger
than 100%.i
Adding to confusion, measurements at only some bias light intensities were suc-
cessful in generating ﬁttable data, defying any trend: while measurements without
bias illumination and those at a bias light power of Pbias = 550mW yielded useful
data, data acquisition attempts at bias light powers of 160mW and 1100mW were
futile.
As both topography and surface potential have already indicated, the donor-
acceptor interface is most probably far from ordered. Therefore, one reason for
the widely varying results might be that — even more than in the case of the sil-
icon HJ— charge carrier dynamics in this organic PHJ are dominated by slow trap
states at buried disorders.²⁰⁴ The disorder-induced trap states in conjunction with
an already low charge carrier mobility on both donor and acceptor material might
induce charging and discharging dynamics that would make the CPD dynamics in
the minute range observed on the silicon sample look fast in comparison.
Now, the main parameter varied in this measurement series is the bias light in-
tensity. Thus, every change in bias light intensity also changes the average light in-
tensity, which in turn inﬂuences the slow quasi-steady-state ﬂow of charge carriers
to and from slow trap states at the disorder interface.j Therefore, the varying results
at identical measurement parameters at the beginning and the end of a measure-
ment series point to an inadequate burn-in period prior tomeasurement. However,
considering trap state dynamics possibly on the hour scale, it is questionable if the
system itself is suited for light modulation experiments on the millisecond scale at
all.
h Note that both measurements were commenced only after extensive burn-in prior to each measurement
to ensure comparable measurements conditions.
i The absolute shift in measured CPD is the product of occasional tip-sample interaction that occurred
sporadically and each time prompted a restart of the measurement.
j For a detailed discussion, cf. section 6.1.4.
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ﬁt: τ, r (cropped)
ﬁt: τ, r, Vdark (cropped)
data: r, Vdark, Vspv
ﬁt: τ, r (cropped)
ﬁt: τ, r, Vdark (cropped)
data: r, Vdark, Vspv
(a)
(b)
Figure A.5: SPV fre-
quency response
curve of the PHJ
sample. (a) Initial
measurement. (b)
Final measurement.
The measurements
result in vastly differ-
ent fit parameters.
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(a) (b)
Figure A.6.: CPD frequency response curve of the PHJ sample. (a) Initial meas-
urement. (b) Final measurement. The measurements result in vastly different
fit parameters.
A.5.3 Time-Resolved Measurements
Contrary to the time-averaged measurements, time-resolved KPFMmeasurements
were successful in acquiring the expected data. As already noticed on the BHJ
sample, a single mono-exponential decay is insufficient in describing the ﬁndings:
Again, the ﬁt had to resort to an exponential onset as well as a double-exponential
decay.k
Figure A.6 shows the onset time on and the slow decay time . Both parameters
vary heavily across the whole illumination intensity range: they defy any trend and
are accompanied by large margins of error. Despite the uncertainty, a few conclu-
sions can be drawn from the results: The onset time is a factor 2 to 3 larger than
in the BHJ, whereas the slower recombination time could be anything from in the
same range up to an order of magnitude larger than in the BHJ.
A.5.4 Comparison with the BHJ Results
Since the materials employed in both devices and the measurement conditions are
identical, there must be a geometrical reason for the smaller onset time in the BHJ.
k For a detailed account of the fitting, cf. section 7.3
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While the BHJ by design contains multiple extensive interface regions between
donor andacceptor—someofwhichmaybe located in close vicinity to the surface—
a PHJ has only a single, rather ﬂat interface buried underneath the surface.l There-
fore, charge carriers dissociated at the interface of a PHJ have roughly the same
distance to travel to reach the surface SCR, whereas in a BHJ, there are always in-
terface regions and, hence, potential charge carriers dissociated in close vicinity to
the surface.
Now, compared to a PHJ, it is important to note that the mean travel distance
for dissociated charge carriers in a BHJ is in average larger due to its intrinsically
percolated phase design. However, the shorter onset times in BHJs indicate that the
closer distance of some dissociated charge carriers to the surface matters more to
charge carrier dynamics than the average travel distance. In other words: as long as
light shines onto the absorber layer, charge carriers generated close to the surface
drive charge carrier dynamics more than those generated farther away.
When the light is turned off, the percolated paths in a BHJ offer an extensive
interface for recombination, which results in a faster decay time compared to aPHJ,
where, again, all charge carriers have to travel the same distance back to the single
ﬂat interface to recombine. Naturally, this is reﬂected in the time-resolved ﬁndings
in this material system.
Yet, the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of contemporary BHJs reaches close
to 100%: nearly every photon absorbed generates an electron that can be collected,
contradicting the proposed explanation of dominant charge carrier contribution
close to the surface.²¹¹ However, the EQE is a value measured under static condi-
tion, whereas the presented measurements are transient in nature.
Ultimately, more general measurements covering a broader range of techniques
need to be carried out to unveil the true nature of the processes involved in the
presented data.
l cf. fig. 4.3
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A.6 Python Code for Shifting the Time Delay
1 # coding: utf-8
2 #
3 # Program for shifting the time delay of a Tektronix AFG3252 upon receiving
4 # the line clock string 'C' from a serial bus.
5 #
6 # Package dependencies: pyvisa, pyserial
7 #
8 # Usage: run trkpfm_v02_clean.py 4 500e-9 50 10 10e-9 64
9 #
10 # For AFG programming commands, see:
11 # mmrc.caltech.edu/Tektronix/AFG3021B/AFG3021B%Programmer%20Manual.pdf)
12 #
13 # version 0.10
14 #
15 # 2015-03-22
16
17 import sys
18 import serial
19 import visa
20 from datetime import datetime
21
22 # Usage note:
23 if len(sys.argv) != 7:
24 print ('Usage: %s [number_of_lines] [time_period] [pump_duty_cycle]
25 [probe_duty_cycle] [probe_pulse_delay] [number of frames]'
26 '\n [number_of_lines] should match your total scan line number'
27 '\n [time_period] in s, e.g. 500e-9 for 500 ns'
28 '\n [pump_duty_cycle] in percent, e.g. 50 for 50 %%'
29 '\n [probe_duty_cycle] in percent, e.g. 15 for 15 %%'
30 '\n [probe_pulse_delay] in s, positive, and smaller than time_period'
31 '\n [number of frames] desired number of captured frames'
32 '\n For covering a complete time period in a single frame,'
33 '\n set [number of lines] to 1 and [number of frames] to'
34 '\n the number of total lines.'
35 '\n e.g.: run trkpfm_v02.py 4 500e-9 50 10 10e-9 64' % sys.argv[0])
36 sys.exit(1)
37
38 # Input parameters:
39 skip = int(sys.argv[1]) # any integer, should match scan dimensions
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40 l = int(sys.argv[6]) # any integer, should match number of frames
41 tp = sys.argv[2] # in s, e.g.: '500e-9' s
42 pump_dc = sys.argv[3] # in %, e.g.: '50' %
43 probe_dc = sys.argv[4] # in %, e.g.: '10.25' %
44 probe_del = sys.argv[5] # in s, e.g.: '200e-9' s | 0 <= probe_del <= tp !!
45
46 # Compute per line delay (delay to be added per line change):
47 time_period = float(tp) # convert tp string to float
48 start_del = float(probe_del) # convert probe_del string to float
49 add_del = time_period / l # time period divided by total line number
50
51 # Communication with AFG3252 via VISA (USB):
52 rm = visa.ResourceManager() # open VISA resource manager
53 afg = rm.open_resource(u'USB0::1689::837::c021337::0::INSTR') # call AFG
54
55 # Set up AFG Channel 1 (Probe):
56 afg.write('Source1:Function:Shape Pulse') # set pulse shape
57 afg.write('Source1:Pulse:Period ' + tp) # set time period
58 afg.write('Source1:Pulse:Dcycle ' + probe_dc) # set probe duty cycle
59 afg.write('Source1:Pulse:Delay ' + probe_del) # set probe delay time
60 afg.write('Source1:Voltage:Level:Immediate:High 1') # set high level to 1 V
61 afg.write('Source1:Voltage:Level:Immediate:Low -0.1') # set low level to -0.1 V
62 afg.write('Output1:State On') # switch output to on
63
64 # Set up AFG Channel 2 (Pump):
65 afg.write('Source2:Frequency:Concurrent On') # sync frequencies of Ch2 to Ch1
66 afg.write('Source2:Phase:Initiate') # synchronize phase of Ch2 to Ch1
67 afg.write('Source2:Function:Shape Pulse') # set pulse shape
68 afg.write('Source2:Pulse:Dcycle ' + pump_dc) # set pump duty cycle
69
70 # Create initial timestamp and verify AFG input parameters:
71 print(str(datetime.now()))
72 print('frequency [Hz]: ' + afg.query('Source1:Frequency?') +
73 'time period [s]: ' + afg.query('Source1:Pulse:Period?') +
74 'pump function: ' + afg.query('Source2:Function:Shape?') +
75 'probe function: ' + afg.query('Source1:Function:Shape?') +
76 'probe duty cycle [%]: ' + afg.query('Source1:Pulse:Dcycle?') +
77 'probe delay [s]: ' + afg.query('Source1:Pulse:Delay?'))
78
79 # Communicate with Arduino via RS232 (COM3):
80 ardi = serial.Serial(2) # open com-port COM3
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81 ardi_stream = ardi.read(1) # record 1 string from Arduino
82
83 # Shift time delay upon receiving 'C' ('C' indicates next line):
84 drop = (0)
85 lines = range(0, skip)
86 frames = range(0, l) # create array of length l for subsequent FOR loop
87 for line in lines:
88 for frame in frames:
89 while True:
90 ardi_stream = ardi.read(1) # catch new string
91 if ardi_stream == 'C': # compare string with line clock string 'C'
92 drop += 1
93 print(drop)
94 if drop == len(lines): # when all lines of an image are acquired:
95 frame_del = start_del + frame * add_del # compute new time delay
96 afg.write('Source1:Pulse:Delay ' + str(frame_del)) # delay pulse
97 actual_del_str = afg.query('Source1:Pulse:Delay?') # check delay
98 print 'frame %d' % (frame)
99 print (actual_del_str)
100 drop = (0)
101 if float(actual_del_str) + add_del >= time_period:
102 start_del -= time_period # facilitate overflow of delay time
103 break # proceed to next line
104
105 # Create final timestamp:
106 else:
107 print(str(datetime.now()))
108 print 'done'
109
110 # End connection to AFG and Arduino:
111 rm.close()
112 ardi.close()
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